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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Already in the 1920s economists such as Pigou (1920) and Knight (1924) recognised that
traffic congestion entails external costs: users do not take into account the extra travel time
they impose on other users. This congestion externality is a market failure that leads to suboptimal market performance. Congestion pricing allows, at least in theory, for a first-best
solution of this problem: by setting a toll equal to marginal external cost, users do take their
external costs into account.
30 years ago, the charging technology was not available to introduce congestion pricing at a
large scale: one had to rely on drivers manually paying charges. Some 20 years ago, the arrival
of digital cameras and licence plate recognition systems improved the situation. But it was the
arrival of information technologies such as in-car transponders and GPS tracking systems that
really made it possible to implement congestion pricing at a large scale. The new technologies
also allow differentiation of the toll by location and time of day, so that tolls can closely
approximate the actual marginal external costs.
Schrank and Lomax (2009) find that total congestion cost in the US in 2007 were $87
billion. Small and Verhoef (2007) show that, for the US in 2005, marginal external congestion
costs were 65% of external variable costs from automobile travel. External environmental
costs were 6%. Accident externalities were 25%. Van den Bossche et al. (2003) find similar
results for the EU; and also Mayeres, Ochelen and Proost (1996) find that congestion causes
the largest externality associated with road transport. Delucchi and McCubbin (2009) give a
review on externalities of transport for the US, and find that the estimates vary greatly, but that
congestion and accident externalities are by far the largest. Hence, congestion causes a large
share of the external costs of auto use, and thus causes a substantial market failure.
In public transport, chip-cards allow differentiation of the fare to take into account of both
congestion and marginal operating costs. Congestion in trains or buses may take various
forms: for instance, longer times to board and leave vehicles; full vehicles that make it
impossible to board the vehicle, forcing passengers to queue at the platform for the next
service; and crowding within vehicles. Crowding costs arise from the discomfort of not having
a seat and high densities of people in the vehicle. Demand for public transport is usually
concentrated in the peak: operators have to supply a high capacity during the peak, while offpeak there is excess capacity. Hence, operating costs vary over the day. It would be efficient to
differentiate the fare to reflect these differences. Higher fares during the peak and lower fares
during the off-peak could spread out demand. This could reduce the required peak capacity.
The basic economic model of public transport is by Mohring (1972). His model does not
include congestion, and bus sizes are fixed. Users arrive randomly at the stops. Assuming a
perfectly punctual service, this leads to an average waiting time of half the headway between
bus runs. If the operator minimises social costs, then the optimal frequency increases with the
square root of the number of users. Therefore, an increase in passenger volume reduces
waiting times and per-user operating costs—even if there are neutral economies of scale in bus
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operation.1 The interesting difference is that the travel cost on the road increases with the
number of users, while in the public transport model it decreases.
It is useful to make the distinction between static and dynamic models of congestion. In a
static model, users only choose whether to travel; in a dynamic model, they also choose when
to travel. The gain of tolling is generally higher in a dynamic model, because users can also
adapt their choice of when to travel. For example, in a flow model, by spreading demand more
over time, more users drive in the tails of the peak, and fewer in the central peak. This lowers
aggregate congestion costs, because total costs at a point in time are a convex increasing
function of the number of users. This thesis focuses on dynamic models, but will at times
make comparisons with static models from the literature.
1.1.1. Heterogeneity and congestion pricing
The standard way of modelling congestion assumes that all users have the same preferences.
This is, of course, an unrealistic simplification: people differ in when they prefer to arrive,
how they value arriving at a less-than-most-desired moment (i.e. values of schedule delay),
how they value travel time, how sensitive they are to prices, which transport mode they prefer,
and so on. To some degree these differences relate to characteristics of users (e.g. income) and
their trips (e.g. trip purpose); but even within categories there is substantial variation in
preferences. This is confirmed by empirical evidence, as for example Small, Winston and Yan
(2005) show. All this reinforces the need to explicitly consider heterogeneity.
Heterogeneity has two effects on congestion pricing. First, it affects behavioural responses
and the aggregate welfare gain: different types of users interacting can have a different
outcome compared with homogeneous users interacting. Second, with heterogeneity,
congestion pricing has distributional effects between users. Moreover, as Hoogendoorn and
Bovy (1998) argue, including heterogeneity also increases accuracy and descriptive power of
traffic models. Still, heterogeneity has received relatively little attention in the literature,
presumably due to the difficulty of analytical and numerical analysis under heterogeneity.
The early literature addressed the regressiveness of road pricing. The intuitive and
conventional view is that pricing is regressive. With flow congestion, tolling lowers travel
times and increases monetary costs. Hence, a driver’s losses are smaller when her value of
time is higher. And, although, there is no perfect correlation between the value of time and
income, this is often taken as implying that the poor lose and the rich gain (Layard, 1977).
This regressiveness is an important reason why road pricing meets resistance.
Yet, things are not as simple as this, as became clear from an early discussion between
Foster (1974, 1975) and Richardson (1974). Even if drivers with higher incomes have higher
1

That average operating cost decreases with the number of users is conditional on buses not being full. When the
constraint is binding, the frequency equals the number of users times bus capacity, and there are neutral scale
economies for the operator. Still, even then, there are scale economies for social costs, as average waiting costs
decrease with the number of users.
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values of time, and thus lose less due to tolling per driven kilometre; they also drive more and
have longer commutes. Therefore, they lose over longer distances and more frequently. The
net balance of these opposing forces is an empirical matter. Foster concluded that road pricing
may be progressive; Richardson maintained that regressiveness is more likely.
Foster (1974) and Small (1983) discuss the difficulty with the terms “regressive” and
“progressive” under externality taxation. Externality taxation removes an inefficiency and is a
potential Pareto improvement: even if tolling is bad for drivers with lower incomes, the state
could always compensate them using the toll revenues and make everyone better off. Even if
pricing is regressive before the toll revenues are used, it might not be after the use of the toll
revenues is taken into account.
More recent literature looks at the efficiency and distributional effects of tolling of drivers
with a heterogeneous value of time. Small and Yan (2000) and Verhoef and Small (2004) use
static-flow congestion and a network with two parallel roads. Heterogeneity in the value of
time hardly affects the welfare gain of tolling when only one toll can be set. Yet, if different
tolls can be set on the two links, then the gain of tolling increases with the heterogeneity.
Drivers with high values flock to the high-toll link with the shorter travel time; those with low
values flock to the low-toll link. In all calibrations of their numerical model, differentiated
first-best (FB) tolling on two parallel links raises the generalised price for all users. But the
higher a driver’s value of time is, the smaller her loss. With second-best tolling, it is not
possible to set the FB toll, which has the highest possible welfare gain: for example, because
only part of the road network can be tolled. The relative efficiency of only tolling one of the
two links increases with the heterogeneity in the value of time. Relative efficiency is the
welfare gain of a policy from the no-toll case, relative to the FB gain. The distributional
consequences of this second-best policy are non-monotonic. Low values of time use the
unpriced link where travel time increases; and the lower the value of time is, the smaller the
cost of this extra travel time. The priced link reduces travel times; and the higher the value of
time is, the more beneficial this is. Consequently, the drivers who are indifferent between the
two links are worse off.
With static-flow congestion and homogeneous users, FB tolling raises the price for all
users, and only the government gains. Yet, as Vickrey (1969) discusses, if there is wasteful
hypercongestion or bottleneck congestion, tolling is more beneficial, as it removes this pure
loss. In the bottleneck model with homogeneous users, first-best tolling removes all travel
time delays, converting them into toll payments; while scheduling costs are unaffected, and
the generalised price is the same with and without tolling.
Vickrey (1973) introduces what we call “proportional heterogeneity” to the bottleneck
model. Proportional heterogeneity scales the values of time (α) and schedule delay (β)
proportionally: i.e. they follow the heterogeneous scalar ki, according to αi=a·ki, βi=b·ki, and
γi=g·ki. In the no-toll equilibrium, the arrival order is undetermined: users arrive in order of the
ratio of values of time and schedule delay, but this ratio is assumed to be the same for all.
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With FB tolling, users arrive ordered on their value of schedule delay alone, with the highest
values arriving closest to the preferred arrival time. Consequently, tolling not only removes
queuing, but also lowers scheduling costs, by making the arrival order more efficient. With
fixed demand, tolling is a strict Pareto improvement: all users gain—except those with the
very lowest values, who are unaffected. Hence, due to the extra efficiency gain, tolling is more
beneficial under proportional heterogeneity than under homogeneity.
De Palma and Lindsey (2002a) consider heterogeneity in the value of time with constant
values of schedule delay. In the bottleneck model, tolling is less beneficial under this
heterogeneity than under homogeneity. With fixed demand, all users lose due to tolling—
except the drivers with the very highest value of time, who are unaffected.
Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1988; 1994) use fixed demand and two types of users with
different values of time and schedule delay. FB tolling raises prices for low values of time.
With a more heterogeneous value of time, this price increase is larger. If there is sufficient
heterogeneity, then, even if the tolls are returned equally, low values of time can still be worse
off. For the high-value-of-time type, the price is unaffected if tolling does not change the
arrival order, and decreases if the arrival order changes.
Santos and Rojey (2004) model congestion pricing in three English towns. They find that
pricing can be regressive or progressive. Distributional impacts are town specific. They
depend on where people live and work, and what transport mode they use. Eliasson and
Mattson (2006) analyse the equity effects of the Stockholm pricing scheme. They find that the
scheme can be progressive if the toll revenues are used to improve public transport; but it is
regressive, if revenues are used to lower taxes.
Concluding, the aggregate and distributional effects of congestion pricing under
heterogeneity are not as simple as it might appear on first sight. The welfare gains of pricing
can be higher or lower with heterogeneity than without. Furthermore, heterogeneity also
affects the relative efficiencies of second-best policies. The distributional effects of tolling not
only depend on the value of time, but also on the values of schedule delay, the preferred
arrival time, the length of the trip, and when and what destination to one wants to travel.

1.2. Objectives and Structure of the Thesis
This thesis studies the effects of heterogeneity in travel models. Part I is theoretical, part II is
empirical. The first part analyses first-best (FB) and second-best (SB) pricing in dynamic
congestion models with continuous heterogeneity and price-sensitive demand. The first two
chapters analyse road pricing in a car-only context; the third chapter studies congestion pricing
in a rail and road network. Analysing pricing under heterogeneity is complex, especially with
price-sensitive demand. The effects of a policy depend on the distribution of users in the notoll equilibrium and on the distribution in the new equilibrium with the policy. The latter
distribution is endogenous: it depends on the policy, the no-toll-equilibrium distribution of
users, and the price-sensitivity of each type.
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The theoretical part studies—for an assumed demand structure and distribution of users—
the aggregate and distributional effects of different pricing schemes. But to calibrate a model,
one needs empirical information on the preferences. To discover how real-world socioeconomic groups are affected, rather than abstract theoretical types, one needs empirical
distributions of users. Hence, empirical research is necessary. The empirical part of this thesis
analyses the preferences of rail users. The preferences of road users have been extensively
studied by others, whereas those of public transport users have received less attention.
The research question is:
How important is heterogeneity in empirical research of travellers’ preferences, and
what effects does it have in dynamic congestion models for the aggregate and
distributional effects of first-best and second-best congestion pricing on the road or in
the train?
Figure 1.1 depicts the structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 studies pricing on a road with one
bottleneck with a continuous distribution of the value of time. The policies investigated
include FB public tolling, monopoly pricing by a firm controlling the road, a public uniform
toll that is constant over the peak, and a welfare- or profit-maximising pay-lane on part of the
bottleneck capacity. Our pay-lane case can also be interpreted as two roads connecting origin
and destination, and only one of them can be tolled: for example, a tolled freeway and an
untolled secondary road. The two interpretations are mathematically the same.
Chapter 3 extends the proportional heterogeneity of Vickrey (1973) with “ratio
heterogeneity”, which refers to differences in the ratio of value of time to value of schedule
delay. Thus, it considers a multivariate distribution of the value of schedule delay and the ratio
of the value of time to the value of schedule delay. It uses price-sensitive demand. Ratio
heterogeneity has the same effects as heterogeneity in the value of time with fixed values of
schedule delay discussed in Chapter 2 and in de Palma and Lindsey (2002a). The analysed
policies are first-best pricing and welfare- or profit-maximising tolling on part of the capacity.
Both types of heterogeneity could be relevant in reality. The value of time is the marginal
utility of time divided by the marginal utility of income, and similarly for the value of
schedule delay. A higher income leads to a lower marginal utility of income, thus
proportionally increasing values of time and schedule delay. Hence, proportional
heterogeneity can be viewed as stemming from income differences. The ratio of value of time
to value of schedule delay has a behavioural interpretation: it reflects the willingness to accept
greater schedule delays in order to reduce travel time. Ratio heterogeneity could result from
differences in comfort level or possibilities to use in-vehicle time productively, but also from
differences in the tightness of scheduling constraints (e.g. working on an assembly line vs in
an office or having children or not).
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Our inclusion of price-sensitive demand has a large impact. In Vickrey (1973), no user
loses from first-best tolling. With price sensitivity, drivers with the highest values demand
more travel. This raises the price for all users, making FB tolling bad for driver with low
values.
Not all travel is by car. Many journeys are by public transport. There has been little
research that incorporates heterogeneity in a combined road and public transport network. An
interesting exception is Huang (2000). He has fixed demand and two-group heterogeneity in
the value of time, values of schedule delay, and value of crowding. Chapter 4 examines
congestion pricing in a road and rail network. On the road, there is bottleneck congestion. In
the train, there is crowding congestion. Car and train are imperfect substitutes: an increase in
the car-travel price increases the number of train users, it decreases the number of car users
and total travel demand. We separately analyse proportional and ratio heterogeneity. The
policies are first-best pricing and welfare- or profit-maximising pricing on only road or rail.
We extend the work of Huang (2000) by using continuous heterogeneity, price-sensitive
demand, and a dynamic crowding-congestion model. Furthermore, we also look at profit
maximisation and time-variant second-best pricing on road or rail.
Figure 1.1. Set-up of the thesis
1. Introduction

2. Congestion Tolling in the Bottleneck Model with
Heterogeneous Values of Time
Theoretical
Part

3. Winning or Losing from Congestion Tolling

4.

Congestion Pricing on Road and Rail with
Heterogeneous Values of Time and Schedule Delay

5. Biases in WTP Measures from Multinomial Logit
Estimates due to Unobserved Heterogeneity
Empirical
Part

6. Choice of Train Ticket

7. Choice of Season Ticket

8. Conclusion
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Then we turn to the empirical part. Chapter 5 examines whether heterogeneity in marginal
utilities could bias Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) estimates from multinomial logit. To
investigate this, we use datasets created by Monte Carlo simulation. We look at uncorrelated
and correlated marginal utilities. We assess the effect of heterogeneity by comparing the
estimated WTPs with their design values. The effects of uncorrelated heterogeneity have been
studied before; correlated heterogeneity seems unstudied.
Chapter 6 examines the preferences of Dutch single-ticket train travellers using a Stated
Preference (SP) experiment from the Dutch Railways’ (NS) tariff structure review stated
preference survey. Attributes are ticket price, travel time, and peak-travel-moment restrictions.
The dataset has information on travel costs compensation. Many commuters and business
travellers in the Netherlands are compensated by their employer, and this compensation is
often tax exempt. As expected, compensation has large effects on choices and price
sensitivities. We use multinomial logit, nested logit, and mixed logit estimations. All
estimations control for observed heterogeneity due to such things as travel cost compensation,
gender, trip purpose, and trip length. The mixed logit also allows for unobserved heterogeneity
in the preferences for rail travel and marginal utilities of price and travel time.
Chapter 7 investigates the dataset on preferences for season tickets from the same survey as
used in Chapter 6. With a season ticket, a user can travel free of extra charge by train. Public
transport systems often use season tickets as a ticket type, and season-ticket holders account
for a large share of the total passenger kilometres in the Netherlands (Steer Davies Gleave,
2006a). Therefore, season ticket users are an important group of rail users. All estimations
control for observed heterogeneity in the preference for season ticket ownership and price
sensitivity. The panel mixed logit also controls for unobserved heterogeneity in the marginal
utility of season ticket price and the preference for owning a season ticket.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the findings of the thesis and concludes. It also discusses
some directions for further research.

1.3. Limitations
Any scientific work has its limitations, and areas that are not analysed. This subsection
discusses some limitations of this thesis, but by no means aims to be exhaustive.
We assume that users are utility maximisers. We do not look at alternative theories of
behaviour. There is no uncertainty: demand is deterministic and capacity is fixed. Hence, there
is no scope for asymmetric information or information provision. Clearly, this is not true in
reality: a commuter knows she will face congestion, but the exact travel time is a nice surprise
each day. For studies that include uncertainty, see, for example, Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey
(1996), Emmerink, Verhoef, Nijkamp and Rietveld (1998), or Knoop, Hoogendoorn and
Adams (2009).
We study congestion pricing in partial equilibrium. Thus, we implicitly assume that the
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congestion externality is the final remaining market failure. In reality, there are also
distortionary taxes, imperfect information, market power, and other externalities (see, e.g.,
Parry and Bento, 2002).
Our road models only use single bottleneck congestion, with a point queue. The bottleneck
model is the most widely used dynamic congestion model in economics: it is simple to solve,
and captures the behavioural trade-off between travel delay and schedule delay. Nevertheless,
there are also other types of congestion, such as intersection congestion and flow congestion.
Real-world congestion is a mixture of these different types. Still, bottleneck congestion seems
an important part of this mixture. Indeed, the daily traffic jam report almost exclusively
contains bottlenecks such as bridges and tunnels or incidents. Vickrey (1969) notes that
queuing at a bottleneck is wasteful: the same number of cars could pass the bottleneck without
queuing if users arrived in a flow equal to capacity. Time-variant tolling induces such a flow.
Therefore, tolling is more beneficial with bottleneck congestion than with flow congestion
where there is no pure waste. Put differently, our models are applicable to the worst instances
of congestion, and therewith the most relevant ones to address. Our train crowding congestion
is akin to flow congestion. Therefore, the model of Chapter 4 could also be interpreted as two
roads: the first with bottleneck congestion, the second with dynamic-flow congestion.
In practice, it is impossible to set the fully time-variant tolls assumed in the thesis.
Cognitive and technological limitations restrict how much the toll can vary. In reality, toll
schemes use a uniform toll or step tolls. The Oslo toll ring scheme has a fixed toll throughout
the day (Odeck and Bråthen, 1997). The London scheme has a fixed toll between 7:00 and
18:00.2 In Singapore, the tolls at the many tolling points vary more. For instance, the “BugisMarina Centre (Nicoll Highway)” has 7 steps in the toll level during the weekday morning
peak.3 The Stockholm pricing scheme has 10 steps between 6:30 and 18:29.4 From April 2010,
the I-91 in California has 8 toll steps during the morning peak on Mondays to Thursday
ranging from $1.50 to $4.50.5
It seems thus impossible to set a fully time-variant toll. But real world tolling schemes
show that many toll levels are feasible. In Laih (1994), a tolling scheme with m levels attains a
fraction m/(m+1) of the first-best time-variant toll’s gain. Hence, as the number of steps
increases, the step toll rapidly approaches the first-best toll.
Also in public transport, there can be differences over time in fares. For instance, in the
Netherlands, discount-card holders travel with a 40% discount by train after 9:00 and in the
weekend.6 The yearly price of the card was €40 in 2010. In the UK, discount-card holders
2

This follows www.tfl.gov.uk/tfl/roadusers/congestioncharge/whereandwhen/ as retrieved on 18 January 2010
Rates for 3 May to 2010 to 1 August 2010, as retrieved on 11 May 2010 from
www.onemotoring.com.sg/publish/onemotoring/en/on_the_roads/ERP_Rates.html
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stockholm_congestion_tax as retrieved on 11 May 2010.
5
www.octa.net/91_schedules.aspx as retrieved on 11 May 2010.
6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rail_transport_in_the_Netherlands#Off-Peak_Discount_Pass as retrieved on 10
June 2010.
3
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travel with 33.3% or 50% discount outside the peak.7 In Germany, Deutsche Bahn offers an
unlimited weekend travel pass for 5 persons for €37.8
All this suggests that the dynamics in congestion and congestion pricing are important. But,
in practice, the pricing will not be as perfect as in this thesis.
We ignore toll collection costs, even though these can be a substantial fraction of toll
revenues. Prud’homme and Bocarejo (2005) find that in 2003 the London congestion charging
scheme’s operating costs were 85% of toll revenue, and net revenue would not be enough to
cover the annualised capital cost. Mackie (2005), Santos and Schafer (2004), and Santos
(2005) are more optimistic. They conclude that operating costs were, respectively, 75%, 72%,
and 53–60%. Santos (2005) notes that the Electronic Licensing Scheme in Singapore is more
efficient as its operating costs are only 21% of revenue. Still, all these figures suggest that the
usual ignoring of collection costs might not be that valid.
We do not analyse how toll revenues are used. As Small (1983), Mayeres and Proost
(2001), Santos and Rojey (2004), and Eliasson and Mattson (2006) argue, how revenues are
used is probably the largest determinant of the distributional effects. If revenues are used for
lump sum transfers to the 25% lowest income households or to subsidise public transport, then
tolling probably benefits the poor. If revenues are used to construct new golf courses or to
lower taxes, then tolling probably benefits the rich. If revenues are used for road capacity
expansion, then the expansion also has distributional effects. Arnott et al. (1994) find that
expansion typically favours drivers with a high ratio of value of time to value of schedule
delay or with a preferred arrival time that is in the central peak.
We only look at simple networks with one or two links connecting a single origin and
destination pair. In a larger network, the effect of heterogeneity might be different. For
instance, Zhang et al. (2008) use the Sioux Falls network, which has 76 links, to investigate
the effects of allowing private operators to build toll roads. They find that the welfare gain of
this set-up decreases with the heterogeneity in the value of time for low amounts of
heterogeneity; for large amounts, it increases. Distributional effects can also depend on the
network. As Kulash (1974) and Santos and Rojey (2004) argue, if the rich predominately drive
to the most congested areas, then pricing might very well be most harmful for them; whereas
the poor might be unaffected if they use public transport or drive in relatively uncongested
areas. If there is bottleneck congestion, as in Lindsey (2004b), then the rich driving to the
centre might gain more than the rich who drive within the suburbs, since, in the bottleneck
model, users with high values of time and schedule delay gain from tolling, and this gain is
higher, the more congestion there is.
The empirical part of this thesis uses SP data. This data type has its strengths and
weaknesses. Strengths include that it ensures that the independent variables have substantial
variation and limited correlation, and that one can include alternatives that currently do not
7
8

www.nationalrail.co.uk/times_fares/offpeak.html as retrieved on 10 June 2010.
www.bahn.de/i/view/GBR/en/prices/germany/schoenes_wochenende_ticket.shtml as retrieved on 10 June 2010.
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exist (Hensher, Rose and Greene, 2005). The latter advantage is important in this thesis, as
both our experiments contain an alternative with peak travel restrictions that currently does not
exist. The main weaknesses stem from the hypothetical nature of the choice situation. There
might be differences in how respondents state they will respond and how they respond in
reality. Respondents might answer strategically: for example, overstate their price sensitivity
to limit a future road toll or train fare. In addition, SP experiments may suffer from
hypothetical bias: that people cannot fully comprehend the experiment. Arentze, Borgers,
Timmermans and DelMistro (2003) discuss that the complexity of the choice task might also
have detrimental effects, as respondents might not be fully capable of understanding the
choice situation. But there are many other possible biases in SP research (see, e.g., Mitchell
and Carson, 1989).
In conclusion, there are certainly some important limitations to the work presented in this
thesis. Toll collection costs make tolling less beneficial, and can even make a scheme harmful
to society. The fully time-variant tolls used in our model cannot be applied in practice, and
there are other determinants of the distributional effects than the heterogeneity in the
preferences that we study. However, heterogeneity in preferences can cause substantial and
sometimes surprising welfare and distributional effects, and is therefore in itself interesting
and important to investigate.

Theoretical Part

Chapter 2:

Congestion tolling in the
bottleneck model with
heterogeneous values of time
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2.1. Introduction9
Traffic congestion is a major problem in most modern societies. A way to alleviate this
problem is congestion pricing. When studying tolling, it is important to adequately
incorporate heterogeneity. Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1988) find that ignoring
heterogeneity may bias the calculated welfare effects of first-best tolling. This bias can be
negative, zero, or positive, depending on the type and extent of heterogeneity. Lindsey
(2004a) notes that the congestion cost that a user imposes on another user decreases with her
value of time and increases with the other’s value of time.
Dynamic congestion models usually assume that a driver faces a schedule delay if she does
not arrive at her preferred arrival time (t*). In the conventional linear specification, the cost
per hour of earlier arrival than t* (schedule delay early) is β; the cost per hour of later arrival
(schedule delay late) is γ. The value of time is α. A number of studies have looked at the effect
of heterogeneity in these parameters. Some of these studies were also discussed in Chapter 1.
De Palma and Lindsey (2002b) find that, in the bottleneck model with homogeneity, the
morning and evening peak are mirror images of each other. But this symmetry breaks down
with heterogeneity.
In the empirical literature, estimation methods, such as mixed logit, that control for
unobserved heterogeneity are becoming increasingly popular. This suggests that, in reality,
heterogeneity of preferences is common and important. Still, only a limited number of
theoretical studies control for heterogeneity, and most that do control for this use two groups
of users. As Verhoef and Small (2004) note, apart from the fact that two-group heterogeneity
seems a crude approximation of real heterogeneity, it may also cause analytical problems
owing to the possible existence of multiple pooled and separating equilibria.
This chapter examines the welfare effects of first-best (FB) and second-best congestion
pricing in a bottleneck model with continuous heterogeneity in the value of time and pricesensitive demand. In the first second-best case that we study, part of the road capacity is used
as a pay-lane with the goal of maximising welfare (public pay-lane) or profits (private paylane). In the second case, only one public time-invariant toll can be set for the entire peak.
This time-invariant toll can only lower the externality by lowering total demand, while timevariant FB tolling eliminates all queuing. To the best of our knowledge, the effects of these
second-best policies have not been analysed before in the heterogeneous user bottleneck
model with price-sensitive demand.
Evans (1992) analyses a flow congestion model with drivers who differ in their value of
time and valuation of the trip. If the values of time and of the trip are correlated (i.e. high
values of time value the trip more), then congestion pricing improves welfare more with
heterogeneity than with homogeneity. As discussed in Chapter 1, Small and Yan (2001) and
9

This chapter is based on Van den Berg and Verhoef (2011a), published in Transportation Research Part B
(journal website www.elsevier.com/locate/trb).
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Verhoef and Small (2004) look at private and public pay-lanes using flow congestion. They
conclude that the relative efficiency of a public pay-lane increases with heterogeneity in α.
Relative efficiency is the proportion of the FB welfare gain, relative to the no-toll case, that a
policy achieves.
In our model, the relative efficiency of a public pay-lane decreases with the heterogeneity
in the value of time (α). This is opposite to the conclusions of the previous studies. Further,
with greater heterogeneity in α, the average congestion externality is lower, and there is less to
gain from tolling.
We assume that t* is the same for all persons. Further, all drivers have the same values of
schedule delay early (β) and late (γ). These simplifying assumptions influence our results. For
example, Arnott et al. (1988) show that, with heterogeneity in t*, total scheduling costs are
lower, while travel delay costs are unaffected. They also analyse heterogeneity in the value of
time and schedule delay, with a fixed β/γ ratio. In the no-toll (NT) case, users arrive ordered
on α/β, with the users with the highest value arriving furthest from t*. First-best (FB) tolling
eliminates the queue. Now users arrive ordered on β, with the highest-β-users arriving closest
to t*. Thus, with a heterogeneous value of schedule delay, FB tolling makes the arrival
ordering more efficient; decreasing average scheduling costs and increasing the FB welfare
gain. The next chapter extends the analysis by also including heterogeneity in values of
schedule delay. This model is less tractable than the present one, and has fewer closed-form
solutions. Still, numerical analysis indicates that a more heterogeneous value of time lowers
the FB welfare gain and relative efficiencies of pay-lanes, even with a heterogeneous value of
schedule delay.
The next section describes the generalised price and demand functions. Section 2.3
considers the no-toll (NT) equilibrium with a discrete value of time distribution. We then
move on to continuous heterogeneity. Section 2.4 discusses the set-up of the numerical
models. Section 2.5 analyses the NT equilibrium. Section 2.6 investigates FB tolling. Section
2.7 examines a private monopolist controlling the road and setting a time-variant (PM) toll.
Section 2.8 studies the public (PL) and private (PPL) pay-lane, and public time-invariant (TI)
tolling. Table 2.1 summarises the policies. Section 2.9 presents the sensitivity analyses, and
Section 2.10 concludes. Table 2.A1 in Appendix 2A defines some of the symbols used.
Table 2.1: Abbreviations of the analysed policies
Abbreviation

Description

NT
FB
PM
PL
PPL
TI

No toll
Public first-best welfare-maximising time-variant toll
Private profit-maximising time-variant toll, which is set by a monopolist
Public welfare-maximising pay-lane, with a time-variant toll
Private profit-maximising pay-lane, with a time-variant toll
Public time-invariant (uniform) welfare-maximising toll, which is set on the whole road
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2.2 .The Generalised Price and Demand Surface
Consider a single road with a bottleneck, connecting a single origin and destination. In
equation (2.1) below, the generalised price (Pi[t]) for a user arriving at the destination on t, is
the sum of the travel time costs (CTi[t]), schedule delay costs (CSDi[t]), toll τ[t], and car
operating costs (υ). Operating costs are the same for each person. We use square brackets to
indicate arguments of a function; we use round brackets for arithmetic. Travel time is the sum
of the travel delay and free-flow travel time (Tf). Travel delay (TD[t]) equals the queue length
faced when arriving at t (q[t]) divided by capacity s. The coefficient αi denotes the value of
time of type i users, and is the only source of heterogeneity. We refer to a user with a value of
time of αi as a “type” i user, where types can be continuously or discretely distributed. To
shorten the algebra, we define the parameters η=γ/β and δ= β·γ/(β+γ). We normalise t* (the
preferred arrival time) to zero for notational ease.

Pi [t ]  CTi [t ]  CSDi [t ]   [t ]    i  (TD[t ]  Tf )  Max(  t ,   t )   [t ]  

(2.1)

Costs are linear in schedule and travel delay. For an equilibrium without mass departures,
the inequality αi>β must hold. If it does not hold for some early-arriving users, then for those
users the departure rate is infinite, and a mass departure results (Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey,
1990). Note that αi<β can be viewed as the situation where users arriving before t* prefer
prolonging their trip over getting out of the car and entering work.
Demand is price sensitive for all values of time, and the inverse demand surface follows
Di  A  Ai 

B
ni .
bi [i ]

(2.2)

The slope of i’s function is –B/bi[αi]; A+Ai is the constant of the demand function, where Ai is
a value of time specific addition to A. The integral of bi[αi] over all values of time is 1. This is
for algebraic ease, and is not a necessary assumption, because B can be freely chosen.

2.3. Discrete Heterogeneity
It is instructive to start with discrete heterogeneity, as the effects of heterogeneity are easier to
understand in this case. This section discusses the NT equilibrium with M user groups with
group-specific values of αi. Without loss of generality, the analytical models ignore free-flow
travel time and operating costs. The numerical models will add these two items again. The
groups arrive ordered by decreasing values of β/αi. The group with the lowest αi is group 1; the
group with the highest αi is group M. Arnott et al. (1988) find that, in the NT equilibrium,
group 1 arrives closest to t*, and group M the furthest from t*. A group’s equilibrium price is
the same at all moments when drivers from this group arrive and not lower at any other
moment. Here, ts is the point in time when the first driver arrives, at te the last driver arrives.
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Following Arnott et al. (1988), we set-up isocost curves; which give the combinations of
travel delay (along the vertical axis) and schedule delay (along the horizontal axis) that result
in a constant price over time. Figure 2.1 draws the equilibrium isocost curves with three user
types. Clearly, different isocost curves apply for different cost levels. If a type’s equilibrium
isocost curve is above the curves of the other types and not below the horizontal-axis, then at
this moment only this type arrives. If another type of user arrived at this time, her price would
be higher than during her own arrival period. Let tsi and tei indicate when group i starts (for
early arrivals) and finishes (for late arrivals) arriving. Then, type 3 users arrive between ts and
ts2, and between te2 and te. Type 2 users arrive between ts2 and ts1, and between te1 and te2. The
upper envelope of the isocost curves gives the equilibrium delays.
Figure 2.1: The isocost curves for three types of travellers.

Appendix 2B shows that equilibrium generalised price follows
Pi 
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(2.3)

Here, njNT is the number of NT drivers with a value of time of αj; NNT is the total number of NT
users. In the second part of (2.3), we rewrite the formula using the discrete cumulative
distribution function F[αi] and density function f[αi]=niNT/NNT. The first part in brackets in (2.3)
multiplied by the term outside them (i.e. F[αj]·N·δ/s) measures i’s schedule delay costs at tsi
and tei. Queuing costs at these moments are the second term in the brackets multiplied. Persons
with a relatively high αi arrive in the shoulders of the peak. Hence, schedule delay costs
increase with αi. Queuing costs decrease non-linearly with αi, since the lower the value of time
is, the closer one arrives to t*. The net effect is always that i’s price increases with αi.
Group M users have the highest value of time; their price is also the highest and equal to
the price in the homogeneous user model. Hence, this highest-α-group is unaffected by the
heterogeneity. With heterogeneity in α, group M–1 users enjoy lower prices than with
homogeneity, because group M’s larger value of time induces them to build up the queue at a
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slower rate than group M–1 users would. Because drivers with a higher value of time build up
the queue more slowly, they also cause lower marginal external costs.
The price for a type i is unaffected by the distribution of the groups with a lower αj. If all
types with a value of time smaller than i turned into a type i, then i’s price would be
unaffected. Conversely, if a type i traveller changed into a type i+1 (αi<αi+1), then the price for
type i would decrease. The effects of a type’s value of time on the price of another type can be
verified in Figure 2.1, by imagining the effects of an increase in α2 (keeping it between α1 and
α3). The isocost curve for group 2 would then become flatter, but would intersect the curve for
group 3 at the same two points. Accordingly, the prices for group 3 would be unaffected,
while group 1 benefits from shifting to a lower isocost curve.
The average congestion externality decreases with heterogeneity in the value of time for
two reasons. First, the lower ones value of time is, the closer to t* one arrives when congestion
is worst. This makes given travel delays less expensive with more heterogeneity. Second,
heterogeneity limits the travel delays themselves. For example, a driver who arrives at t* faces
a travel time of  s  jj 1M n jNT  j . This is a convex and decreasing function in the value of
time of all users. Consequently, the travel delay at t* decreases with the amount of
heterogeneity in the value of time. With homogeneous users of type i, the travel time at t* is
δ·Ni/(s·αi); with two user groups, it is δ·(Nj/αj+Ni/αi)/s, which is lower because αj>αi.

2.4. Numerical Set-Up
This section describes the set-up of the numerical base case. The capacity of the bottleneck is
3600 cars per hour, and the number of NT users is 9000. This means that the peak lasts 2.5
hours. The free-flow travel time is 30 minutes. Operating costs per trip are €7.30. The
scheduling cost parameters are β=€4 and γ=€15.6 per hour, implying δ=3.1837 and η=3.9.
This value of η is the same as in Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1990).
Figure 2.2: The polynomial value of time distribution in the no-toll equilibrium
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Figure 2.3: The inverse demand surface for car trips

We use a similar method as Verhoef and Small (2004) to set-up demand. First, we fit a
fourth-order polynomial on the lognormal value of time distribution from Chapter 6. We use a
polynomial because it is easier to integrate, making the calculations in the numerical models
easier. Still, the model works for any distribution with a probability density function (PDF)
that can be twice integrated. Figure 2.2 plots the PDF (f[αi]) that is used in this chapter. Note
that the distribution looks lognormal. The estimated lognormal distribution ranges from zero
to infinity. The lower part of the distribution has to be disregarded, as it violates the αi>β
assumption. The polynomial distribution has a maximum value per hour of travel time ( ) of
€20.80, and the minimum (  ) is €4.10. The average of the value of time is €8.19, the median
is €7.70, and the mode is €5.90.10
Figure 2.3 plots the numerical inverse demand function. We choose the parameters for this
demand function to accomplish three goals. First, the user distribution of Figure 2.2 results in
NT equilibrium. Second, the average total price elasticity is –0.4 in NT equilibrium. This is
the same elasticity that Verhoef and Small (2004) used. The total price includes the free-flow
travel time and operating costs. Third, the aggregate number of NT users should be 9000.
To achieve these goals, we set bi[αi] equal to f[αi], and Ai equal to the NT total price. The
mean total price elasticity is a function of the mean price, number of users, and B. The mean
price depends on the value of time distribution and number of users. Hence, the elasticity is
10

The density function is given by the polynomial f[αi]=b0+b1·αi+b2·αi2+b3·αi3+b4·αi4. The parameters are
b0=−0.177403; b1 =0.135674; b2 =−0.0188112; b3 =0.0009572; and b4 =−0.00001666. As the estimated value of
time distribution is for train travellers, it is not representative for car drivers. We used this distribution, as it was
a nice empirical example from this thesis. Further, as the sensitivity analysis shows our results are not really
sensitive to the exact distribution of users. Finally, as we truncate the distribution at €4.10, the distribution is
also not representative for the rail users of Chapter 6; while the mean value of time is now close to the official
Dutch figure for car drivers of €8.30 (Tseng, 2008, p. 68).
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directly calibrated by B. Finally, A is set such that the number of users is 9000. If bi[αi]=f[αi]
and Ai=PiNT, then equating inverse demands to prices, and rewriting, results in NNT=A/B and
niNT=bi[αi]·A/B. Thus, A determines the number of drivers, and bi[αi] the number of users for
each value of time (niNT). The values used for B and A are 0.0050477 and 45.4291.

2.5. No-Toll Equilibrium
2.5.1. The Analytical Model
This section analyses the NT equilibrium with a continuous value of time distribution. We first
analyse the analytical models, and then illustrate these with the results of the numerical model,
as calculated in Mathematica 5.0.
Section 2.3 derived the equilibrium price levels for discrete heterogeneity. The extension to
continuous heterogeneity proved straightforward. One just has to replace the summation signs
with integrals. The resulting price function is
Pi 
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Here, njNT is the number of NT users with a value of time of αj. The NNT is the total number of
NT drivers. F[αj] is the cumulative distribution function of αj, and f[αi] is the probability
density function of αi. The interpretation of the formula is otherwise the same as in the discrete
case. Formula (2.4) can be rewritten as (2.5) by inserting the H[αi] function from (2.6) for the
part between brackets in (2.4). The H[αi] increases with the value of time (αi), and ranges
between 1 for the highest-α-driver and some positive fraction for the lowest-α-driver. H[αi]
can be viewed as giving the fraction that type i’s generalised price is of the highest-α-drivers’
price of δNNT/s, thus allowing for an intuitive reinterpretation of (2.4).
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(2.5)
(2.6)

The price in (2.5) increases with α. Queuing costs decrease with αi; scheduling costs
increase. Still, the decrease in queuing costs is always smaller than the increase in schedule
delay costs. If this were not true, the price would decrease with αi. But this cannot be true, as
then a low-α-user could always move to the time that a high-α-user arrives and face the same
schedule delay and travel delay. Then, the low-α-user would again face a lower price than the
high-α-user, because travel delays are less costly with a lower value of time.
Equation (2.7) gives the derivative of j’s price with respect to the number of type i drivers:
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This derivative is what Lindsey (2004a) calls the congestion cost effect. The congestion effect
of i is the same on all type j users with a larger value of time than i’s own. Surprisingly, this
congestion effect is equal to the effect of all drivers in the homogeneous user model. On
smaller value of time drivers, i’s congestion effect is smaller, and it decreases with the relative
size of αi to αj. Note that these results are consistent with the discussion in Section 2.3.
Marginal external costs (meci) are the integral over all j of njNT · ∂Pj/∂niNT.
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Thus, the mec of a driver is the sum of the congestion effects she imposes on all other drivers.
The highest-α-drivers cause the lowest externality of E[α]·δ·NNT/(s·). The E[α] is the average
of the value of time.  is the maximum value of time. The lowest-α-drivers cause the highest
externality of δ·NNT/s. The smaller αi is, the larger i’s externality. The marginal externality of a
lowest-α-driver equals the one of all users with homogeneity. The marginal external cost of a
lowest-α-driver is above her own price, while the opposite holds for a highest-α-driver. In
comparison, with homogeneity, the mec equals private cost for all, and marginal social costs
are twice private costs.
Figure 2.4: Example of the effect of heterogeneity on the marginal externalities

The average externality decreases the heterogeneity in α. A lowest-α-driver causes the
highest congestion effects that equal those with homogeneous users, while all other users
cause lower congestion effects on users with smaller values of time than theirs. This result is
best further explained using two uniform distributions of the value of time. The left panel of
Figure 2.4 plots two distributions of α, the right panel shows the resulting externalities.
Besides the different distributions, the set-up underlying the figure is the same as in the
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numerical base case. If the amount of heterogeneity (i.e. the spread) increases, there are new
users with values of time below the old lowest value (in the figure with αi’s between €4.19 and
€7.69). The congestion effects on these new low-α-users caused by the other users are low,
since the effect on j by i decreases with αi, and increases with αj. There are also new types with
values of time exceeding the old highest value. These new high-α-types cause low congestion
effects as their values of time are relatively high. Thus, the larger the spread is, the lower the
average externality. Finally, since the externalities decrease with the heterogeneity in α, the
average travel price also decreases.
2.5.2. Numerical Base-Case Results
Figure 2.5 shows the numerical no-toll schedule delay costs, queuing costs, and their sum. The
capacity of the bottleneck is 3600 cars per hour, and there are 9000 users. Thus, the peak starts
at ts= –δ·NNT/(sβ)= –1.99 hour (i.e. 1.99 hours before t*) and ends at 0.51 hours.
For an αi of €7.15 per hour, schedule delay costs equal queuing costs. At this value, the
cumulative distribution function of the value of time is 0.43. Total travel delay costs are
€24,584, and total scheduling costs are €35,001. There is a difference here with the
homogeneous user model, where these totals are equal. In the public discussion of congestion,
the travel time costs usually dominate, whereas the schedule delay costs are less emphasised.
Conversely, in our model, the schedule delay costs are more important for most persons, as
well as on aggregate. Still, from a policy perspective travel delays might be more important, as
these can be influenced more effectively through tolling.
Type i’s total price is a concave increasing function of αi. Queuing costs decrease with αi,
because the higher one’s value of time, the closer one arrives to the outside of the peak.
Between €15 and €20.80 per hour, the distribution of α has a flat tail with very low densities,
which causes the price function in Figure 2.5 to be rather flat in this range.

€

Figure 2.5: Decomposition of the travel price for each value of time

Total queuing and schedule
delay costs per user
Schedule delay costs
Queuing Costs
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2.6. First-Best Public Toll
Arnott et al. (1988) find that, also with heterogeneity, the social optimal toll eliminates all
queuing, since queuing is always wasteful. All NT users could arrive in the same period
without queuing if people arrived at the bottleneck in a flow equal to capacity. Arnott, de
Palma and Lindsey (1994) note that the result of the homogeneous user model: i.e. the result
that the price is the same in the NT and FB equilibria, breaks down with heterogeneity. We
extend their analysis by using continuous heterogeneity and price-sensitive demand. This
section derives the closed-form solutions for the FB price and number of users per value of
time. The numerical subsection finds that tolling increases the price for most users, but that
those with the highest values of time gain.
2.6.1. The Analytical Model
To arrive at the FB optimum, the toll is set so that everyone is indifferent as to what moment
they arrive between ts and te when travel delays are absent. This requires the slope of the toll
schedule to be β for early arrivals, and –γ for late arrivals. NFB indicates the number of FB
users. The toll τ[t] is the sum of a time-invariant part  and a time-variant part τt[t]. The
optimal time-variant toll is zero at ts and te and has a maximum for arrivals at t*:
 N / s   t
 t [t ]   FB
 N FB / s   t

t 0
t 0

.

(2.9)

With this toll, the price is time-invariant provided there is no queuing. Hence, there is no
incentive to cause a queue. The optimal time-invariant toll is zero. If it is non-zero, it only
distorts prices and does not alleviate any externality: the price now equals social costs. Given
the discussed toll and elimination of the queue, the price is for drivers the same:
PiFB  CSDFB [t ]   t [t ] 


s

N FB .

(2.10)

Without tolling, there were large differences in prices. The average scheduling cost and
average toll are now ½·δNFB/s.
For low-α-drivers FB prices are much higher than NT prices. Thus, FB tolling hurts these
users. Hence, their demand and, consequently, total demand decrease. This lowers the price
for high-α-drivers, thereby making them better off. Conversely, with the fixed demand in de
Palma and Lindsey (2002a) all users lose—but those with the very highest value, who are
unaffected. Hence, price-sensitive demand has a large effect on tolling in the bottleneck model
with heterogeneous users.
To find the FB equilibrium, we use that PiFB[NFB]–PiNT[NNT]=DiFB[niFB]–DiNT[niNT] must
hold for all i. Here niNT and niFB stand for the number of type i users in the NT and FB cases.
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Inserting i’s demand function (2.2) and price functions (2.5) (NT case) and (2.10) (FB case)
into the above equality results in

 ( B / bi [i ] )(ni FB  ni NT )    N FB / s    N NT  H [i ] / s,

(2.11)

which can be rewritten into

niFB  niNT  bi [i ] N NT


sB

H[i ] 


sB

bi [i ] NFB .

(2.12)

This equation gives the number of type i drivers conditional on the total number of FB drivers.
The H[αi] function remains as defined above, and thus only reflects ratios of NT prices and not
of FB prices. By integrating (2.12) over all values of time, we find the total number of users:

N FB

 

 1  s B  H [ i ] bi [ i ] d i
 N NT 


1 
sB




  N NT



(2.13)

From (2.13), it is clear that the number of users decreases due to the toll: NNT (number of
NT users) is multiplied by a term that is smaller than one, since the integral of H[αi]·bi[αi] is
smaller than one. H[αi] ranges between 0 and 1. The bi[αi] integrates to 1. Hence, the integral
of H[αi]·bi[αi] is below 1. Equation (2.13) also shows that the number of users always
decreases due to FB tolling, unless there is no heterogeneity in α. The economic reason for the
decrease in users is that FB tolling increases the price for most values of time.
Inserting (2.13) back into (2.12) gives the equilibrium number of type i users. From (2.12)
it is easy to find who gains from the toll and who loses. If NNT H[αi]=NFB, the number of type i
users is the same in the FB and NT case, because then the last two elements in (2.12) cancel
each other out. If the number of type i users remains constant, this implies that i’s price
remains constant. If H[αi]·NNT is larger than NFB, which is the case for the higher-α-users, these
users gain from FB tolling, while the lower-α-users lose.
2.6.2. Numerical Results
Figure 2.6 shows the effect of FB tolling on prices excluding free-flow travel time and
operating costs. For an α of €11.08 per hour, the price is the same before and after the
introduction of the toll. Higher values of time gain, whereas lower value lose. This means that
26.2% of the NT users gain from FB tolling; for 73.8% prices increase. The left part of Figure
2.7 shows the average change in consumer surplus by value of time (α). The average change is
the change in surplus for a value of time divided by the number of NT users with that value.
The right part of Figure 2.7 plots the average change in consumer welfare after toll revenues
are returned equally to all NT users (i.e. it is the sum of the consumer surplus and received toll
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revenue refund).11 Before the refund, all users with a value of time below €11.10 are worse
off, whereas after it all drivers gain.
Figure 2.6: Generalised price for a user in the NT and FB toll cases

First-best public
(FB) toll case

No-toll case

Figure 2.7: Average change in consumer surplus (left) and consumer welfare when the toll revenue is
returned (right) due to the introduction of the FB toll

Toll revenue is €34,244. Aggregate consumer surplus loss is €8875. Hence, welfare (i.e.
consumer surplus plus toll revenues) increases by €25,369. The decrease in the total number of
users is 200, which is a modest reduction of 2.2 percent. Finally, travel time decreases on
average by 27 minutes, and all travel delays are removed.
Consumer surplus losses for the 50% of lower-α-drivers are quite large. This might make
the scheme politically difficult to accept, even though aggregate welfare increases. This also
11

Average surplus change is av ∆ csi=(csiFB−csiNT)/niNT, and average consumer welfare change is
av ∆ wi=(csiFB+(toll revenue)·f[αi]−csiNT)/ niNT.
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makes it less likely that a FB tolling scheme would pass in a democratic society, if only
because the majority of drivers would have a strong motivation to oppose the toll.
To conclude, FB tolling eliminates all queuing. Drivers with high values of time enjoy a
price decrease due to this, whereas those with medium and lower values face a price increase.

2.7. A Private Monopoly Controlling the Road
2.7.1. The Analytical Model
We now turn to a monopolist controlling the road and setting a profit-maximising time-variant
PM toll. The monopolist internalises the queuing costs of the users, since any decrease in
queuing costs can be met by an equal increase in the toll, and thus add to profit. Hence, a
monopolist eliminates all queuing by using the same formula for the time-variant toll as the
FB operator. On top of this, the PM operator sets a profit-maximising time-invariant toll.
The time-variant toll equals the difference between marginal social costs and private costs.
The mean time-variant toll is  NPM[ PM ]/ (2s) . The toll revenue includes the mean timevariant toll and the time-invariant toll ( PM ):

PM  ( PM   NPM[ PM ] / (2s)) NPM[ PM ].

(2.14)

The price formula (2.15) for the PM case is similar to the FB price equation. The solution
of this equilibrium uses the same procedure as for the FB case. Equation (2.16) is the resulting
formula for the total number of users (NPM). Inserting (2.16) into profit formula (2.14) and
maximising it to





PM

results in equation (2.17) for the optimal time-invariant toll. The optimal

decreases with the heterogeneity in the value of time: with more heterogeneity, no-toll
prices are lower, and hence users are less willing to pay the monopolistic toll.
PM

PiPM  CSD PM [ t ]   PM [ t ]   N PM / s   PM

(2.15)


N NT 1  ( /( s B))  H [i ] bi [ i ] d i    PM / B



N PM [ PM ] 
1   /( s B)

 PM 

s B 2 N NT   B



 H [i ] bi [i ] di
2 s B 

N NT

(2.16)

(2.17)

2.7.2. The Numerical Model
Figure 2.8 shows the PM prices. They are much higher than FB and NT prices, because of the
high average toll of €26.10, of which €24.00 is from the time-invariant toll. This high toll
might seem surprising. Yet, with the low price elasticity, a high monopoly price is to be
expected. Verhoef and Small (2004) also found a high PM toll, although in their model the
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difference between the PM and FB tolls is smaller. The number of users drops to 4755, a
decrease of 47%. The average time-variant toll (€2.10) is lower than its FB counterpart (€3.89)
since there are fewer PM users. Total consumer surplus drops by 72% to €57,148. Welfare
decreases by 11% to €204,431.
Figure 2.8: Generalised price for a traveller in the NT, FB toll and PM cases

Private profit
maximising (PM) toll
Public first-best
(FB) toll
No-toll (NT) case

Figure 2.9: Average change in consumer surplus (left) and consumer welfare when the toll revenue is
returned (right) because of the PM toll

Figure 2.9 (left) shows the differences in average consumer surplus between the PM and
NT equilibria. The right part shows the average consumer welfare changes after toll recycling,
which is, of course, less likely for a private operator. The PM curves are not exactly
downward shifted copies of the FB curves, because the price elasticity differs over the values
of time. All values of time lose as a result of monopolistic tolling; although lower-α-drivers
lose most. This is due to the same reason they lost in the FB case: time-variant tolling
eliminates all queuing, but increases the price for lower-α-drivers.
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2.8. Second-Best Tolls
This section studies some second-best policies. Firstly, public (PL) and private pay-lanes
(PPL) are analysed. With a pay-lane, part of the capacity is made separate, and to use this paylane a toll has to be paid. The remaining capacity, the free-lane, is toll free. A political
advantage of this policy is that it does not force people to pay a toll if they want to travel.
Another second-best policy we analyse is the public time-invariant (TI) toll. This option
circumvents a practical problem of the other tolls that have to continuously change over time.
Thus, the TI toll is easier to implement, maintain and understand. For instance, the Oslo toll
ring scheme asks a fixed toll during the entire day (Odeck and Bråthen, 1997). In the London
congestion charging scheme a fixed toll applies between 7 am and 6 pm.12 An example of a
more flexible toll is the HOT-lane (pay-/carpool-lane) on the I-15 in California, where the toll
can be changed every six minutes (Brownstone et al., 2003). Also the I-394 HOT-lane in
Minnesota has a toll that can be changed frequently.13
Unlike for the previous policies, for the second-best policies we were unable to find closedform solutions. Hence, for these policies we discuss the analytical results insofar as they are
available, and then describe the numerical solution methods.
2.8.1. The Analytical Model for a Pay-lane
Braid (1996) uses a homogeneous user bottleneck model to study a public pay-lane. He shows
that the public pay-lane has a time-variant toll, to eliminate queuing, and a negative timeinvariant toll (i.e. a subsidy). The pay-lane has no queuing, whereas the free-lane does. Hence,
when the time-invariant toll is zero, the pay-lane has lower social marginal costs. Thus, it is
attractive to draw extra users from the free-lane, by setting a time-invariant subsidy. Our
public pay-lane (PL) model differs from Braid’s (1996) in that we add heterogeneous users.
However, the same logic applies: it is optimal to eliminate all pay-lane queuing, and a
negative time-invariant toll attracts extra users to the pay-lane.
Because the PL operator sets a negative time-invariant toll, the peak starts earlier and ends
later on the pay-lane than on the free-lane. Hence, maximum and average schedule delays on
the public pay-lane are higher. The optimal subsidy follows from a trade off between the extra
schedule delay costs it causes and the travel delay reductions from switching drivers from the
free-lane to the pay-lane.
If a profit-maximising firm operates the pay-lane (PPL), then the optimal toll again
contains the same time-variant toll equation, plus a time-invariant term that maximises
revenue. De Palma and Lindsey (2000) note that a PPL operator has the incentive to eliminate
queuing on its pay-lane because any decrease in queuing costs can be met by an increase in
toll. The PPL profit-maximising time-invariant toll is lower than in the monopolist PM case,
12
13

www.tfl.gov.uk/tfl/roadusers/congestioncharge/whereandwhen as retrieved on 18 January 2010.
www.mnpass.org as retrieved on 1 March 2010.
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since the pay-lane faces the competition of the free-lane. Because of the positive timeinvariant toll, there are fewer pay-lane users and more free-lane users in the PPL case than in
the PL case. Hence, average schedule delay costs are higher on the PPL’s free-lane. The peak
is shorter on the PPL’s pay-lane than on its free-lane.
The pay-lane has a share ρ of capacity; the free-lane the remainder. The numerical model
uses 1/3 for ρ. The pay-lane is indicated by lane 1; the free-lane by lane 2. The total numbers
of users on each lane are N1 and N2; the total number of users is Np. Subscript p indicates a
pay-lane equilibrium. Although the pay-lane’s time-variant toll follows the same formula as
the FB toll, the actual levels differ as the ratio of number of users to capacity differs.
The pay-lane is only used by drivers with values of time that are equal or are larger than the
critical value of time (α*). The free-lane is used by values not exceeding α*. For low-α-users
the pay-lane’s shorter travel time is not worth the toll. A PLL’s α* is higher than a PL’s, as a
smaller share of drivers uses the pay-lane. The α* users can arrive at any moment on the paylane or arrive at the outside of the free-lane peak. If there is a queue, the higher one’s value of
time, the further from t* one arrives. On the free-lane, α* drivers face no queue and have the
highest price. The pay-lane price is the same for all users (if free-flow travel is zero). In
equilibrium, the price for α* drivers is equal on the free-lane and pay-lane.
The equilibrium price is
P ( /(s ))N +
1
p
 i1
i
Pip  




* nj 2
d j  = K[i ]
N2
  n j 2 d j i 
Pi 2 

i j
s(1   )  
s(1   )



 i  *
 i  *

. (2.18)

The price for the pay-lane users, the upper part of (2.18), is basically the PM formula (2.15).
The difference is that capacity is now a fraction ρ of total capacity. The free-lane price
function, the lower part, is basically the same as the NT price function. In the second part of
this equation, we inserted the K[αi] function. This function can be viewed as giving i’s freelane generalised price as a fraction of the α* users’ price. Hence, this K[αi] function has, for the
pay-lane equilibrium, the same interpretation as the H[αi] function has for the NT equilibrium.
Differentiating j’s free-lane price equation (2.18) with respect to ni2 gives i’s congestion
effect on j in equation (2.19) below. The total marginal externality of i in (2.20) is found by
integrating i’s congestion effect multiplied by nj2 over all values of time of the free-lane users.
The situation on the pay-lane has no direct effect on the free-lane externalities. Formula (2.20)
shows that users with a value of time of α* cause the lowest externalities. The externality of i
decreases with αi and increases with the number of free-lane users. The mean free-lane
congestion externality decreases with the heterogeneity.
 /( s (1  ))
Pj / ni 2  ( /( s (1  ))) / 
j i



 j i
 j  i  *

(2.19)
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(2.20)

The first issue that makes it impossible to find closed-form solutions is that the distribution
of ni2 is unknown. The second is that there is no closed-form solution for α*. For a given α*
and time-invariant toll, there is a solution for the prices and number of users for each value of
time on the pay-lane. For a given α* and free-lane equilibrium’s value of time density function,
there is a solution for the free-lane’s prices and total number of users. Appendix 2C derives
these solutions. The α* and free-lane’s density function are, however, not known. Hence, we
use the numerical solution method of Appendix 2D.
2.8.2 The Analytical Model for the Public Time-Invariant Toll
In practice, it is unlikely that a fully time-variant toll can be set. Tolling schemes often have
one fixed toll during the peak or day. Our public time-invariant (TI) toll is constant during the
entire day. In the homogeneous user bottleneck model, TI tolling gives a far lower welfare
gain than FB tolling (Arnott et al., 1990). The TI toll cannot eliminate queuing; it only reduces
it, by lowering demand. The toll is set to balance the welfare loss from tolling the small
externality causers too much, and the loss from tolling large externality causers too little.
Equation (2.21) gives the TI price. Again, there seems to be no closed-form solution.
Therefore, Appendix 2D also discusses the numerical solution for this case.


PiTI  ( / s )   i n jTI d j   i  (n jTI /  j ) d j  + TI
i
 


(2.21)

2.8.3. The Numerical Models for the Second-Best Policies
Table 2.2 summarises the results in the numerical base case of the policies. The average toll is
highest in the PM case, followed by the TI case, the private pay-lane (PPL), the FB case and
the public pay-lane (PL). The relative efficiency of the PL is 0.37 and of the PPL it is 0.12.
Relative efficiency is the welfare change of a policy compared with the NT case relative to the
FB’s welfare gain. Under the PL, the total number of users is 1% higher than in the NT case.
The PM toll’s relative efficiency is –0.91. Hence, in our model, the welfare loss from a PM
toll is almost as large as the gain from FB tolling.
The PL’s welfare gain is more than three times the PPL’s. In the Verhoef and Small (2004)
static-flow congestion model, welfare with a PPL is lower than in the NT equilibrium. This
illustrates an important difference between flow and bottleneck congestion: the pay-lane is
more beneficial with bottleneck congestion. In the de Palma and Lindsey (2000)
homogeneous-users model, the relative efficiencies of the PL and PPL policies are somewhat
higher than in this chapter: namely 0.57 and 0.29. Social welfare under the public TI toll is
comparable to welfare under the private pay-lane and far below the PL’s gain. This shows the
benefit of setting a time-variant toll.
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Table 2.2: The numerical results for the policies
Total number of users
Total number of pay-lane users
Total number of free-lane users
Critical value of time
Total consumer surplus
Average toll
Average time-variant toll
Time-invariant toll
Total toll revenue
Social welfare
Relative efficiency

NT
FB
PPL
PL
9000
8800
8781
9086
2291
4039
6490
5047
€9.85
€8.18
€204,431 €195,555 €194,596 €208,400
€3.89
€5.57
€ 1.34
€3.89
€3.04
€ 5.36
€2.53
−€4.02
€34,245 €12,760
€5399
€204,431 €229,800 €207356 €213,799
0.00
1.00
0.12
0.37

TI
7962
€160,015
€ 6.02
€6.02
€47,906
€207,921
0.14

PM
4755
€57,148
€26.10
€2.10
€24.00
€124,104
€181,252
−0.91

Figure 2.10 plots the prices in the second-best cases and compares these with the FB and
NT prices (for an explanation of the abbreviations see Table 2.1). The prices are highest for
the TI toll (although they are lower than the PM prices) and lowest for the PL. The left part of
Figure 2.11 shows the average changes in consumer surplus due to the policies. The right part
gives the average consumer welfare changes when the toll revenues are returned equally to all
NT drivers. Before the revenues are recycled, all users are better off under the PL than with
the FB toll. Most values of time enjoy a higher consumer surplus under the PL than in the NT
case: only the 31% lowest-α-drivers in the NT case, with αi<€6.31, are worse off under the PL
Figure 2.10: Generalised price (excluding operating costs and free-flow travel time) in the NT, FB,
PL, and PPL cases (left) and in the NT, FB, and TI toll cases (right)

PPL
TI

FB
PL
NT

FB
NT
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Figure 2.11: Average change in total consumer surplus (left) and consumer welfare when toll revenues
are returned equally (right) owing to the introduction of the second-best policies
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FB
PL

PPL
FB

PPL

TI
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For the pay-lane policies, Verhoef and Small (2004) note that the middle group (with a
value of time around α*) has the largest losses, lower-α-drivers lose less, and higher-α-drivers
gain. In their paper, the average consumer surplus change curves for the PL and FB have two
linear sections which meet at α* (i.e. they are piecewise linear). In this chapter, the average
change curve for the FB case is concave; for the PL, it is partly concave and partly convex.
Moreover, in our study, all change curves have continuous derivatives.
Under the PPL, before the toll revenues are returned, all users lose relative to the NT case.
Still, if revenues are returned, all gain. The medium values of time types (€6 to €9 per hour)
are hurt most. The average consumer surplus change curve of the PPL case is more
comparable in shape to the curve found by Verhoef and Small (2004), in that the middle group
loses most. A difference is that, in our bottleneck model, it is not the α* users who lose most,
but intermediate free-lane users, although the α* drivers are among those who lose most. The
lower-α-drivers (α<€6.55) are better off under the PPL than under the FB toll. Still, after toll
recycling all users are best off under the FB toll.
A reason to prefer a pay-lane policy might be that drivers with lower values of time lose
less under a (private) pay-lane than under a FB toll. A second reason could be that the
government cannot finance capacity expansion, and thus asks a private firm to build a new
pay-lane. Of course, then the welfare calculation should account for the effects of capacity
expansion, which, as Arnott et al. (1988) find, are also affected by heterogeneity.
2.8.5. Conclusion
With static congestion, drivers who are indifferent between the pay-lane and free-lane are hurt
most by a pay-lane. With the bottleneck model’s private pay-lane, there are free-lane users
who lose more than the indifferent users. With our public pay-lane, the indifferent users gain
more than all free-lane users, while the price for the low-α free-lane users increases. If it is
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only possible to set a public time-invariant (TI) toll, welfare is much lower than in the FB
case. TI tolling cannot eliminate queuing; it only limits congestion by lowering demand. The
congestion externality on the free-lane decreases with heterogeneity in α. The higher a freelane user’s value of time, the smaller her externality; but the higher her price.

2.9. Sensitivity Analyses
This section presents some sensitivity analyses. First, we check whether the results in the notoll case depend on the value of time distribution used. Second, we study how the effects of
FB tolling vary over different distributions of the value of time. Third, we look at the effects
of different distributions of the value of time and price elasticities on the relative efficiencies
of the second-best policies. Finally, the relative efficiencies of the pay-lane policies are shown
for different shares of total capacity for the pay-lane.
2.9.1. NT Equilibrium with a Uniform Value of Time Distribution
Figure 2.12 shows the decomposition of NT prices for a uniform value of time distribution,
just as Figure 2.5 did for the base case. The uniform distribution has the same mean and
minimum as the base case. The shapes of the curves in Figures 2.5 and 2.12 are similar.
Queuing costs decrease and scheduling costs increase with the value of time.
A difference is that the schedule delay costs are linear in the value of time for the uniform
distribution. Schedule delay costs are linear in the value of the CDF (cumulative distribution
function) of the value of time. Since a uniform distribution has a linear CDF, scheduling costs
are now linear in αi. A second difference is that queuing costs are now concavely decreasing
with αi. In the base case, queuing costs are convexly decreasing with αi for high to
intermediate values of time, and concavely decreasing for the lower values. Still, also, with the
uniform distribution, prices increase concavely with αi. This suggests that the general shape of
the NT price curve is robust to the density function used.
Figure 2.12: Decomposition of the NT price for a uniform distribution of time
€

Total queuing and
schedule delay costs
Schedule delay
costs
Queuing Costs
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2.9.2. Welfare Effects of an FB Toll with Different Value of Time Distributions
Figure 2.13 depicts the consumer surplus change, welfare gain and toll revenue from FB
tolling for different NT distributions of α. The column on the far left shows the results for
homogeneous users. The other columns are for uniform distributions with different spreads,
but with the same mean of €8.19. The figure tests how heterogeneity affects FB tolling.
For the homogeneous user bottleneck model there is no loss in consumer surplus from FB
tolling; accordingly, the welfare gain equals the toll revenues. FB consumer surplus and toll
revenues decrease with the spread. With more heterogeneity in α, congestion externalities are
lower, which means that there is less to gain from tolling.
The FB welfare gain with homogeneity is 17.5% of NT welfare, whereas with a uniform
distribution with a spread of 4 it is 12.9% and in the base case (not shown in Figure 2.13)
12.4%. Hence, heterogeneity in the value of time has a large effect on FB tolling.
Consumer surplus losses in the base case are above those of the uniform distributions,
presumably because the base-case distribution has more heterogeneity. Overall, however, the
results from the base-case distribution and uniform distributions are comparable. This suggests
that the main results of our model do not depend heavily on the type of distribution, although
they do depend on the amount of heterogeneity.
Figure 2.13: Welfare changes from a FB toll for different value of time distributions
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2.9.3. Second-Best Policies with Different Value of Time Distributions
Figure 2.14a studies the relative efficiencies of policies for different NT value of time
distributions. Figure 2.14b is the same figure as Figure 2.14a but without the curves for the
PM and FB cases: the inclusion of these curves affects the visibility of the patterns for the
other curves. The column on the far left gives the results for homogeneous users. The middle
columns give the results for uniform distributions of the value of time with the same mean of
€8.19 but different spreads. The more to the right one moves, the larger the spread. The
column on the far right displays the results for the base case.
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With more heterogeneity in α, the welfare gain and relative efficiency of the PL, PPL, and
PM toll are lower. The PPL’s relative efficiency is 35% lower in the base case than with
homogeneity (0.12 versus 0.19); for the PL, the relative efficiency is 19% lower (0.37 versus
0.46). These relative efficiencies decrease, even though the FB gain also decreases. The TI’s
welfare gain is hardly affected by heterogeneity, but since the FB gain decreases with
heterogeneity, the TI’s relative efficiency slightly increases.
Figure 2.14a: Relative efficiencies for different value of time distributions in the NT case
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Figure 2.14b: Relative efficiencies of the policies excluding the PM and FB
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2.9.4. Detailed Analysis of the Sensitivity Analysis for the Public Pay-Lane
This subsection investigates why the PL’s relative efficiency decreases with heterogeneity.
This is an unexpected conclusion: the intuitive result is that, because the average value of time
on the pay-lane increases with heterogeneity, the queue elimination should be more valuable.
It also contradicts the insights of Verhoef and Small (2004).
To get a better insight, Table 2.3 gives some characteristics of the PL equilibria for the four
uniform value-of-time distributions. As expected, the average value of time on the pay-lane
increases with the spread. A surprising result is that for a larger spread, the optimal timeinvariant subsidy is smaller. Thus, with more heterogeneity, it is optimal to attract fewer
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drivers to the queue-free pay-lane. The number of pay-lane users decreases with heterogeneity,
whereas the number of free-lane users increases. Accordingly, the free-lane’s share of the
number of users and average free-lane queuing time also increase.
The question is: why is it optimal, with more heterogeneity, to allow more congestion on
the free-lane? If the time-invariant toll is increased, the free-lane’s highest-α-users switch to
the pay-lane. These users gain relatively little from this, since they already arrived at the
outside of the free-lane peak and faced short queues. This is an important difference from with
flow-congestion, where switchers receive substantial travel time gains. A subsidy increase
lowers free-lane queuing costs and raises total scheduling costs. The optimal subsidy is at the
point where, for a marginal subsidy increase, the welfare gain from reducing the queue equals
the loss from the longer schedule delays. Suppose that the total number of users and α* were
the same for all uniform distributions. Then, if the spread of the NT value of time distribution
were to increase, there would be new types of drivers with αi’s exceeding the old highest value
of time, and new types with αi’s below the old lowest value. The number of the old type of
users, who had αi’s lying within the old spread (i.e. the pre-spread-increase spread), would
have to decrease, since there now are new types of users and the number of users is constant.
Table 2.3: PL equilibria for four uniform value of time distributions
Spread of the distribution

Relative efficiency PL case
Welfare PL case
Welfare NT case
Welfare FB case
Critical value of time
Time-invariant toll
Mean time-variant toll
Number of pay-lane users
Number of free-lane users
Average hours of queuing time on the free-lane
Average value of time on the free-lane
Average value of time on the pay-lane
Average hours of schedule delay early on the free-lane
Average hours of schedule delay early on the pay-lane

1
0.46
€219,068

2
0.45
€217,503

3
0.44
€216,198

4
0.43
€215,110

€204,633
€237,711
€8.26
−€4.86
€5.70
4300
4934
0.41
€7.73
€8.73
0.82
1.43

€204,633
€235,269
€8.37
−€4.57
€5.59
4211
4976
0.43
€7.28
€8.98
0.83
1.40

€204,633
€233,052
€8.51
−€4.29
€5.47
4126
5020
0.45
€6.85
€9.28
0.83
1.37

€204,633
€231,007
€8.68
−€4.01
€5.36
4043
5065
0.48
€6.44
€10.44
0.84
1.34

A driver’s congestion effect depends on the total number of users and the relative size of
her value of time. Thus, the effect of an α* driver on all old type users (i.e. those with αi’s that
are in the old pre-spread-increase spread) remains the same. However, because there are
fewer of these old type users, the total externality of an α* driver on them is lower. In contrast,
on the new type free-lane users, with the lowest values of time, the α* driver’s congestion
effect is lower than her effect on the other free-lane users.
This implies that, if the number of users and α* are constant, the externality of α* users
decreases with heterogeneity. This lessens the queuing cost decrease from a marginal subsidy
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increase. Yet, the excessive scheduling costs due to the subsidy are unaffected by the size of
the spread. Accordingly, if the spread increases, the excessive scheduling effect of a marginal
subsidy increase becomes larger than the queuing-cost decrease effect. To get these marginal
effects back in balance, the subsidy must decrease. This increases the number of free-lane
users, thereby raising free-lane congestion externalities and causing the two effects of the
subsidy to be in balance again.
With more heterogeneity, it is thus optimal to allow more wasteful queuing on the freelane. This, finally, is why, with more heterogeneity, the PL welfare gain is lower in absolute
terms and relative to the FB welfare gain. Note that we do find, as Verhoef and Small (2004)
did, that, with more heterogeneity, the average value of time on the pay-lane is higher, which
makes it more beneficial. But this welfare enhancing effect is dominated by the detrimental
effect of the longer optimal free-lane queuing.
Similarly, the relative efficiency of the PPL is lower with more heterogeneity because it is
profit maximising to allow a smaller share of the drivers onto the pay-lane. Consequently, with
more heterogeneity, there is more queuing and scheduling delay on the PPL’s free-lane, which
lowers the relative efficiency.
Figure 2.15: Relative efficiencies for different mean price elasticities in the NT situation
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2.9.5. Second-Best Policies with Different Price Elasticities
Figure 2.15 looks at the relative efficiencies of the policies for four different mean total price
elasticities in the NT equilibrium. The more inelastic demand is, the higher the PM toll and the
larger the welfare loss. This is because with more inelastic demand, the monopolist has more
market power. For the same reason, the PPL’s welfare gain increases with the absolute
elasticity of demand. Still, the change is less extreme, since the competition of the free-lane
limits the pay-lane’s market power. With more elastic demand, the TI toll’s relative efficiency
is higher; the PL’s is slightly lower, as the PL consumer surplus gain is then smaller relative to
the FB consumer surplus loss.
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For the most elastic demand, welfare is higher in the monopolistic PM case than under any
of the second-best policies. This may seem surprising, because usually a monopoly is bad for
welfare. Still, it is consistent with the results from the static-flow congestion models, which
show that monopolistic tolling approaches FB tolling as demand becomes more elastic. The
other results in this section also correspond with those of the static flow models.2.9.6 The PayLane with Different Shares of Total Capacity
2.9.6. Capacity share of the pay-lane
As a final sensitivity analysis, Figure 2.16 shows the relative efficiencies of the PL and PPL
for different shares of capacity for the pay-lane. A ρ (share) of 0 implies the NT case, and a ρ
of 1 implies either a PM or FB toll. Welfare increases with the PL’s capacity share. For the
PPL, a share of a quarter to a third gives maximum welfare. For larger shares, the PPL’s
market power becomes too strong, and the negative effect of this dominates the positive effect
of the reduction in queuing.
In Verhoef and Small (2004), the PPL lowers welfare for all shares of capacity (at the basecase price elasticity), and the relative efficiency decreases with the share. Using a
homogeneous user bottleneck model, de Palma and Lindsey (2000) found a similar curve as
ours for the PPL. Still, in their paper, the PPL is welfare enhancing for larger shares of
capacity. With heterogeneity, time-variant tolling lowers consumer surplus, whereas with
homogeneity it has no such effect. The welfare gain from tolling is lower with heterogeneity,
and thus a PPL is only welfare improving for lower shares of capacity.

relative efficiency

Figure 2.16: Relative efficiencies of the pay-lane policies with different shares of capacity
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2.9.7. Concluding the sensitivity analysis
We may summarise this section as follows: firstly, the FB welfare gain decreases with
heterogeneity, as the NT mean externality decreases. The welfare gain and relative efficiency
of a public (PL) or private (PPL) pay-lane also decrease with heterogeneity. A private paylane can be welfare enhancing if its share of capacity is not too large. The monopolistic PM
toll can be welfare increasing if the NT demand elasticity is a very elastic –1.5. However, it
seems doubtful that travel demand is that elastic in reality.
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2.10. Conclusion
This chapter analysed the effects of tolling with continuous heterogeneity in the value of time
and price-sensitive demand. In the no-toll equilibrium, the generalised price is largest for the
highest values of time, and prices concavely increase with the value of time. A first-best (FB)
toll eliminates the queue. Then, the price (excluding free-flow travel time) is the same for all
values of time, and only slightly below the price faced by the highest value of time in the notoll case. Therefore, the lower values of time face a large price increase, and their demand and
consumer surplus decrease. Hence, with a FB public toll, total demand, consumer surplus, toll
revenue, and welfare are lower with heterogeneity in the value of time than without.
With a public pay-lane (PL), the time-variant toll eliminates all queuing on the pay-lane. To
this is added a negative time-invariant toll (subsidy) to attract extra users to the queue-free
pay-lane. Due to this subsidy, total consumer surplus is higher under a public pay-lane than
under the no-toll and FB equilibria. On a road controlled by a private monopolist (PM),
queuing is also eliminated. A private pay-lane (PPL) operator also eliminates the queue on its
pay-lane. On top of the time-variant toll, a private operator sets a time-invariant toll that
maximises total profit.
More heterogeneity in the value of time lowers the mean congestion externality, and,
consequently, the welfare gain of tolling. This is the case when the entire road is priced (i.e.
the first-best public (FB) and profit maximising (PM) cases) and when only a part is priced
(i.e. a pay-lane). This result is best explained by comparing homogeneous users with two
groups of users. Under homogeneity, the price is independent of the value of time. If the value
of time increases, this makes a given travel delay more costly. But this is offset by the higher
value of time inducing users to build up the queue more slowly. With two groups, the group
with the higher value of time builds up the queue more slowly. This does not help the highvalue group, but it does help the low-value group. This in turn lowers the externalities caused
by the high-value group, and thus the average externality.
Probably the biggest surprise of this chapter is that the relative efficiency of a pay-lane
declines with heterogeneity in the value of time. This is opposite to the findings of previous
studies using static-flow congestion. The reason for the result is that, in our bottleneck model,
it is welfare maximising to allow more queuing on the free-lane with more heterogeneity.
If only a time-invariant public (TI) toll can be set, welfare is substantially lower than with a
time-variant toll. Heterogeneity in the value of time hardly affects the welfare effect of this
policy. Since the welfare gain of FB tolling decreases with heterogeneity, the relative
efficiency of the time-invariant toll increases. Finally, for a private pay-lane, the welfare gain
and relative efficiency decrease with heterogeneity in the value of time; because, with more
heterogeneity, it is profit maximising to allow more wasteful queuing and excessive schedule
delay on the free-lane.
This chapter indicates that the effect of heterogeneity on the welfare effects of policies
depends on the type of congestion (flow or bottleneck). If one ignores heterogeneity in the
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value of time, the welfare effects of policies may be biased. This bias is different for different
policies and types of congestion. In reality, it seems likely that congestion consists of both
bottleneck and flow congestion. It is therefore interesting to examine the effects that
heterogeneity has in a model that accounts for both types of congestion. A second valuable
extension is the inclusion of heterogeneity in the value of schedule delay.

Appendix 2A: Description of Some of the Symbols Used
Table 2.A1: Description of some of the symbols used
Symbol

Description

αi
α*
β
γ
τ[t]

Value of time per hour of type i
Critical value of time in the pay-lane models (all types with αi<α* travel on the free-lane)
Value per hour of schedule delay early ; this parameter is the same for all drivers
Value per hour of schedule delay late ; this parameter is the same for all drivers

τt[t]



B
bi[αi]
H[αi]
K[αi]
N
ni
Pi
t
t*

Toll for arrival moment t (τ[t]= τt[t]+  )
Time-variant part of the toll
Time-invariant part of the toll
The common to all users element of the slope of the demand function
Value of time-specific element of the demand slope
Price for type i, in the NT equilibrium, as a fraction of the highest price faced by the highest-αdrivers
Price for type i, using the free-lane, as a fraction of the price of the α* type
Total number of users
Number of users of type i (i.e. with a value of time of αi)
Generalised price of the car trip for type i users
Arrival time at the destination
Preferred arrival time, which is the same for all and normalised to zero

Appendix 2B: Discrete Heterogeneity and the No-Toll Equilibrium Price
The bottleneck operates at capacity throughout the peak. If it operated below capacity at any
point in time, drivers could lower their costs by moving to that moment. The duration of the
peak equals the number of users divided by capacity (i.e. te–ts=NNT/s). At ts (start peak) and te
(end peak), group M users arrive and face a zero queue length. Prices at ts are –β·ts; at te they
are γ·te. These two prices are equal in equilibrium, and thus ts=–η·te. Inserting this equation for
ts into the peak duration formula results in equation (2B.1) for te. Multiplying (2B.1) by γ gives
the NT price of type M users in (2B.2).
te 

1 N  N

1 s
 s

PM   N s

(2B.1)
(2B.2)
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The relation ts=–η te between the moments that the first and last group M driver arrive is the
same for all other groups. As Arnott et al. (1988) infer, this implies that for each type a share
η/(η+1) arrives before t* and the remainder after. Accordingly, scheduling costs at tsi, which
are –β·tsi, equal those at tei, which are γ·tei=–γ·tsi/η. For a group i, the total number of arrivals
by users with larger values of time before tsi or after tei is



j M

n The remaining users arrive

.
j i1 j

between tsi and tei. In equilibrium, these users can just arrive between tei–tsi. Using this, and
that tsi equals –η tei, equations (2B.3) and (2B.4) can be found for tsi and te:

tsi  



ji
n


F[i ] N,

j
(1)s j1
(1)s

(2B.3)

tei 
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j
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(1   ) s

(2B.4)

The isocost curves of groups M and M–1 intersect at ts(M-1) and te(M-1). For group M the
generalised prices at ts(M-1) and ts are the same. Therefore, group M’s queuing costs at ts(M-1)
equal the difference between the price at ts and schedule delay costs at ts(M-1). From this, the
queue length, as given in (2B.5), can be calculated. Inserting (2B.3) and (2B.5) into the
generalised price function gives the equilibrium price for group M–1 in (2B.6).

TD[ts(M 1) ]  q[ts(M 1) ]/ s 

 nM
M s





P(M 1)   ts(M 1)  (M 1) TD[ts(M 1) ]   ( N  n )  M 1 n 
M
s
M M 

(2B.5)
(2B.6)

The (N–nM)·δ/s in (2B.6) gives the scheduling costs at ts(M-1) or te(M-1). Queuing costs are
(nm·αM–1/αM)·δ/s. At times that group M–1 users also arrive, but that are closer to t*, the price is
the same. Yet, then scheduling costs are lower and queuing costs higher. Using the same
procedure to derive prices for the other types is straightforward and hence not shown. The
equilibrium price for group M–1 is generalised for any i in (2B.7). In the last part of (2B.7),
we insert the cumulative distribution function F[αj] and the density function f[αj].
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Appendix 2C: Derivation of the Pay-Lane Equilibrium
This appendix shows the derivation of the pay-lane equilibrium. Equating the difference
between the pay-lane and NT prices to the change in inverse demand, and rewriting the result
gives (2C.1). This equation gives the number of type i users on each lane. ni1 is the number of
type i pay-lane users, and ni2 the free-lane users. Persons with an αi above the critical value of
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time (α*) use the pay-lane, and those with an αi above α* use the free-lane. The K[αi] function
in (2C.2) gives what fraction i’s free-lane price is of the α* drivers’ price.
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Section 2.6 integrated the niFB over all values of αi to find the total number of users. Now
we integrate ni2 from  to α* to find N2, and ni1 from α* to  for N1. Still, there seems to be
no closed-form solution. For some α* and time-invariant toll, we integrate the upper part of
(2C.1) and rewrite the result to find N1 in (2C.3). Inserting (2C.3) into the upper formula for
ni1 of equation (2C.1) gives the number of type i pay-lane users in (2C.4).
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For (2C.5) we integrated the formula for ni2 from  to α*, and rewrote the result, to get the
formula for N2. Then, we inserted (2C.5) back into the lower formula of (2C.1) for ni2 in order
to find the solution to the number of type i free-lane users conditional on the α* and value of
time distribution of the free-lane users in the pay-lane equilibrium.
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Appendix 2D: Numerical Solutions for Pay-Lane and Time-Invariant Toll
The solution for the pay-lane starts with an initial α* and a time-invariant toll. Then, we
calculate the prices and value of time density function on the pay-lane. Using this α* and some
starting distribution of values of time on the free-lane,14 we calculate the resulting free-lane
14

We used the NT equilibrium distribution. However, we also tried other starting distributions, and the results do not
seem to depend on the starting distribution.
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prices. We equate these to the inverse demands, and from this derive the total number of freelane users and new distribution of ni2. This new distribution is, for now, not equal to the
starting distribution, as prices and inverse demands are not in equilibrium.
We then approximate this new distribution by a cubic spline. This means that we split up
the distribution into 71 sections and in each section fit a cubic polynomial. This spline
distribution is used as the next iteration’s starting distribution. We repeat his procedure until
convergence, which is a maximum absolute percentage difference of 10-6% between the spline
and the resulting demand.15
This outcome is conditional on the assumed α*. In practice, α* is not exact, implying that
prices for α* users are not the same on the pay-lane as on the free-lane. Therefore, a new α* is
sought for which the two prices are closer. Then, we repeat the above procedure using the
earlier iteration’s values of time distribution as the starting distribution. We also repeat this
second procedure until convergence, which is at a maximum absolute percentage difference of
10-5% between the pay-lane and free-lane price for α*. To find the optimal time-invariant toll,
we used a grid-search method. This search was helped by the fact that welfare and profits
seem globally concave for all values of the time-invariant toll that were tried. The minimum
accuracy of the toll was a tenth of a eurocent.
For the time-invariant toll, we basically use the same numerical procedure as for the paylane. In the TI case, there is not the difficulty of finding α*. Accordingly, the TI case procedure
is easier than the pay-lane’s procedure. For this model, we use a cubic spline with 82 sections.
We use more sections for the TI policy than for the pay-lane’s because the distribution is
approximated over a larger area: from  to

 instead of from  to α*. We again used a grid-

search method to find the optimal toll.

15

The approximation by a spline is, in principle, not necessary, as one can use ni2 from iteration j as the starting
distribution in iteration j+1. This results, however, in an increasingly complex starting distribution: for iteration j, the
starting distribution has a log(αi)j-1 in it. This, in turn, causes the computation time per iteration to increase
exponentially. Moreover, without the approximation, the numerical integrations do not converge for a large number of
iterations, causing the program to crash.
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3.1. Introduction16
This chapter extends the previous one by having heterogeneous values of schedule delay as
well as values of time. Empirical evidence, see for example, Small, Winston and Yan (2005),
suggests that both values vary substantially in reality. Just as in the previous chapter, we will
study the welfare and distributional effect of road pricing under heterogeneity.
Road pricing seems to be gaining increasing momentum as an instrument in dealing with
traffic congestion. Despite the strong theoretical case for road pricing, practical applications
remain scarce. An important reason why road pricing meets resistance is its redistributive
effect. When pricing reduces travel times and increases monetary costs, an individual’s losses
are smaller, or gains are larger, when the value of time is higher. And as the value of time is
positively related with income, this implies that the rich gain, and the poor lose (Layard,
1977). But things might not be as simple as that. Kulash (1974) argues that the rich commute
more to the central business district where congestion is worse, and where thus tolls will be
higher. Small (1983) argues that road pricing is a potential Pareto improvement, since it
removes the market failure of the congestion externality: the winners could always
compensate the losers, so that everyone wins. In his numerical model, he shows that the
distributional effects strongly depend on how the toll revenues are recycled. If revenues are
recycled equally over all travellers, every one gains; although the rich do gain more.
Cain and Jones (2008) show that in Scotland car ownership is low in the lowest income
quintile. Still, low-income households who do own a car spend on average about 40% of
disposable income on motoring. Therefore, even if road pricing has a limited impact on the
average low-income household, it may still have a big impact on those who own a car.
Small and Yan (2001) and Verhoef and Small (2004) use static-flow congestion. The
distributive impacts of first-best (FB) pricing are as expected: drivers’ losses decrease with the
value of time. Yet, with second-best pricing on only some of the lanes, the distributional effect
is not monotonic. Users with the ‘critical’ value of time, who are indifferent between the tolled
(pay-lane) and untolled (free-lane) link, incur the biggest losses. On the free-lane, the cost of
the higher travel times decreases with the value of time, while the gain from the pay-lane’s
reduced travel time increases with the value of time. Hence, the public pay-lane’s relative
efficiency increases with heterogeneity in the value of time. Relative efficiency is the welfare
gain of a policy from the no-toll (NT) equilibrium relative to the public FB toll’s gain.
Conversely, Chapter 2 noted that, with bottleneck congestion, a pay-lane’s relative efficiency
decreases with this heterogeneity.
As discussed in Chapter 1, in Vickrey (1973), the values of time (α) and schedule delay
early (β) and late (γ) vary proportionally following the heterogeneous scalar ki according to
αi=a·ki, βi=b·ki, and γi=g·ki. All drivers gain due to FB tolling—except those with the lowest
16

This Chapter is based on Van den Berg and Verhoef (2010a), forthcoming in Journal of Public Economics
(journal website www.elsevier.com/locate/jpube)., and Van den Berg and Verhoef (2010b), the TI discussion
paper version of this article.
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values, who are unaffected. De Palma and Lindsey (2002a) study heterogeneity in the value of
time with fixed values of schedule delay in the bottleneck model. With perfectly inelastic
demand, all users lose due to first-best tolling—except those with highest value of time, who
are unaffected. Furthermore, in both papers, the distributional effects are monotonic. Chapter 2
introduced price-sensitive demand to the model of de Palma and Lindsey. Users with low
values of time reduce their demand, thereby lowering the loss they incur from tolling. This in
turn lowers the generalised price (henceforth price for brevity) for the users with the highest
values of time, making them better off with first-best tolling than without tolling. The
percentage of users who lose due to tolling increases with the amount of heterogeneity in the
value of time. Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1988; 1994) use two group heterogeneity in
values of time and schedule delay. The imposition of a first-best toll may change the order of
arrivals. In the NT equilibrium, drivers with a higher ratio of value of schedule delay to value
of time arrive closer to the common most-desired-arrival-time. With optimal tolling, the
drivers with the higher value of schedule delay do so—and this need not be the same group.
Apart from removing all travel delays, the optimal toll then also reduces total schedule delay
costs by making the arrival order more efficient. In terms of distributional impacts, a timevariant toll without rebate “benefits drivers with high unit travel time and schedule delay
costs” (Arnott et al., 1994, p. 158).
We analyse first-best tolling and public and private pay-lanes when the values of schedule
delay and time are heterogeneous. A type i driver faces a schedule delay if she does not arrive
at her preferred arrival time (t*). The value of earlier arrival (schedule delay early) is βi and of
later (schedule delay late) it is γi. There is no heterogeneity between the values of schedule
delay early and late. We analyse “proportional heterogeneity” and “ratio heterogeneity” in the
ratio (μ) of values of time (α) and schedule delay: μi =αi/βi. Ratio heterogeneity has the same
effects as heterogeneity in the value of time with fixed values of schedule delay in Chapter 2.
Proportional heterogeneity can be seen as an effect of income. The values of time and
schedule delay are the ratio of some marginal utility over the marginal utility of income. A
higher income generally leads to a lower marginal utility of income, thus proportionally
increasing the values. Ratio heterogeneity can, for example, be viewed as stemming from
differences in type of job, structure of the home life, gender, or trip purpose.
We find that more ratio heterogeneity decreases the marginal external costs from
congestion, and thus the welfare gain from tolling. This welfare gain increases with
proportional heterogeneity. The average price can be lower with FB tolling than without
tolling, if the value of time is not too much more heterogeneous than the value of schedule
delay. That tolling can be good for the average user is surprising, as the common thought is
that it is harmful for users. The distributional effects of tolling in our model can also be
surprising. The drivers with the lowest values of time and schedule delay are among those who
gain most from a public pay-lane. With a private pay-lane, these values lose relatively little;
free-lane users with larger values—and even some pay-lane users—face larger price increases.
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We use a simple road network, where one road connects the origin and destination. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the distributional effect might be different in a more general network,
as then the distributional effects also depend on where to and how long drivers travel. Lindsey
(2004b) analyses road pricing in a network of concentric ring roads with 33 nodes and 128
links. Each link has a bottleneck. There are four types of drivers that differ in their values of
time and schedule delay; for each type the preferred arrival time is uniformly distributed.
Aggregate consumer surplus increases due to optimal tolling. However, the two types with a
low ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay lose on average. Nevertheless, there is
also a lot of heterogeneity in distributional impacts within the types. Drivers who drive from
the outer rings to the centre are most affected. Further, each type has some drivers who gain
from tolling. Note that all this is before the toll revenues are used or redistributed, which is an
aspect we ignore. Since tolling is a welfare improvement, all users can be made better of by
lump-sum transfers to the users who lose.
Section 3.2 briefly discusses the bottleneck model with homogeneity, before turning to
two-group discrete heterogeneity, and in passing discussing the main findings from the prior
literature. Thereafter, Section 3.3 studies the equilibrium without congestion pricing under
continuous heterogeneity. Next, Section 3.4 considers FB pricing. Section 3.5 analyses
second-best pricing with an untolled alternative: i.e. a pay-lane. Section 3.6 presents a
sensitivity analysis in which we vary the shapes of the distributions. Section 3.7 concludes.
Table 3.1: Abbreviations of the policies
Abbreviation Description
NT
FB
PL

No toll equilibrium
Welfare maximising public first-best time-variant toll
Welfare maximising public pay-lane, with a tolled pay-lane and untolled free-lane

PPL

Profit maximising private pay-lane, with a time-variant toll

3.2. The Model
3.2.1. The Basics
There are, of course, various ways of modelling the dynamics of traffic congestion; see, for
example, Small and Verhoef (2007) for a review. Most economic analyses follow the work of
Vickrey (1969) and Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1990, 1993), and use some variant of
Vickrey’s bottleneck model. In that model, traffic congestion takes the form of queuing behind
a bottleneck of finite capacity. Vickrey considers ‘pure’ bottleneck congestion, meaning that
without a queue, and as long as the arrival rate of users at the bottleneck is below its capacity,
there are no travel delays. Otherwise, a queuing delay is incurred that is given by the length (in
vehicles) of the queue at the instant of joining it, divided by the capacity of the bottleneck.
While thus capturing what is probably the most important aspect of dynamic traffic congestion
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in practice, namely queuing; the absence of an explicit spatial dimension in the description of
traffic, greatly simplifies its analytics. Because in the bottleneck model time-variant tolls
replace wasteful waiting times as a dynamic-equilibrium rationing mechanism, the predicted
travel time savings and associated welfare gains from FB pricing are substantial and larger
than in a static model of congestion.
We consider a pure bottleneck, between a single origin and destination. For convenience,
we set free-flow travel time at zero. Without a queue, the departure (‘from home’) occurs at
the same moment as the passage of the bottleneck and the arrival (‘at work’). The bottleneck
has a finite capacity, s. If there is no queue when the driver reaches the bottleneck and the
departure rate from home rD does not exceed s, vehicles freely pass the bottleneck and the
arrival rate at work r A is rD . In all other cases, a queue of length Q grows or shrinks at a rate
Q  d Q / d t D  rD  s . The travel time, T[t], for someone who arrives at t equals the queue at the

time she joined the queue divided by capacity. Note that we use square brackets to denote
arguments of functions.
An individual with characteristics i faces two congestion-related costs. One is travel delay
cost, defined as the product of travel time and the individual’s value of time, α i . The other is
schedule delay cost, which is found by multiplying the absolute difference between the actual
arrival time, t, and the desired arrival time, ti* , by the value of schedule delay early ( β i ) or late
( γi ), depending on whether the individual arrives before or after ti* . The sum of these is the
‘generalised cost’, c. A driver i’s price for an arrival at t also includes the toll, τ[·], and equals
*

 βi   ti  t 
pi [t ]  ci [t ]  τ[t ]  αi  T [t ]  τ[t ]  
*
 γi   t  ti 

if t  ti*
if t  ti*

.

(3.1)

3.2.2. Homogeneous Users
To better appreciate our results for heterogeneous users and price-sensitive demand, we first
discuss the basic bottleneck model, in which all utility parameters are equal across individuals,
and demand is fixed and denoted by N. We will keep the discussion concise; the model is
discussed in greater depth by Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1990, 1993). Without tolling, the
queue grows linearly over time for early arrivals, and shrinks linearly for late ones, in such a
way that the sum of travel delay and schedule delay costs is constant over time. This ensures
that the dynamic equilibrium condition that the price be constant throughout the peak is
fulfilled. The left panel in Figure 3.1 depicts this equilibrium.
Since, the bottleneck’s capacity is s cars per hour, the peak last N/s hours. Because the
drivers at the start (ts) and end (te) of the peak only incur schedule delay costs while their
prices are equal, the equilibrium price is
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p  c  δ

N
s

with δ 

β γ
.
βγ

(3.2)

Thus, the intersections at ts and te with the horizontal axis indicate the price: i.e.

p  β  (t *  ts )  γ  (te  t * ) . That the intersection with the horizontal axis indicates the price
will be useful when identifying changes in prices in later diagrams. The equilibrium pattern
T[t] can be interpreted as an iso-price function; and a higher curve implies with a higher price.
This no-toll (NT) equilibrium requires a departure rate rD  s  α /( α  β ) for early arrivals.
This requirement is consistent with the plausible assumption that, when arriving early, a driver
prefers getting out of the car over extending the trip by making a detour. For heterogeneous
users, similar requirements apply. Defining the ratio of value of time to value of schedule
delay late as μi  αi / βi , this means that we assume μi>0 for all i.
The right panel of Figure 3.1 depicts the optimum of the basic homogeneous user model.
The time-varying toll eliminates all queuing; this requires rD  s throughout the peak, which is
achieved by setting the toll at each instant equal to what the value of queuing delay was in the
no-toll case. Multiplying T[t] in the left panel by α thus gives the toll τ[t] in the right panel.
This toll makes all users indifferent as to when to arrive during the peak, as long as there is no
queuing. And this is how the toll eliminates all queuing.
Because the bottleneck still operates at full capacity throughout the peak, ts and te will not
shift due to tolling. This also implies that the price will not change, remaining equal to (3.2).
But, because travel delays are fully replaced by toll payments, the total, average, and marginal
costs are half as high as in the no-toll equilibrium. The potential importance of considering the
schedule delay costs in analysing the welfare effects of congestion pricing is therefore
highlighted by that, in the no-toll equilibrium of the basic model, aggregate schedule delay
costs are 50% of total congestion costs—and 100% in the first-best optimum.
Figure 3.1: No-toll equilibrium (left panel) and optimum (right panel) with homogeneous drivers
No-toll equilibrium

First-best tolling
τ

T

Slope: β/α

Slope: –γ/α

p/β
ts

p/γ
t*

te

Slope: β

t

Slope: –γ

p/β
ts

p/γ
t*

te

t
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3.2.3. Proportional Heterogeneity: an Example with Two Discrete Groups
Vickrey (1973) was first to introduce heterogeneity in the bottleneck model. He considered α,
β, and γ varying proportionally over users following the heterogeneous scalar ki: so αi=a·ki,
βi=b·ki and γi=g·ki. All users have the same ratios η  γ / β , μ  α / β , and α / γ . Figure 3.2
shows the resulting equilibrium and optimum if we restrict the number of groups to two.
In the no-toll equilibrium, the travel time evolves in the same triangular fashion as in
Figure 3.1, because the ratios α / β and α / γ are identical across groups so that the two groups
travel jointly, and not separately, in time. Yet, with FB pricing, drivers are separated
temporally. This is because, in order to fully eliminate queuing, the toll schedule has, at a
particular moment, a slope of β or –γ for the group that arrives at that time. Travellers with
high values of {α,β,γ}, or group H in short, now arrive close to t*.
The earlier interpretation of the toll schedule as an iso-price line helps to explain why an
arrival during the other group’s interval would raise the price. If a group-H user arrives during
the group L’s interval, the iso-price curve of group L would be above hers, which implies that
the schedule delay is too high for her to bear. Hence, the toll schedule separates the travellers.
A consequence is that, besides eliminating travel delays, the toll reduces aggregate schedule
delay cost. This benefit is reflected in the price reduction Δp/β in the right panel for group H,
while group L has an unchanged price.
The users of a group are indifferent as to when to arrive during their arrival window, as
long as there is no queuing. Thus, tolling again prevents the queuing, by ensuring that a person
that would start a queue would increase her price.
Figure 3.2: No-toll equilibrium (left panel) and optimum (right panel) when ,  and  vary in fixed
proportions
First-best tolling

No-toll equilibrium

τ

T

High {α,β,γ}
High {α,β,γ}
Slope: β/α

Slope: –γ/α
Low {α,β,γ}
Low {α,β,γ}

ts

t*

te

t

ts

Δp/β
for High {α,β,γ}
(gain from
tolling)

t*

te

t

It is not hard to verify geometrically that the prices in equation (3.3a-d) apply. Subscripts
denote groups, superscript the regimes no-toll (NT) versus first-best (FB). Finally,
δi  βi  γi /( βi  γi ) .
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NL  NH
s
NL  NH
 δH 
s
NL  NH
 δL 
s

pLNT  δL 

(3.3a)

pHNT

(3.3b)

pLFB

βL

p  δH 
FB
H

βH

(3.3c)

 NL  NH

(3.3d)

s

The high-value-of-time group H benefits from the imposition of FB tolling, because it
benefits from the existence of heterogeneity in the FB optimum. Group L has a lower slope of
the optimal toll schedule, so that an additional type-L user adds less to groups H’s price than
an additional type-H user, the ratio of marginal price effects being β L / β H . Vickrey showed
that, for larger numbers of groups, all groups except those with the lowest values of {α,β,γ}
benefit from optimal tolling, and the gains are highest for users with the highest values. The
explanation is the same as for the two-groups example of Figure 3.2.
3.2.4. Ratio Heterogeneity: an Example with Two Discrete Groups
A second example of two-group heterogeneity concerns the ratio heterogeneity of Chapter 2.
Now the scheduling coefficients β and γ are fixed, while , and hence , vary across users.
Again, the behavioural interpretation of the ratio μ≡α/β is that it reflects the willingness to
accept greater schedule delays in order to reduce travel time. Figure 3.3 shows the equilibrium
and optimum, again for two groups.
Figure 3.3: No-toll equilibrium (left panel) and optimum (right panel) when  and  are fixed and 
(and hence ) varies
No-toll equilibrium

First-best tolling
τ

T

Low α
Low α
Slope: β

Slope: –γ
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ts

Δp/β
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(loss from tolling)
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te

t
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t*

te

t

Because the ratios / and / differ, drivers are now separated temporally in the NT
equilibrium. Drivers with a lower  are more “willing to queue”, and thus arrive closer to t*.
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These drivers, group L in this example, are now the ones who benefit from heterogeneity:
group H users build up the queue length more slowly than group L users, and this brings group
L on a lower iso-price line. Group H imposes lower marginal external costs, with the ratio of
marginal price effects being (pLNT / N H ) / (pLNT / N L )  αL / αH (see also Lindsey, 2004a).
Group L loses this benefit when tolling is introduced. This loss is ΔP/β, as identified in the left
panel. Group H has an unchanged price. The loss from tolling is therefore greater for drivers
with a lower value of time. The prices in this example amount to
NL 
pLNT  δL 

μL
α
 NH
NL  L  NH
μH
αH
,
 δL 
s
s

NL  NH
,
s
N  NH
pLFB  δL  L
,
s
N  NH
pHFB  δH  L
,
s
pHNT  δH 

(3.4a)
(3.4b)
(3.4c)
(3.4d)

Note that, in fact, δ L  δ H under these assumptions, we maintain the subscript for future
reference. With more groups than two, drivers with the highest α are still equally well off due
to tolling, while all other groups lose, and more so if α is smaller.
The similarity between these two examples is that tolling is less harmful, or more
beneficial, to the drivers with the higher α. The main difference is that in the first example,
one group is equally well off and all other groups gain from the imposition of tolling; while in
the second example, one group is equally well off and all other groups lose. Because our
model has both types of heterogeneity—both in μ and in β—we may anticipate that some users
in our model gain due to tolling and some users lose. More precisely, we may expect that the
proportion of individuals who gain depends on the relative degrees of heterogeneity in  (a
positive effect) and  (a negative effect).
3.2.5. Proportional and Ratio Heterogeneity: an Example with Discrete Groups
It is now straightforward to derive the generalised price for the more general case with I
groups. For convenience, we assume that each group has a different ratio μi≡αi/βi, and different
values of βi and γi, so that all groups travel separated in time in the no-toll equilibrium as well
as in optimum. We impose a common ratio ηi≡γi/βi≡η, for all groups. We maintain this latter
assumption throughout this chapter. This assumption is not essential, but it helps in restricting
heterogeneity to two dimensions:  and β. The assumption means that the timing of the peak is
independent of the heterogeneity. The desired arrival times ti* are equal for all, and are
normalised so that ti*  t *  0 .
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To characterise the no-toll equilibrium, indices j are defined such that μ j increases with j;
group J (with J=I) has the highest value. As explained in Figure 3.3, drivers arrive ordered by
, with the lowest values arriving closest to t*. Combining equations (3.3) and (3.4) and
generalising for I groups results in the following price
piNT 

δi
s

 i
  N j 
 j 1


J

N

j  i 1

j



μi
μj


 i  1,..., J .


(3.5)

This price increases with μ i and δi . A higher μi implies an arrival further from t* and (for a
given βi and total demand) a larger price. For a single group, equation (3.5) simplifies to (3.2).
For group J, with the highest μi , the price would be the same if all other users had the same
characteristics as group J. All other groups benefit from heterogeneity. In Figure 3.3, the
argument is that these groups benefit from the flatter iso-cost curves for groups who arrive
closer to the edges of the peak. Accordingly, users with a higher μi and who arrive further
from t* impose lower marginal external costs.
In optimum, the arrival order changes, unless there is perfect rank correlation between µi
and βi. It is hence convenient to introduce a new index k, such that βk increases with k. The
highest value is K (with K=I). Generalising the logic of Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we find
piFB 

δi
s

K
 i 1

β
   N k  k   N k  i  1,..., K .
βi k i
 k 1


(3.6)

With homogeneous users, equation (3.6) again simplifies to (3.2), confirming the
equality of NT and FB prices in the basic bottleneck model. In the general case, it is group 1,
with the lowest βi, for whom the price is the same with and without heterogeneity. All other
groups benefit from the heterogeneity, even though the FB price increases with βi.
Whether, with I groups, a certain group benefits or loses due to optimal tolling depends on
its position in both orderings and the distributions of μ and β. We study this question in more
detail below, but already note that there is no a priori reason that the differences in prices
piNT  piFB are perfectly correlated with α i . This further justifies using a model with

continuous distributions of time-value coefficients, to gain deeper insight into the
distributional effects of congestion pricing.

3.3. The Full Model and Its No-Toll Equilibrium
Our numerical model generalises the above examples in a number of respects. We note
beforehand that the sensitivity analysis in Section 3.6 shows that the results derived from the
base-case model are fairly robust. A first difference with the examples above is that demand is
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price-sensitive. Second, rather than considering discrete groups, the model uses continuous
distributions of β and μ ( α / β ) . Because of the bivariate distribution, we sometimes need to
use two indices to characterise groups, in which case the composite yz denotes drivers with
μ  μ y and β  βz . When a single index does not cause ambiguity, we stick to the index i to
denote drivers a specific combination of μ and β.
3.3.1 Analytical No-Toll (NT) Model
The continuous heterogeneity price formula proved a straightforward generalisation of the
discrete version. NT users arrive ordered on the ratio of value of time to value of schedule
delay early (μi). Schedule delays increase and queuing times decrease with μi, whereas they are
independent of βi. All NT users with the same μj behave in the same way. Thus, as (3.7)
shows, we aggregate all users with the same μj to miNT[μi].
To get the continuous heterogeneity price equation (3.8) from the discrete version, we
replace the summation signs by integrals and ni by miNT[μi] (since there are now multiple types
with the same μi). Equation (3.8) is rewritten to equation (3.9) by replacing miNT[μi] with
h[μi]·NNT (i.e. μ’s density function multiplied with the number of NT users). In this equation,
H[μi] is the cumulative distribution function of μi; NNT is the number of NT users. We use a
multivariate probability density function (PDF) of μ and β that is the product of two
independent PDFs: f[μi,βi] equals h[μi]g[βi]. The g[βi] and h[μi] are the univariate density
functions of β and μ. Our model also works with a multivariate function that is not based on
two unconditional density functions, which seems more realistic empirically. Then, however,
our equations require more integrals and look more cluttered. Moreover, note that our set-up
does imply a positive correlation between the value of time and schedule delay since αyz≡μyβz.


miNT [i ]   nlNT d l


PiNT
PiNT


 mjNT [ j ]
  
d j 
 CSDi[t]  CTi[t] 
 u mjNT [ j ] d j   
1 s 





h
[

]
 NNT
j
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 i  H[i]   


1 s
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i

i

i

(3.7)

i

j

i

j

(3.8)
(3.9)

Scheduling costs equal the left term in the brackets in (3.9) multiplied by the term outside
the brackets: CSDi=η·NNT·βi·H[µi]/((1+η)s). The right term in the brackets multiplied gives the
travel time costs. Prices increase non-linearly with μi≡αi/βi. Although schedule delays and
queuing time are independent of βi, prices increase linearly with βi, because a given delay is
more valuable with a higher βi. The value of time equals μi ·βi: thus, the value of time increases
with βi. As prices depend linearly on βi, heterogeneity in β does not affect the average price.
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3.3.2. Congestion Externalities and Heterogeneity
Following Lindsey (2004a), equation (3.10) gives the congestion-cost effect of a type j driver
on a type i: it is the derivative of i’s price to the number of type j users. On all drivers with a
larger μi than j (i.e. with μi≥μj), a type j user causes a congestion effect of (βi/s)·η/(η+1), which
is independent of μi and μj. On all users with a smaller μi, this type j user causes a smaller
effect. This smaller effect decreases with j’s ratio μi≡αi/βi and increases with i’s μi.
The congestion effect of j also increases with i‘s value of schedule delay; j’s value of
schedule delay has no effect. A higher μj means that j’s isocost curve becomes flatter. This
implies that j builds up the queue less quickly. This decreases the price for all users with a
smaller μi than j, while prices for users with a larger μi than j are unaffected.

PiNT / n jNT












 i
 1  s
  i i
1  s  j

i 
 
i

j

(3.10)

j

Users with a higher i impose lower marginal external cost. This find is related to the
convexity of the equilibrium travel time function. As (3.9) shows, a user with a given i
benefits from replacing users with a higher j by users with an higher k, as the congestion
cost a type j user imposes on i depends on 1/μj. Conversely, a user with a certain i does not
suffer from replacing some users with a lower j by users with an even lower k. It is this
asymmetry that causes aggregate costs to go down with an increase in the heterogeneity of .
The marginal external cost of a type i driver is the integral of nj·∂pj/∂ni over all j:
meci  
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(3.11)

Only the mean value of schedule delay affects externalities; the heterogeneity middles out,17 as
congestion effects depend linearly on βi. Since, the mean externality decreases with ratio
heterogeneity, the mean price also decreases.
3.3.3. Base Case Numerical Model for the No-Toll (NT) Equilibrium
Figure 3.4 shows the density function of μ and β for the NT equilibrium. We use a symmetric
triangular, that is defined by its minima β  2 and μ  1.01 , and maxima β  8 and
17

Comparison of line two and three of (9) also shows this. Line two has the term βl·g[βl] that contains the
heterogeneity in β. In line three, the term is integrated out to E[β].
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μ  3.01. When units are dollars or Euros, the mean value of time of 10.05 indicates that our
values are reasonable compared with empirical estimates (e.g. Small and Verhoef, 2007). We
set η  γi / βi  3.9 , as in Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1990). The triangular shape, although
perhaps intuitive, is not based on empirical evidence.
Figure 3.4: The numerical distribution of  and    /  in the no-toll (NT) equilibrium

For every i, a linear inverse demand applies. We impose regularity on the distributions of
intercepts and slopes of the inverse demands by using the following specification:

Di [ni ]  di0  di1  ni

di0  A  Ai [ μi , βi ]

,
with  1
B
d

i

bi [ μi , βi ]


(3.12)

where ni denotes the density of users of type i. The specifications of d i0 and d i1 are driven by
the objectives of obtaining: (1) a no-toll equilibrium density function as shown in Figure 3.4;
(2) an no-toll equilibrium demand of 9000 given a capacity of 3600 vehicles per hour (so that
the peak lasts 2.5 hours); and (3) an average demand elasticity of –0.4.18 This elasticity is with
respect to a total generalised price Pi NT  piNT  ci0 that includes 30 minutes of free-flow travel
time and operating costs of 7.30. These two costs components were considered only for
calibration and are ignored in what follows.
In the no-toll equilibrium, the average queuing cost of 3.97 is lower than the average
schedule delay cost of 4.97. With homogeneity, these two averages are equal, as the queue
develops linearly over time (see Figure 3.1). With heterogeneity in µ, the queue develops
convexly over time (see Figure 3.3), lowering externalities and queuing cost. The average
price is 8.94. Average travel delay is 24 minutes. The delays vary from 0 to 47 minutes.
18

This was achieved with bi[μi,βi] set equal to the density function f[μi,βi] shown in Figure 4, and with Ai[μi,βi] equal to
the generalised price in the NT equilibrium given that distribution and including the operating and free-flow travel
time costs, and A≈53.1841 and B≈0.0059094.
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Figure 3.5 shows that scheduling and queuing costs increase linearly with β. Scheduling
costs increase non-linearly with μ. Queuing costs decrease with μ for all, but the lowest-μusers. The lowest-μ-drivers face the longest travel delays. Yet, with their low values of time,
these delays are not that costly. Figure 3.6 depicts the NT prices, which increase linearly with
the value of schedule delay and increase non-linearly with μi.
Figure 3.5: Schedule delay costs (left) and queuing costs (right) per user

Figure 3.6: No-toll equilibrium price excluding free-flow travel time and operating costs

3.4. Continuous Heterogeneity and First-Best Public (FB) Tolling
The FB toll maximises welfare, which is the sum of total consumer surplus and toll revenues.
The optimal time-variant toll eliminates all queuing. It slopes upward with t by βi before t*,
and downward by –γi after t*. The optimal time-invariant toll is 0, only with second-best
pricing is a non-zero value optimal. FB tolling changes the arrival ordering. Before, users
arrived ordered on µi. Now, they arrive ordered on βi. All high-β-users now arrive close to t*,
whereas before some arrived far from t* (Arnott et al., 1988). Thus, not only does tolling
eliminate queuing, it also decreases scheduling costs.
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3.4.1. Analytical Model for the First-Best Public (FB) Equilibrium
We derive the FB price equation (3.14) from the discrete version by replacing the summation
signs by integrals. qjFB[βj] is the number of FB users with a value of schedule delay of βj. In
the FB case, all users with the same βj behave in the same way regardless of their µi. The toll i
faces increases with i’s value of schedule delay: the higher βi is, the closer i arrives to t* where
the toll is the highest. The effect on scheduling costs of βi is ambiguous: schedule delays
decrease with βi, whereas the value of a delay increases with βi. Still, FB prices always
increase with βi. Different from in the NT equilibrium, FB prices are independent of μi.
PiFB  CSD i[t ]   t [t ] 
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3.4.2. Numerical Base-Case Model for the First-Best Public (FB) Equilibrium
We could not find a closed-form solution of this equilibrium. For a given starting distribution
of the FB users, there is a solution for prices, total number of users, and implied distribution of
users. Unless, however, we exactly chose the equilibrium distribution as the starting
distribution, the implied distribution and starting distribution are not equal. We could directly
calculate NT prices, as we assumed the distribution of users.19
As queuing is eliminated, prices depend on the value of schedule delay only. Hence, Figure
3.7 depicts price components over β alone. A given schedule delay is more costly with a
higher β. But high-β-users arrive at more central moments, causing schedule delay costs to fall
with β over a substantial range of Figure 3.7. These users have to pay high tolls to obtain these
arrival times. The result is that the price always rises with β.
Figure 3.7: Schedule delay costs and tolls per user with first-best tolling

Scheduling costs
plus tolls

Tolls

19

Scheduling
costs

Still, this does suggest a simple solution method. Starting with some distribution of FB users, calculate prices
and the distribution of demands implied by these. This distribution is not equal to the starting distribution, as
demands and prices are not in equilibrium. We approximate the distribution of demand by a cubic spline with
200 points. This spline is used as the next starting distribution. By continuing this procedure until convergence,
using the new distribution of demand as the starting distribution, we find the equilibrium. The convergence
criterion is a maximum absolute difference in the number of users of 10-20% between iterations.
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We use the difference ∆Pi=PiFB−PiNT as a measure of the loss from tolling. Figure 3.8
shows this difference as a three-dimensional plot and as a contour plot. The figure depicts the
differences over values of time (αi≡μi·βi) and not over ratio of value of time to value of
schedule delay, as the results in α-space are easier to interpret.
It is striking that so many user types win : indeed, 55% of the NT users would face a lower
price with FB pricing. Still, this result is less surprising once it is realised that in the bottleneck
model with homogeneous users, FB tolling has no effect on prices. In our model, besides
eliminating travel delays, the toll reduces aggregate schedule delays. This additional benefit
causes the change to be more favourable.
As a result, the average price decreases by 3.4% to €8.64 due to FB tolling. Aggregate
consumer surplus increases by 1.4% to €242,571. Welfare (i.e. total consumer surplus plus toll
revenues) rises by 17.7% to €281,798. The consistent implication—but not less surprising
when comparing the results to those for the static model of congestion—is that aggregate use
increases by 0.6% to 9057. Despite the longer duration of the peak, average schedule delay
cost decreases by 13.1% to €4.32, which is of course due to the more efficient order of
arrivals. In short, the average traveller benefits from FB congestion pricing, even before toll
revenues are recycled.
The contour plot of Figure 3.8 shows that, for a given β, the benefit increases with α. This
seems to confirm common wisdom on the distributional impacts of road pricing. Yet,
dependence of the gains on β causes a twist. The greatest losses are not incurred by the drivers
with the smallest α. Instead, intermediate users with an intermediate β and the lowest possible
α for that β have the highest Pi and therefore lose most. Their low α allowed these users to
arrive close to t * in the no-toll equilibrium, benefitting from low schedule delay cost. With
pricing, they lose this advantage, while the elimination of travel delays brings them little gain.
As a result, these users incur the greatest losses from congestion pricing.
Figure 3.8: Change in price in 3D (left) and in contourplot (right)

Note: the contourlines are, from bottom left to top right, change in price is 1.5, 0, –1.5, –3, –4.5 and –6 euros. The value of time is βi·μi.
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One might observe that this result, that it is not the lowest-α-drivers who lose most, is
exaggerated because β is restricted to be below α, so that the lowest α is not present for this
intermediate β where losses seem largest. But, even then, the contour plot shows that there are
many instances where drivers with a higher α have greater losses than some drivers with a
lower α and a lower β. At the same time, in the upper-right corner there are many instances
where drivers with a higher α gain less than some drivers with a lower α but a higher β. In
other words, taking into account heterogeneity in the value of schedule delays makes the
losses and gains of FB pricing to be not perfectly correlated with the value of time.

3.5. Continuous Heterogeneity and the Pay-Lane
With a pay-lane, a share (ρ) of road capacity is made a separate lane, and to use this lane one
has to pay a toll. The remainder of road is the untolled free-lane. We also refer to the pay-lane
as lane 1 and the free-lane as lane 2. Note that our pay-lane model could also be interpreted as
the situation where there is a tolled road and a separate untolled road. The two interpretations
are mathematically the same.
The pay-lane’s time-variant toll eliminates all queuing on the pay-lane. The private
operator adds a time-invariant toll that maximises total toll revenue. The public operator adds
a negative time-invariant toll (i.e. subsidy) that maximises welfare. The subsidy attracts extra
drivers to the public pay-lane. Hence, the peak last longer on the pay-lane than on the freelane, and schedule delays are higher. The higher the subsidy is, the higher total schedule
delays. The optimal subsidy is at the point where, for a marginal subsidy increase, the welfare
gain from lessening queuing equals the loss from higher schedule delays. Because of the
positive time-invariant PPL toll, the private pay-lane is used by relatively fewer drivers than
the free-lane, and the free-lane has the longer peak and schedule delays.
3.5.1. Analytical Pay-Lane Model
The pay-lane’s price equation (3.15) is basically the same as in the FB case. qj1[βj] is the
number of pay-lane users with a value of schedule delay of βj. The free-lane price equation
(3.16) is basically the same as the NT price formula. The mj2[μj] is the number of free-lane
users with μj. Finally, there is a critical α*[β] curve that separates free-lane and pay-lane users.
The users on the curve are indifferent about using the pay-lane or free-lane. All the users who,
for their βi, have a higher value of time than the curve drive on the pay-lane.
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3.5.2. Base-Case Numerical Model for the Public Pay-Lane (PL)
We were unable to find closed-form solutions for the pay-lane equilibria. The numerical
solution is more difficult than for the FB toll. Appendix 3A discusses this solution. The
optimal time-invariant toll is −€5.36. Hence, arrivals at the outside of the pay-lane peak
receive a subsidy of €5.36. Consumer surplus increases 7.0% from the NT case to €256,142.
Welfare increases by 8.7% to €260,237. The number of users increases, with 3.4%, to 9309.8.
Of these users, 4619.1 use the pay-lane, and 4690.7 the free-lane. Thus, although the pay-lane
has only a third of capacity, almost equal amounts of traffic use the pay-lane and the free-lane.
Consequently, the pay-lane has a higher mean schedule delay.
Figure 3.9 shows the difference between PL and NT prices. In the contourplot, the α*[β]
curve separates the pay-lane and free-lane users. All users to the right of the curve use the paylane. Surprisingly, not only the drivers with high values of time and schedule delay use the
pay-lane, but also those with low values of time and schedule delay. Moreover, all lowest-βusers use the pay-lane. This is counterintuitive: one would expect that only the drivers with the
highest values of time and schedule delay would use the tolled lane. The low-β-users arrive at
the outside of the pay-lane peak. They face negative tolls and large schedule delays. With their
low values of schedule delays, these large delays are not costly. Hence, they can enjoy the
negative tolls and attain a large price decrease. Having low-β-users use the pay-lane improves
the PL’s welfare gain, as the pay-lane’s higher schedule delays are imposed on the low-βusers.
All users are better off under the PL than in the NT case. This also occurs in Braid’s (1996)
homogeneous user model. Still, with heterogeneity in the value of schedule delay, users gain
more, because of the self-ordering on β.
In the static PL model of Verhoef and Small (2004), drivers with the critical values of time
lose most due to second-best pricing. In our model, there is to be no local maximum of ∆Pi
near α*[β], although it does mark a contour where ∆Pi suddenly becomes steeper for increasing
value of time (α). An interesting question is why ∆Pi is falling with the value of time for freelane users, while, in the static model, ∆Pi is increasing with the value of time for free-lane
users. The answer is that the subsidy on the pay-lane reduces the duration of the peak on the
free-lane. This reduces travel delays; and the higher the value of time is, the larger the gain
from this. Consistent with this, with a profit-maximising pay-lane (PPL), there is a positive
time-invariant toll and local maxima of ∆Pi at α*[β].
Although users with a high µi and βi gain most, the lowest values of time and schedule
delay also gain. The users with an intermediate βi and a low µi gain the least. In contrast, the
conventional view is that a pay-lane is bad for the lowest values of time, since these users
cannot afford the pay-lane and have to use the free-lane.
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Figure 3.9: Differences between PL and NT prices in 3D (left) and contourplot (right)

Note: the critical α*[βi] curve is given in the contourplot; all users to the right of the curve use the Pay-lane. The
white contourlines are, from bottom left to top right, change in price is: –1, –2, –3, –4, and –5 euros.

3.5.3. Base Case Numerical Model for the Private Pay-Lane (PPL)
Figure 3.10 depicts the differences between PPL and NT prices. Due to the positive timeinvariant toll, the peak lasts for a shorter time on the pay-lane than on the free-lane. The PPL’s
α*[β] curve has a more expected shape than the PL’s: only the drivers with high values use the
pay-lane. For users who are indifferent between the two lanes prices increase most. Hence,
there are pay-lane users who are hurt considerably by the PPL. For free-lane users who are
further from the α*[βi] indifference curve the PPL is less detrimental. On the pay-lane, the
further a type is from the α*[βi] curve, the more beneficial the PPL. Nevertheless, for most
pay-lane users the PPL raises the price.
The PPL has some distributional surprises. It is not the users with low values of time and
schedule delay who lose most, but the middle group that is (almost) indifferent between the
pay-lane and free-lane. Further, this last group also contains pay-lane users. There are thus
pay-lane users for who the PPL is more harmful than for the lowest-β-users. These results are
similar to those of Verhoef and Small’s (2004), where also the intermediate users lose most.
The time-invariant PPL toll is €3.87 and the mean time-variant toll is €4.34. The number of
users decreases by 1.7% to 8846.8, because the private pay-lane (PPL) raises the price for
most users. Nevertheless, the PPL increases welfare by 4.1%. Its relative efficiency is 0.23.
The public pay-lane might be seen as strange as it subsidises some pay-lane users: in
practice, tolls are not negative. If the public pay-lane’s time-invariant toll is constrained to
zero—preventing negative tolls—welfare is much lower. Then, the distributional effects are
akin to those of the PPL in Figure 3.10, although the critical α*[βi] curve would be to left and
lower. The α*[βi] users lose most from this third-best policy, the low-β-users are hardly
affected, whereas the high β and μ pay-lane users gain. The effects of this third-best pay-lane
are similar to those in Verhoef and Small’s (2004) public pay-lane. Note that this constraint
severely lowers the welfare gain, and that it is standard in the literature to use a negative time-
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invariant toll. Furthermore, in static models the toll has a comparable set-up, in that there is
one part that prices the externalities and a second negative part that takes into account the
effect on the pay-lane (Small and Verhoef, 2007).
Figure 3.10: Difference between PPL and NT prices in 3D (left) and contourplot (right)

Note: The values for the difference in price (PiPL−PiNT) of the contourlines are, from top to bottom, change in
price is: −2, − 1, 0, and 1 euros. The value of time (αi) equals βi·μi.

3.5.4. Concluding the Pay-Lane Models
A public pay-lane lowers prices of all users. Prices with a private pay-lane are higher than notoll prices for all free-lane users and for some pay-lane drivers. The public pay-lane is used not
only by the high values of time and schedule delay but also by the low values of schedule
delay. Low-β-users travel in the shoulders of the peak. They face large schedule delays and
negative tolls. Users with the lowest values of time and schedule delay are among those who
gain the most from the PL. Moreover, these users lose relatively little with the PPL.

3.6. Sensitivity Analyses
This section focuses on the effect of different distributions of µ and β on the policies. We
study five cases: Homogeneity, the Base case, Less ratio heterogeneity, Less proportional
heterogeneity, and a Uniform distribution. In all cases the mean value of schedule delay early
is €5 and the mean relative size of the value of time is 2.01. With Homogeneity, all users have
the same parameters. The Base case’s spread of the triangular distribution of µ is 2, and of β it
is €6. With the Less ratio heterogeneity, the spread of = µ is reduced to 1. With Less
proportional heterogeneity, the spread of β is €2. With the Uniform distribution, we test
whether our results depend on our triangular distribution, this distribution has the same
variance as the Base case. We do not present sensitivity analyses on price elasticity or paylane capacity share. Chapter 2 did do these analyses, and the results were in line with the
homogeneous-user literature. Also in this setting, these analyses gave unsurprising results.
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Table 3.2: Effect of heterogeneity in the no-toll (NT) equilibrium distribution of users

Spread of the μ distribution
Spread of the β distribution
Mean schedule delay cost
Mean travel delay cost
Mean total price
Mean marginal external cost
Total NT consumer surplus

Homogeneity

Base case

Less ratio
heterogeneity

Less proportional
heterogeneity

Uniform
distribution

€4.97
€4.97
€22.27
€9.95
€239,332

2
6
€4.97
€3.97
€21.27
€8.95
€239,332

1
6
€4.97
€4.44
€21.74
€9.42
€239,332

2
2
€4.97
€3.97
€21.27
€8.95
€239,332

1.414
4.243
€4.97
€3.97
€21.26
€8.94
€239,332

Note: The uniform distribution has the same variance and mean as the Base case triangular distribution.

3.6.1. Effect of Heterogeneity on the No-Toll (NT) Case
Table 3.2 studies the effect of ratio and proportional heterogeneity on the NT equilibrium. The
mean price is lower in the Base case than in the Less ratio heterogeneity case. This suggests
that the mean price lowers with ratio heterogeneity. The mean congestion externality
decreases with ratio heterogeneity, thereby lowering queuing costs. As Section 3.5 predicted,
proportional heterogeneity has no effect on average the NT price. The Base case and Less
proportional heterogeneity case have the same average externality and price.
By design, all cases have the same NT consumer surplus. The advantage of this is that the
effect of tolling is more comparable over cases than when consumer surplus differs across
cases. Comparison of the Base case triangular and Uniform distribution indicates that the
distribution form has no real effect on the results. The average price only differs by 1 cent
between the two cases. Mean queuing and scheduling costs do not even differ by 1 cent. With
both distributions, prices non-linearly increase with μi and linearly with βi.
3.6.2. Heterogeneity and First-Best Public (FB) Tolling
Table 3.3 tabulates the sensitivity analysis for FB tolling. The differences between the results
for the Uniform and Base-case distribution are again small. Tolling is more beneficial for
consumers in the Base case than with Homogeneity. The price decreases due to FB tolling in
the Base case; under Homogeneity, prices are unaffected. Still, the welfare gain is higher
under homogeneity, since toll revenues are considerably higher.
With more ratio heterogeneity, externalities are lower, and thus there is less to gain from
tolling. Therefore, consumer surplus, toll revenues, and welfare are higher with less ratio
heterogeneity. In the Less ratio heterogeneity case, the FB welfare gain is 19.5% of NT
welfare, whereas in the Base case it is 17.7%, and with Homogeneity 18.7%.
With FB tolling, scheduling costs are lower in the Base case than with Less proportional
heterogeneity, because the gain of a more efficient arrival ordering increases with proportional
heterogeneity. Hence, FB welfare gain and consumer surplus increase with this heterogeneity.
If there is not too much more heterogeneity in the value of time than in the value of schedule
delay, FB tolling can be good for the average consumer. In the Base case, 55% would gain; in
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the Less ratio heterogeneity case, 66% of NT users would gain, and with the Less proportional
heterogeneity case 39%. The share that would gain increases with proportional heterogeneity
and decreases with ratio heterogeneity.
Table 3.3: Effect of heterogeneity on the first-best public (FB) toll

Spread of the μ distribution
Spread of the β distribution
Mean schedule delay cost
Mean FB toll
Mean total price
Number of FB users
Toll revenues
Total FB consumer surplus
Percentage welfare gain from
the NT case
Percentage NT users who would
have a lower price with tolling

Homogeneity

Base case

Less ratio
heterogeneity

Less proportional
heterogeneity

€4.97
€4.97
€22.27
9000
€44,770
€239,332

2
6
€4.32
€4.32
€21.01
9054.6
€39,137
€242,571

1
6
€4.36
€4.36
€21.07
9122.3
€39,746
€246,180

18.7%
Price is
unchanged

17.7%

19.5%

15.9%

17.7%

55%

66%

39%

53%

2
2
€4.70
€4.70
€21.75
8922.8
€41,970
€235,352

Uniform
distribution
1.414
4.243
€4.32
€4.32
€21.00
9055.3
€39,094
€242,606

Vickrey (1973) considers values of time and schedule delay that vary proportionally. He
finds that FB pricing is a strict Pareto improvement. Conversely, in this chapter some users
lose. First, this is because we use price-sensitive demand. The types of users who gain most
raise their demand. This increases the price for those users who hardly gained in Vickrey
(1973). Second, we also include ratio heterogeneity. As noted, the number of users who gain
from an FB toll decreases with the ratio heterogeneity.
Table 3.4: Effect of heterogeneity with the public pay-lane (PL)

Spread of the μ distribution
Spread of the β distribution
Time-invariant part of the toll
Mean time-variant part of the toll
Number of users
Toll revenues
Total PL consumer surplus
Welfare under the PL
Relative efficiency
Percentage welfare gain from the
NT case
Percentage NT users who would
have a lower price with the PL

Homogeneity

Base case

Less ratio
heterogeneity

Less proportional
heterogeneity

Uniform
distribution

−€6.37
€7.27
9302.8
€3917
€255,706
€259,623
0.453

2
6
−€5.36
€6.25
9309.8
€4095
€256,142
€260,237
0.493

1
6
−€5.40
€6.29
9356.4
€4153
€258,692
€262,845
0.505

2
2
−€5.38
€6.72
9205.5
€5680
€250,408
€256,089
0.441

1.414
4.243
−€5.35
€6.31
9293.9
€4439
€255,260
€259,699
0.481

8.48%

8.73%

9.82%

7.00%

8.51%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

a: This uniform distribution has the same variance and mean as the Base case triangular distribution.
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3.6.3. Effect of Heterogeneity on the Public Pay-Lane (PL)
Table 3.4 gives the sensitivity analysis for the public pay-lane. In all five cases, all users gain
due to the PL’s time-invariant subsidy. Chapter 2 had no heterogeneity in β, and found that
many users lose. This indicates that, also in the current model, if the value of schedule delay is
almost homogeneous, there will be users who are disadvantaged.
The Less ratio heterogeneity case has a higher welfare gain and relative efficiency than the
Base case, indicating that these measures decrease with ratio heterogeneity. In the Base case,
the time-invariant toll is higher than in the Less ratio heterogeneity case. Thus, in the Base
case, the pay-lane has relatively fewer users compared with the free-lane. Hence, free-lane
queuing is worse in the Base case. As Chapter 2 discussed, it is apparently social optimal to
allow more wasteful queuing with more heterogeneity, because of the lower congestion
externalities, and this decreases the PL’s relative efficiency.
The more proportional heterogeneity there is, the more efficient tolling makes the arrival
ordering, thereby increasing PL’s gain. Surprisingly, the PL’s relative efficiency also increases
with proportional heterogeneity. One would expect that this relative efficiency would decrease
with this heterogeneity, as PL imposes the more efficient arrival order on only a part of the
users. The public pay-lane has a larger maximum and mean schedule delay than the free-lane.
These large delays are faced by the lowest-β-users. The high-β-users have the lowest delays.
With more heterogeneity, the mean value of schedule delay of the pay-lane’s high-β-users is
higher, making the schedule delay savings that the PL offers them more valuable. The mean
value of schedule delay of the pay-lane’s low-β-users decreases with heterogeneity in β,
making the extra schedule delays that the PL imposes less costly. This explains why the PL
relative efficiency increases with the heterogeneity in β.
The differences between the Base case and uniform distribution are larger than before. Still,
the differences are still minor. The time-invariant toll is 1 cent lower with the uniform
distribution; the PL’s percentage gain is 0.22 percentage point lower.
3.6.4. Effect of Heterogeneity on the Private (PPL) Pay-Lane
Table 3.5 shows the final sensitivity analysis for the PPL. The PPL’s welfare gain and relative
efficiency decrease with heterogeneity in μ. With a more heterogeneous value of time, it is
profit maximising to allow more wasteful queuing and schedule delay on the free-lane,
lowering the relative efficiency and welfare gain.
The gain and relative efficiency are lower in the Less proportional heterogeneity case than
in the Base case, indicating that these increase with proportional heterogeneity. With a more
proportional heterogeneity, the average value of schedule delay on the pay-lane is higher, and
on the free-lane it is lower. This makes the schedule delay savings on the pay-lane more
valuable and the free-lane’s extra delays less costly. This reasoning follows that of Verhoef
and Small (2004) when they explain why, with static-flow congestion, the pay-lane’s relative
efficiency increases with heterogeneity in the value of time.
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Table 3.5: Effect of heterogeneity with the private pay-lane (PPL)

Spread of the μ distribution
Spread of the β distribution
Time-invariant part of the toll
Mean time-variant part of the toll
Number of users
Toll revenues
Total PPL consumer surplus
Welfare under the PPL
Relative efficiency
Percentage welfare gain from
the NT case
Percentage NT users who would
have a lower price with the PPL

Homogeneity

Base case

Less ratio
heterogeneity

Less proportional
heterogeneity

Uniform
distribution

€3.03
€4.64
8855.9
€16,201
€231,729
€247,930
0.192

2
6
€3.87
€4.34
8846.8
€17,964
€231,279
€249,243
0.234

1
6
€3.97
€4.48
8855.4
€18,619
€231,724
€250,343
0.236

2
2
€3.14
€3.97
8836.1
€16,288
€230,701
€246,989
0.202

1.414
4.243
€3.96
€4.37
8837.4
€18,133
€230,790
€248,923
0.226

3.59%

4.14%

4.60%

3.19%

4.00%

none

6.0%

5.7%

0.6%

5.0%

With homogeneity, all users are worse off with a PPL than in the NT case. Conversely,
with heterogeneity, some users gain. Just as with FB tolling; the share of NT users who would
face lower prices with the PPL decreases with heterogeneity in β. In opposition to FB tolling,
the PLL’s share that would gain slightly decreases with ratio heterogeneity. This seems to be
because with Less ratio heterogeneity, the free-lane congestion externalities are worse. This
makes the free-lane a less attractive good, enabling the PPL operator to ask a higher profitmaximising time-invariant toll. Hence, with welfare maximisation, the share of users who
gains from tolling decreases with ratio heterogeneity; with profit maximisation it increases.
The differences between the Base case triangular and Uniform distribution are larger than
for the NT or FB case. Still, again this does not change the overall results.
3.6.5. Concluding the sensitivity analysis
Arguably, the most striking result is that the results seem robust to changes in the distributions
of μ and β. Particularly striking is how close the results are for the Uniform and the Base-case
triangular distribution. Reducing the heterogeneity in μ makes externalities bigger, raising the
gain from pricing. Less proportional heterogeneity lowers the gains from the reordering of
arrival times and the gain from pricing. A larger share of NT drivers benefits from FB pricing
with less ratio heterogeneity; a smaller share gains with less proportional heterogeneity. The
distributional effects of tolling are also robust. For all cases, the patterns resemble those
discussed for the Base case. The main difference is that, with more ratio or proportional
heterogeneity, losses and gains are larger.
The relative efficiencies of the pay-lanes are higher in the Base case than with
Homogeneity. If the base case had more ratio heterogeneity or less proportional heterogeneity,
then the relative efficiencies could be higher with homogeneity than with heterogeneity. The
FB welfare gain is lower with the Base case than with Homogeneity. Still, if the calibration of
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the model would be different (e.g. more proportional heterogeneity) this could change.
Whether a policy is more or less beneficial with or without heterogeneity depends on the
empirical question concerning what distribution heterogeneity has: how much more
heterogeneous is the value of time than the value of schedule delay?

3.7. Conclusion
This chapter analysed how ratio and proportional heterogeneity affect tolling in the bottleneck
model with price-sensitive demands. Proportional heterogeneity scales the values of time and
schedule delay proportionally. This heterogeneity could result from variation in the marginal
utilities of income caused by income differences. Ratio heterogeneity is heterogeneity in the
ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay. It reflects differences in relative importance
of travel time versus schedule delay; it could for example result from differences in the home
situation, job type, or travel purpose.
In the no-toll equilibrium, more ratio heterogeneity lowers the average externality, which
means that there is less to gain from tolling. The gain of tolling increases with proportional
heterogeneity, since the gain from the more efficient arrival ordering that tolling causes
increases, and thus tolling lowers scheduling costs more.
A pay-lane tolls only a part of the road. The remainder (the free-lane) remains toll free. The
public pay-lane is used by drivers with the highest values of time and schedule delay and by
the lowest values of schedule delay. These low-β-users travel during the shoulders of the paylane peak. They enjoy the negative tolls that then apply, whereas the large schedule delays
then are not that costly. The private pay-lane has a positive time-invariant toll that maximises
revenue; only users with the highest values use it. The relative efficiency of a pay-lane
increases with proportional heterogeneity, it decreases with ratio heterogeneity.
If there is not too much more heterogeneity in the value of time than in the value of
schedule delay, then the mean price can be lower with first-best (FB) tolling than without
tolling. The share of no-toll equilibrium users who would face lower prices with FB tolling
increases with proportional heterogeneity, while it decreases with heterogeneity in the ratio of
the value of time to the value of schedule delay. For a private pay-lane, the share that would
gain reduces with both proportional and between heterogeneity. The FB toll and private paylane are never a Pareto improvement. For most distributions of the heterogeneity, all users
gain from the public pay-lane. Only if the value of schedule delay is (almost) homogeneous do
some users lose.
The distributional effects of tolling can be surprising. The gains or losses from FB tolling
are not strictly monotonic in the value of time, because these also depend on the value of
schedule delay. Conversely, with only heterogeneity in the value of time, the gains and losses
from FB pricing are monotonic. First-best tolling is most harmful for users with an average
value of schedule delay and a slightly larger value of time, while it raises the price less for the
lowest values of time and schedule delay. The distributional effects with a public pay-lane are
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similar to those of the FB optimum. A difference is that the lowest values of time and schedule
delay are among those who gain most. Further, low-value-of-time users lose relatively little
with a private pay-lane, while higher value of time and schedule delay free-lane users, and
even some pay-lane users, lose more.
We ignore how the toll revenues are used, which also has distributional effects. Arnott et al.
(1994) find that with two groups, the low value of time group can be worse off after equal
recycling, if there is sufficient heterogeneity in the value of time. Yet, if revenues are recycled
unequally, then everyone can still be better off, since tolling raises welfare.

Appendix 3A: Numerical Solution Method for a Pay-Lane Equilibrium
This appendix discusses the numerical solution procedure for the pay-lanes. Three iterative
procedures are used: the second is around the first, and the third procedure around the second.
We begin with some starting time-invariant toll, critical α*[β] curve and distribution of users.
The first iterative procedure searches for the distributions for which the prices and inverse
demands are equal. We use the starting distribution to calculate prices and the demands
implied by these prices. The next iteration uses this iteration’s demand, approximated by a
cubic spline, as the starting distribution. The convergence criterion is a maximum absolute
percentage change in the number of pay-lane and free-lane drivers of 10-12% from one
iteration to the next.
For now, pay-lane and free-lane prices for α*[β] curve users are not equal. Hence, we seek a
new curve for which the price differences are smaller. After this, we repeat the first iterative
procedure. The convergence criteria for the second procedure is a maximum absolute
percentage difference between pay-lane and free-lane prices for α*[β] curve users of 0.075%.
The third procedure searches for the optimal time-invariant toll. For the public pay-lane
(PL), we start with calculating welfare for three time-invariant tolls (−€1.50, −€2.00, and
−€2.50). Next, we fit a second-order polynomial to the tolls and their welfare. This polynomial
i 1
i
p
is maximised to find the predicted toll (  p ). The next iteration’s toll is   (1 ss)   ss  ,
where ss is the step size. Then, we calculate the welfare resulting from this new toll. We fit a
polynomial on the last two tolls (i.e. −€2.00 and −€2.50) and this iteration’s toll and the
welfares corresponding to these tolls, in order to find the next iteration’s toll. If there is no
increase in welfare from one iteration to the next, the step size is halved. Both consumer
surplus and toll revenue seem globally concave in the time-invariant toll. Therefore, this
procedure should converge to the optimal toll.
We repeat this third procedure until the absolute in welfare between iterations is below
0.25. After convergence, we use the time-invariant toll with the highest welfare in the series of
calculations as the optimal toll. The procedure for the private pay-lane (PPL) is basically the
same as for the PL, only now toll revenues are maximised instead of welfare.
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4.1. Introduction20
Road congestion is one of the most important problems in urban areas. Indeed, as Kraus
(2003) states, most urban economists agree that the pricing below marginal cost of car travel
causes the largest waste of all urban policies.
In studying transport pricing is it important to take into account the dynamics of departure
time choice, and substitute modes, as well as preference heterogeneity in multiple dimensions.
Moreover, the distributional effects of a policy are also important, as these influence the
political acceptability. We study the two-mode problem of congestion pricing in an intercity
rail and road network with continuous heterogeneity in values of time and schedule delay,
where the two modes are imperfect substitutes.21 Arnott and Yan (2001) find that amount of
substitutability affects the second-best congestion charge when only one mode can be charged,
and also affects the gain of this policy.
In Vickrey’s (1973) bottleneck model, demand is fixed. He analyses what we call
proportional heterogeneity. In his setting, the values of time (α) and schedule delay (β) vary in
fixed proportions following the heterogeneous scalar ki: αi=a·ki, and βi=b·ki. First-best (FB)
tolling is now a strict Pareto-improvement: all users gain—except those with the lowest
values, who are unaffected. The values of time and schedule delay are the ratio of some
marginal utility to the marginal utility of income. A higher income generally leads to a lower
marginal utility of income, thus proportionally increasing values of time and schedule delay.
Hence, proportional heterogeneity could be viewed as an effect of income differences.
De Palma and Lindsey (2002a) study heterogeneity in the value of time with fixed values of
schedule delay in the bottleneck model. Tolling is now harmful for users: under fixed demand,
all users lose—except those with the highest value of time, who are unaffected. We call this
heterogeneity “ratio heterogeneity” because what matters for behaviour is not the value of
time itself, what matters is the ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay µi=αi/β. This
ratio has an interpretation: it reflects the willingness to accept greater schedule delays in order
to reduce travel time. Heterogeneity in μ could, for example, result from differences in
possibilities to use in-vehicle time productively, or differences in the tightness of scheduling
constraints: e.g. having small children versus not, working on an assembly line versus in an
office, and travelling to a hospital appointment versus to go shopping.
Additionally as Chapter 3 showed, price sensitivity of demand changes the effects of
heterogeneity in the bottleneck model. With proportional heterogeneity, FB tolling lowers the
price for users with high values and as a result they demand more travel, which increases
congestion and makes tolling harmful for drivers with low values. This chapter finds that also
the amount of substitutability of the two modes again changes the effects of pricing, and how
20
21

This chapter is based on the TI discussion paper Van den Berg and Verhoef (2011b).
Although we call the two modes rail and car, they can be any two modes that have no congestion interactions. The two
modes could be any two of: freeway, (arterial) road, air, (light) rail, and metro; but not bus and car, as these use the same
road.
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heterogeneity influences these effect. Hence, it is important to control for heterogeneity and
price-sensitive demand, but also for the substitutability of different modes.
Braid (1996) and de Palma and Lindsey (2000) analyse “single-link pricing” on two
parallel roads with a bottleneck. The second-best toll has a time-variant term that equals the
externality and a time-invariant term. For profit maximisation, this second term is positive; for
welfare maximisation, it is negative (i.e. a subsidy). The time-variant term is zero at the
beginning and end of the peak. Hence, the public toll is negative in the shoulders of the peak.
An interesting example of tariff differentiation in public transport is the High-speed train
between Schiphol airport and Rotterdam: the regular Intercity takes 49 minutes, the highspeed train 27 minutes.22 Thus, this product differentiation is comparable to the pay-lane, as it
offers the choice between a cheaper slower route and a faster more expensive route.
Public transport needs a different specification of user costs than road transport. Kraus and
Yoshida (2002) develop a public transport model with queuing at the platform to enter a
service, possibly for up to several headways between services. Their model is similar to the
bottleneck model: e.g. also here congestion pricing eliminates all queuing. Tabuchi (1993),
Huang (2000), and Rouwendal and Verhoef (2004) use a parallel road and rail track. Tabuchi
(1993) has bottleneck congestion on the road and no congestion in the single train service that
arrives at the preferred arrival time t*. The train operator’s costs consist of fixed and per-user
cost. If the train fare equals average operating cost, the second-best road toll is the standard
time-variant toll plus a positive term that pushes users to the train. This differs from Braid
(1996), who adds a negative term. The average-cost fare is above marginal costs, and an
increase in the number of users lowers average cost, which is why a positive addition to the
road toll that pushes drivers to the train is optimal. This shows that similar policies in road
transport and public transport can look very different, which makes it important to take into
account that there are different modes. Huang (2000) considers two user groups. The road has
dynamic bottleneck congestion. The single train service arrives at t* and has crowding
congestion: that is costs associated with being in a crowded train. Rouwendal and Verhoef
(2004) also use crowding congestion. However, they use a static road model, and car and train
are imperfect substitutes.
In the crowding model of Kraus (1991) the value of time is higher for standing than for
seated passengers. Yet, the crowding cost might also depend on the number of users: it is more
unpleasant to sit or stand in a fully packed train than in a half-full train. The meta-study of
empirical estimates by Wardman and Whelan (2011) confirms this. When all seats are taken,
the most supported function is a value of time that increases linearly with the number of users.
When there are empty seats, the value of time seems constant when most seats are empty;
when many seats are taken, some studies find that the value of time increases with the number
of users. Wu and Huang (2010) use a value of time that is linear in the number of users;
22

This follows the planner on www.9292ov.nl, as accessed on 29 October 2010.
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Rouwendal and Verhoef (2004) use a non-linear function. Huang (2000) simplifies the
crowding model by using separate crowding and travel time costs. Crowding costs are linear
in the number users, and the distinction between standing and seated passengers is ignored.
This chapter follows Huang’s set-up.
We study a parallel road and rail line using a dynamic model. On the road there is
bottleneck congestion. In each train service there is crowding congestion. Our train model is
dynamic; whereas Tabuchi (1993) and Huang (2000) use a static train model. Moreover, we
also consider profit maximisation on only road or rail, which appears to have been ignored for
a rail-road network. In reality, rail companies are often private or at least partly privatised;
thus, profit maximisation by a rail operator seems important. We only look at the short-term
policy of price setting. We ignore long-term policies such as train schedule or road, rail-track
and train capacity. Rail-operating costs are a constant amount per user, and there are no fixed
costs. We also ignore heterogeneity in the value of crowding congestion.
We find that heterogeneity affects road and rail differently. Without congestion pricing, the
mean price of car travel decreases with ratio heterogeneity, while proportional heterogeneity
has no effect. The average price of train travel is unaffected by ratio heterogeneity, but
decreases with proportional heterogeneity. The relative efficiency of “welfare maximisation
while only pricing the road” decreases with proportional heterogeneity. Relative efficiency is
the welfare gain of a policy relative to the FB gain. This differs from two parallel bottlenecks
in Chapter 3, where the relative efficiency of single-link pricing increases with proportional
heterogeneity. As we will explain, this difference is due to the assumption that two roads are
perfect substitutes, whereas road and rail are imperfect substitutes.
Section 4.2 discusses the analytical model for car travel; Section 4.3 derives the model for
rail travel. Section 4.4 describes the numerical set-up. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 analyse the
numerical model for respectively proportional and ratio heterogeneity. They also give
sensitivity analyses on the amount of heterogeneity. Section 4.7 has sensitivity analyses on the
rail-operating cost structure, the cross-price elasticity, and the value of crowding. Section 4.8
concludes.

4.2. Analytical Road Model
One road and one rail track connect the single origin and destination. To simplify the rail
model, we assume that users cannot arrive after the common preferred arrival time t*.23 The
analytical models ignore free-flow travel time and car-operating costs; the numerical models
include these. To simplify the analysis, we analyse the two types of heterogeneity separately:
23

With late arrivals, the effect on prices of the number of early and late train services is asymmetric, and the exact form of the
price equation depends on the ratio of the value of schedule delay early and late. Arnott and Kraus (1993; 1995), Kraus and
Yoshida (2002), and Kraus (2003) also use this simplification. Although the restriction of no late arrival is unrealistic; it
does not affect the qualitative results of the bottleneck (as also Arnott and Kraus (1993, footnote 12) argue) or the crowding
model.
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so we first study ratio heterogeneity and then proportional heterogeneity. Chapter 3 found that
the qualitative effect of one type of heterogeneity is the same regardless of the amount of the
other type. Still, this does make it hard to examine distributional effects, as these depend on
the extent of both types of heterogeneity.
4.2.1. Heterogeneity in the ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay and road pricing
Ratio heterogeneity is operationalised as heterogeneity in the value of time with a fixed value
of schedule delay: the ratio follows µi≡αi/β. This heterogeneity should not be viewed as
stemming from income differences, as income differences should also lead to heterogeneity in
β and not only in αi. We use subscript i to indicate a group of users with the same value of
time, so Pi would be the generalised price (henceforth price, for brevity) of users with a value
of time of αi. Our model is adapted from Chapter 2.
Figure 4.1 gives an example with two-groups heterogeneity and fixed demand. We use this
example, because it explains the effects of heterogeneity most clearly. The full model uses
continuous heterogeneity. The left panel gives the development of travel time in the NoCongestion-Pricing (NCP) equilibrium, the right panel the FB toll. The curves are iso-price
curves, and a higher curve implies a higher price. The High group has a higher value of time
and thus a higher ratio µH≡αH/β. In the NCP case, the groups travel temporally separated. The
high µH of the High group means that they choose to arrive early to limit travel time, since a
high µi means that a user cares more about travel time than about schedule delays. FB tolling
removes all queuing. Now the groups travel jointly, as there are only scheduling costs and
tolls, which by assumption they value equally.
The price includes travel-time costs (CT[i,t]), scheduling costs (CSD[t]), and a possible toll
c
(τ [t]) (we use superscript c to indicate the car, and differentiate the toll from the train charge
ρt):
PLNCP  CT [i , t ]  C SD [t ]  β 
NCP
H

P

PLFB
FB
H

P

nLc  nHc  μ L μ H
n c  nHc  α L α H
 β L
,
s
s

n c  n Hc
 C T [ i , t ]  C SD [ t ]  β  L
,
s
n c  n Hc
 C SD [ t ]  τ c [ t ]  β  L
,
s
n c  n Hc
 C SD [t ]  τ c [t ]  β  L
.
s

(4.1a)
(4.1b)
(4.1c)
(4.1d)

Here, nic is the number of car drivers of group i; the total number of drivers is Nc; the capacity
of the bottleneck is s; and the value of schedule delay is β.
Without heterogeneity, the price is β·Nc/s. Hence, ratio heterogeneity does not affect the
price of the High group. Conversely, it lowers the price for the Low group. The high µH means
that High users build up the queue more slowly than Low users, lowering the price for Low
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users. In Figure 4.1 the argument is that the lower slope of the iso-price curve for High users
brings the Low users to a lower iso-price curve. This also means that the High users impose
lower externalities, the ratio of marginal effects being (p LNT / N H ) / (p LNT / N L )  α L / α H
(see also Lindsey, 2004a). This, in turn, means that the weighted average of the marginal
external costs is lower with ratio heterogeneity than with homogeneity.
Figure 4.1: Example of ratio heterogeneity with two discrete groups
No-Congestion-Pricing equilibrium
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Groups
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First-best pricing removes all queuing. Now groups travel jointly, as the slope of the isoprice curve in the right side of Figure 4.1 is β. The price is now β·Nc/s for both groups. Hence,
tolling does not affect the High group, but raises the price for the Low group by ∆P=
 α L α H  β  nHc s. This means that tolling is less welfare increasing with ratio heterogeneity
than with homogeneity where prices are unaffected by tolling. With two groups, more
heterogeneity means that the ratio αL/αH is higher. Thus, with more heterogeneity (while
keeping the average values fixed), congestion externalities are lower and tolling raises the
price for the Low group more and tolling is less welfare enhancing.
Chapters 2 and 3 showed that price-sensitive demand changes things. Users with low ratios
decrease their demand when pricing is introduced, this lowers congestion and the price for all
users; making tolling beneficial for users with high ratios. Again, the average NCP externality
and price decrease with the heterogeneity of . This in turn lowers the gain of tolling. The
relative efficiency of tolling one of two parallel bottlenecks also decreases with the amount of
ratio heterogeneity. Under continuous heterogeneity, we define an increase in the
heterogeneity as an increasing variance of the distribution, while the mean remains the same.
More heterogeneity could result from more users in the tails of the distribution or the highest
and lowest values becoming more extreme.
Following Chapter 2, the price in (4.2) is the generalisation of (4.1) for a continuous
distribution. In the NCP equilibrium, the distribution of car users follows the probability
density function f c[αi]. The cumulative distribution function is Fc[αi]. The maximum value of
time is . Scheduling costs equal the left term between brackets, Fc[αi], multiplied by the term
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outside the brackets, CSD[t]=β·Nc·Fc[αi]/sc. Although scheduling costs are not directly
influenced by αi, since the arrival t is determined by αi, the equilibrium CSD does depend on αi.
Queuing costs are the right term multiplied by the term outside the brackets.

Pi NCP  C SD [t ]  CT [i , t ] 

c


 f [ j ]
N c  F c [ i ]   i 
d  j  .
i
s
j





(4.2)

Again, as (4.2) shows, users with a certain i gain when some users with a higher j≡αj/β
are replaced by users with an even higher k, but do not suffer if some users with a lower j
are replaced by users who have an even lower k. It is this asymmetry that causes total costs to
decrease with an increase in ratio heterogeneity.
With FB tolling, users arrive ordered by the value of schedule delay. However, as this value
is the same for all, the order is undetermined, and the price in (4.3) is the same for all users.
Here, Nc is the endogenous number of car users in the new equilibrium.
Pi FB  C SD [t ]   c [t ]    N c s

(4.3)

Second-best road pricing uses the same formula for the time-invariant toll as the FB toll,
but adds a time-invariant toll. With welfare maximisation, the time-invariant part is negative
to attract users away from the train where crowding externalities are not priced (see Braid,
1996). With profit maximisation, the term is positive and maximises road toll revenue.
4.2.2. Proportional heterogeneity and road pricing
Now the relative size of values of time and schedule delay (αi/βi) is constant. But all values
vary in fixed proportions following the scalar ki: αi=a·ki and βi=b·ki. Our road model is adapted
from Chapter 3.
Figure 4.2 gives example NCP and FB equilibria with two groups of users and fixed
demand. Now the groups travel jointly in the NCP case, since the slope of the iso-price curve
is α/β and this ratio is the same for all. First-best pricing again removes all queuing, and now
High users with the high α and β arrive closest to t*, because they are most willing to pay a toll
in order to lower schedule delays. NCP and FB equilibria prices follow
NLC  NHC
s
,
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C
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(4.4a)
(4.4b)
(4.4c)
(4.4d)
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Figure 4.2: Example of proportional heterogeneity with two discrete groups
No-Congestion-Pricing equilibrium
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The High group gains from tolling, because this group shifts to a lower iso-price curve. For
the Low group the price remains the same. The High group gains because users with low
values need less of a toll increase over time to prevent queuing—the slope of the toll schedule
being β—and this lowers the toll that users with high values have to pay.
Vickrey (1973) showed that, with continuous heterogeneity, the same applies. In the NCP
equilibrium, groups travel jointly. With FB pricing, they travel separated, and users with the
highest values arrive closest to t*. Under fixed demand, users with the lowest values are
unaffected by tolling, all other users gain, and more so the higher their values are. Tolling
makes the arrival order more efficient: because drivers with high values of schedule delay now
arrive closest to t*, total scheduling costs decrease. Chapter 3 showed that the gain from tolling
increases with increase in the heterogeneity, since the gain from the more efficient arrival
ordering increases.
With continuous heterogeneity and no tolling, the NCP price generalises to

Pi NCG  C SD [i , t ]  CT [i, t ]   i  N c s .

(4.5)

The FB price is determined by (4.6). The distribution of users in a tolling equilibrium follows
the probability density function f c[βi], and the cumulative distribution function is Fc[βi]. This
distribution is endogenous: it depends on the tolling policy, distribution of users in the NCP
equilibrium, and the price sensitivity of each type of user.



i

Pi FB  CSD [i, t ]   c [t ]  N c i (1  F c [i ])    j f c [  j ] d i


s

(4.6)

Section 3 of Arnott et al. (1988, 1994) has independent heterogeneity in values of time and
schedule delay. In our terminology, this means that they have a mix of proportional and ratio
heterogeneity. This explains their finding that the welfare gain of tolling can be higher or
lower with heterogeneity than with homogeneity: this depends on the relative amounts of
proportional heterogeneity—which raises the gain—and ratio heterogeneity—which lowers
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the gain. Sections 4 and 5 of Arnott et al. (1988, 1994) analyse, respectively, heterogeneity in
the ratio of value of schedule delay early and late and in the preferred arrival times. This
chapter focuses on the two types of heterogeneity in Section 3 of Arnott et al (1988, 1994).

4.3. Analytical rail model
We consider crowding costs that are linear in the number of run users, so we do not specify a
maximum number of users in a run. Alternative models for train congestion are longer times to
board and leave the train or queuing on the platform to enter a train for several headways
between services. We prefer crowding congestion. Boarding and leaving times are short
relative to total intercity travel time, and thus their costs are minor. Queuing at the train
platform for several headways between services (e.g. for 30 minutes) seems rare. Conversely,
crowded trains are indeed an often mentioned discomfort. The analytical models ignore travel
time and the train fare that covers the marginal operating costs; the numerical models do
include these.
4.3.1. Ratio heterogeneity and rail pricing
Since β is generic there is no product differentiation or self-selection over time, the price for a
user is the same in all train services used. The value of time does vary, but train travel time is
constant so this does not lead to product differentiation. It is impossible to arrive after t*. The
train that arrives at t* is service 1; earlier services have a higher index. The headway between
train services is given and equals h. So a service is a particular scheduled train. The price of
service r is the sum of crowding (CCR[r]) and scheduling costs (CSD[r]), and is independent of
the value of time as travel time is zero in the analytical model (in the numerical model it is
positive, but since it is constant over time the heterogeneity still does not affect the choice
when to travel). Crowding costs in service r are g  N rt ; scheduling costs are h(r–1)β. The g is
the crowding coefficient; N rt is the number of users in service r.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of crowding costs per service that would make the latest 8
services attractive to use. In equilibrium, all services used have the same price. For service 7
to be attractive, it would have to have negative crowding costs. Hence, services 7 and higher
are not used, since their price is above the equilibrium price even when it is empty. Service 6
is the earliest service used. It has the highest scheduling costs and the lowest number of users
and crowding costs. Service 1 has zero scheduling costs and only crowding costs. Service 2
has β·h higher scheduling costs. Hence, its crowding costs must be β·h lower. Since crowding
costs are g  N rt , this implies that the difference in number of users of services 1 and 2 is
N1t  N 2t    h / g . Since these parameters are constant, the difference in the number of users of

two services j and j+1 follows the same formula: N tj  N tj 1    h / g . Accordingly, crowding
costs increase linearly over time, which is what the black trend line in Figure 4.3 indicates.
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crowding costs

Figure 4.3: Crowding costs per service that would make each service equally attractive to use
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In general, the earliest used service will be indicated by R. Note that R is not a policy
instrument. There might be earlier services that are unused: for example, in Figure 4.3,
services 7 and 8 are unused. Since by assumption providing services is costless, these empty
services do not harm welfare or profits.
Given that Nit  Nit1    h / g , we can show that the number of total number follows:24

N t  1 N rt  N1t   N1t    h / g    N1t  2  h / g   ...   N1t  ( R  1)   h / g 
 N1t  R  (1  2  ...  ( R  1))   h / g  N1t  R  (( R  1) R / 2)   h / g ,
R

which implies that the number of users in service 1 is

N1t  N t / R  (( R  1) / 2)  h / g.

(4.7)

To find R we first calculate for which arrival time the scheduling costs equal the crowding
costs of service 1. Since the number of used services is an integer, there is generally no service
that arrives at this moment. Service R is then the first service to arrive after this time. Hence, R
depends on Nt and the cost parameters following
1  8 g  N t    h 
 g  N1t 
,
R  Floor 
  Floor 
2  h


  h 

(4.8)

where Floor[x] returns the highest integer not larger than x. We derive the NT price for service
1 in (4.9) by inserting (4.7) and (4.8) into the crowding cost function; this price is also the
equilibrium price, since prices are constant over time:

Pi NCG  C CR [ r ]  C SD [ r ]  g  N rt  h ( r  1)   g  N t / R    h ( R  1) / 2.

24

The substitution of R(R–1)/2 for the series (1+2+...+R–1) follows Kraus and Yoshida (2002).

(4.9)
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Although the price is the same in all used services, marginal social costs are not. The
marginal external cost in service r is g  N rt . Service 1 has the highest externalities, service R
the lowest. The time-variant congestion levy, rt [r ] , equals the externality. We use the term
levy to distinguish the crowding charge from the road toll and train fare (where the fare equals
operating costs). The FB price in (4.10) is the sum of crowding costs, crowding levies, and
scheduling costs. The R now follows (4.11). Note that Nt is endogenous as prices change and
demand is price sensitive.

Pi FB  CCR [r ]  CSD [r ]   rt [r ]  2 g  N t / R    h( R  1) / 2

1  16g  N    h 

R  Floor 
2  h


t

(4.10)
(4.11)

If road congestion is not priced, we are in a second-best situation. Then, the welfaremaximising time-invariant levy (  t ) is negative (i.e. a subsidy). This lowers the number of car
drivers relative to when the term is zero, which increases welfare, as marginal social costs on
the road are above private costs. In contrast, the private operator adds a positive time-invariant
term that maximises its profits. With FB pricing, there is no time-invariant addition.
Pricing of congestion externalities increases the prices of train travel. This differs from
bottleneck congestion, where tolling lowers prices for drivers with a high ratio and raises them
for drivers with a low ratio. Similarly, with static-flow congestion or Chu’s (1995) dynamicflow congestion, pricing is also less beneficial as tolling raises prices. With bottleneck
congestion, there is the pure waste of queuing, and pricing eliminates this. Crowding and flow
congestion do not entail such a pure deadweight loss (see also Vickrey, 1969).
4.3.2. Proportional heterogeneity and rail pricing
The foregoing illustrated that ratio heterogeneity has a little impact on the train model since
travel time is fixed. We now find that proportional heterogeneity has more effect. Users with
the highest values use service 1 that arrives at t*, as they care most about schedule delays.
Users with the lowest values use service R. Thus already without congestion pricing users
arrive ordered by β, while on the road this only happens with pricing. This self-ordering
lowers the mean scheduling cost and thereby the mean price, and more so the more
heterogeneity there is. Generally with proportional heterogeneity more services are used than
with homogeneity; since users with the lowest values then have lower values of schedule delay
and care relatively more about crowding costs, and thus arrive earlier to lower these.
Crowding costs now change non-linearly over time, since users travel separated by value of
schedule delay. This is also what the black trend line in Figure 4.4 indicates. A consequence of
this is that we were unable to find closed-form solutions for the number of users per run and
the number of services used. With ratio heterogeneity, we used the fixed β to solve the model;
now β varies. For each pair of services r and r+1 there is a value of schedule delay that
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implies indifference between the two. For all other users of service r, the price of using service
r+1 price is higher than of service r, because of the higher schedule delay of service r+1. For
all other users of service r+1, the price of service r is higher. Using these indifferent users it is
possible to numerically solve the model.

Crowding costs

Figure 4.4: Crowding costs per service that would make each service attractive to use
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Rail-travel prices now follow

Pi NCG  CC [ r ]  C SD [ r ,  i ]  g  N rt  h ( r  1)  i .

(4.12)

Crowding externalities are not affected by proportional heterogeneity, and hence service r’s
crowding levy still follows g  N rt . The FB price is

Pi FB  C C [ r ]  C SD [ r ,  i ]   rt [ r ]  gN rt  h ( r  1)  i  gN rt .

(4.13)

4.4. Set-Up Numerical Models
We now discuss the calibration of the model. We assume that the two modes are imperfect
substitutes. The inverse demand for user type i of mode j is
Dij1  Aij 

bij
Bj

nij 

cij
Cj

nik ,

(4.14)

where nil is the number of type i users on mode l. Demand for mode j by type i users decreases
with the price of mode j, and increases with the price of mode k. Hence, both bij /Bj and cij /Cj
must be negative. If cij /Cj were positive, the two modes would be complements.25 Total
consumer surplus is the integral of the surplus per type. Welfare is total consumer surplus plus
profits.
25

Following Kraus (2003), we impose that the cross-substitution effects are the same for both modes for all types
of users (i.e. ∂Dij/∂Pik=∂Dik/∂Pij), and there are no income effects. Users are utility maximisers, and
consequently ∂Dij/∂Pij·∂Dik/∂Pik > ∂Dij/∂Pik · ∂Dik/∂Pij must hold. Under these assumptions, two-good consumer
surplus for a type of user is the line integral of the two inverse demands minus total costs for this type of users.
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In the NCP equilibrium, there are 9000 road users and 5000 train users. The bottleneck
capacity is 4500 cars per hour; hence the road peak lasts 2 hours. The crowding coefficient, g,
is 1/200. The fixed headway, h, between trains is 15 minutes. The mean value of time is
€10.50. Free-flow car-travel time is 30 minutes. Fixed train-travel time is 45 minutes. The
operating costs of the car are €6.50. The rail fare equals per-user operating costs of €7.50. We
have no fixed costs to rail travel, although Section 4.7 has a sensitivity analysis on the effect
of fixed cost.
The average value of schedule delay is €5.00. In the base-case parameterisation of
proportional heterogeneity, the NCP equilibrium has a value of schedule delay that is
uniformly distributed between €2.00 and €8.00, and the value of time is 2.1 times the value of
schedule delay. With ratio heterogeneity, the value of time ranges between €5.50 and €15.50,
and the value of schedule delay is fixed at €5.00. Without congestion pricing, the distribution
of users on the road and rail follows the same probability density function, this is so with ratio
and proportional heterogeneity. Pricing changes the prices, and thus results in different
distributions on the two modes.
Finally, the models are calibrated so that the weighted average of the own-price elasticity,
in the NCP equilibrium, is −0.5 for both car and train; the cross-elasticity of rail-travel demand
w.r.t. price of car travel is 0.1.26

4.5. Numerical Pricing Model with Proportional Heterogeneity
Table 4.1 presents the regimes we study. In the NCP regime there is no congestion pricing and
the rail fare equals marginal operating cost. With second-best road pricing, the road has a
time-variant toll—which prices the externality—and a second-best time-invariant term. With
welfare maximisation by “pricing the road only” (CW), this second term is negative and
attracts users away from the suboptimally priced train. With “profit maximisation on the road
only” (CP), the term is positive. The second-best rail-welfare (TW) and profit (TP)
maximisation schemes have similar set-ups. With first-best (FB) pricing, the road toll prices
congestion externalities; the train has a levy that equals the crowding externalities and a fare
that equals operating cost. In practice, there is only a single train fare, but we distinguish
different components for ease of discussion. Because we were unable to find closed-form
solutions for the regimes, we present numerical results for the base-case parameterisation and
sensitivity analyses on the effect of heterogeneity.

26

To achieve these goals, we adapt the calibration procedure of Chapters 2 and 3. The constant of the inverse
demand for mode j for type i is PijNCG  C j  Nk  B j  N j , where PijNCG is the NCP price. To ensure the distribution of
users, bij and cij equal the NCP distribution function of users. Finally, we set Bj, Bk, and Cj=Ck so that the desired
elasticities result.
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Table 4.1: Description of the pricing regimes
Policy
NCP

Meaning

Rail pricing

Road Pricing
t

TW

No Congestion
Pricing
Train Welfare

Only a marginal rail operating cost fare (υ )

No-toll

TP

Train Profit

CW

Car Welfare

Welfare-maximising second-best congestion levy +
a marginal-rail-operating -cost fare
Rail-profit-maximising second-best congestion levy +
a marginal-rail-operating -cost fare
Only a marginal-rail-operating -cost fare

No-toll

CP

Car Profit

Only a marginal-rail-operating -cost fare

FB

First-best

First-best congestion levy+marginal-rail-operating-cost fare

No-toll
Welfare-maximising secondbest congestion tolling
Road-profit-maximising
second-best congestion tolling
First-best congestion toll

4.5.1. Base case no-congestion-pricing (NCP) equilibrium
This section discusses the pricing regimes in Table 4.1 under the proportional heterogeneity
from Vickrey (1973). Figure 4.5 (left) shows NCP generalised prices (or prices for brevity)
excluding monetary costs and free-flow travel time, the right part includes these. The price of
train travel is increasing in β and piecewise linear with kinks at the values that are indifferent
between two services, although the latter observation is hard to detect visually. Users to the
left and right of a kink use different services. For all users in service 1, the price excluding
travel-time costs is the same. Prices of car travel increase linearly with β.
Figure 4.5: Prices in the no-congestion-pricing (NCP) equilibrium excluding monetary costs and freeflow travel time (left) and including (right)
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4.5.2. Congestion pricing and proportional heterogeneity
Table 4.2 discusses the aggregate results of the different policies. The road-only-pricing CW
attains 95.8% of the FB gain, while the rail-only TW attains only 3.4%. Road tolling lowers
prices; rail levying increases prices. A reason for these differences is that the mean NCP (NoCongestion-Pricing) externality on the road is €10.00, whereas in the train it is €6.04. The
lower externality is partly due to the lower number of train users. Yet, the main difference
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between bottleneck and crowding pricing is that bottleneck congestion has a pure waste from
queuing, and tolling removes this; while for the train not all congestion is a pure loss.
Table 4.2: Base case effects of the policies with proportional heterogeneity
Time-invariant train levy
Time-invariant road toll
Mean car-travel price (E[PC])
Mean train-travel price (E[Pt])
Total toll revenue
Total crowding levy revenue
Consumer Surplus
Welfare
Number of car driver (Nc)
Number of train users (Nt)
Relative efficiency
Percentage welfare gain
Percentage of NCP users who
would be better off

NCP
€21.75
€22.15
€414,073
€414,073
9000
5000
0
-

TW
−€2.97
€21.75
€21.98
€1,232
€414,788
€416,020
8995.6
5014.7
0.034
0.47%

TP
€22.65
€22.55
€ 44.79
€61,783
€321,672
€383,455
9,747.6
2,479.9
−0.535
−7.39%

CW
−€0.63
€19.70
€22.04
€34,284
€434,714
€468,997
9447.1
4918.7
0.958
13.26%

CP
€24.51
€41.14
€22.55
€136,059
€277,826
€413,885
5065.7
5724.0
−0.003
−0.05%

FB
€20.32
€24.54
€40,062
€14,394
€416,803
€471,259
9423.8
4656.8
1
13.81%

-

81.4%

0%

100%

0%

49.5%

Figure 4.6 shows the change in prices of train travel due to the policies. Figure 4.7 does this
for prices of car travel. The higher β is, the more the price of train travel increases due to
congestion pricing. The users with the highest values have to use a service that arrives close to
t*, these services have the highest crowding costs and thus the highest levies. The curves
showing the change in the price of train travel due to rail pricing are piecewise linear with
upward sloping sections followed by flat sections. The flat sections are for users who use the
same service as before, because for them only crowding costs and congestion levies change
which they value equally. The sloping sections are for switchers, for whom scheduling costs
increase, which depend on β. All users with low values of time and schedule delay switch,
since they care relatively little about schedule delays and more about congestion levies.
The second-best TW only prices rail users. It is less harmful for train users than the firstbest FB, because it adds a subsidy to the time-variant congestion levy to attract road users. In
fact, the TW lowers the prices of train travel for values of schedule delay below €4.85. These
users arrive far from t*, in relatively empty trains, where the total levy is negative.
For car travel, congestion pricing is mostly regressive: the higher the values of schedule
delay and time are, the higher the gain from pricing. Conversely, in the train, the higher these
values are, the less beneficial pricing is. This is because users with high values have to use a
service that arrives close to t* where crowding cost and levies are high, which raises prices
substantially; low values arrive far from t* when levies are low (or even negative in the
second-best TW). This suggests that congestion pricing might have a very different political
acceptability in different modes.
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Figure 4.6: Change in train-travel prices due to the pricing regimes

Figure 4.7: Change in car-travel prices due to the pricing regimes

4.5.3. Sensitivity analysis on the amount of proportional heterogeneity
We measure the amount of proportional heterogeneity by the spread of the uniform
distribution of the value of schedule (β), which also determines the spread of the value of time
because of the fixed proportions. Without congestion pricing, the average price for car travel is
unaffected by the spread. The mean price of train travel decreases with the spread owing to the
self-ordering of users, just as happens on the road with pricing: train users with high values
arrive close to t* when delays are low, users with low values arrive far away when delays are
large. Table 4.3 discusses the NCP equilibria with distributions with spreads of 0, 3, 5, 6, and
7. A spread of 0 means homogeneous users. All distributions of β have a mean of €5.00.
Consumer surplus decreases with the spread, but this is a result of the calibration, it does not
reflect a meaningful effect of heterogeneity.
Table 4.4 gives the results of FB pricing for different amounts of heterogeneity. FB prices
of car travel decrease and welfare increases with proportional heterogeneity, because the gain
from the more efficient arrival order increases. This is consistent with the single mode case.
The FB price of train travel also decreases with the spread. Partly this is because the ordering
on β reduces scheduling costs; and the larger the spread is, the larger the reduction. Partly it is
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because road tolling lowers the average price of car travel, thereby lowering demand for train
travel.
Table 4.3: Proportional heterogeneity and the no-congestion-pricing (NCP) case
Spread of the value of schedule delay
0
3
5
6 (Base case)
7

Consumer surplus

E[PC]

E[Pt]

€418,250
€416,241
€414,814
€414,073
€413,260

€21.75
€21.75
€21.75
€21.75
€21.75

€23.19
€22.69
€22.34
€22.15
€21.94

Table 4.4: Heterogeneity in the value of schedule delay and first-best (FB) pricing
Spread of β
3
5
6 (Base case)
7

E[PC]
€21.06
€20.56
€20.32
€20.08

E[Pt]
€25.39
€24.84
€24.54
€24.22

Consumer
Surplus
€409,819
€414,433
€416,803
€419,138

Toll
revenue
€43,004
€41,046
€40,062
€39,076

Levy
revenue
€15,708
€14,842
€14,394
€13,902

Welfare

%∆W

Nc

Nt

€468,531
€470,321
€471,259
€472,116

12.6%
13.4%
13.8%
14.2%

9258
9369
9424
9479

4672
4662
4657
4651

Table 4.4 showed that the welfare gain of FB pricing increases with proportional
heterogeneity. Table 4.5 gives percentage welfare gains of the policies. Table 4.6 reports
relative efficiencies: i.e. the welfare gain of a policy from the NCP case relative to the FB
gain. The welfare gain of second-best CW road pricing increases with the spread. Still, its
relative efficiency decreases slightly. This differs from second-best pricing of two roads that
are perfect substitutes in Chapter 3, where the relative efficiency increases with proportional
heterogeneity. The difference lies in that train and car are imperfect substitutes. With perfect
substitutes, the users with the highest values of time and schedule flock to the priced link, as it
is most beneficial to them. With imperfect substitutes, the priced link is used by users with all
values of time and schedule delay, even though for many values the unpriced link has a far
lower price and tolling substantially raises the car-travel price. Furthermore, with imperfect
substitutes, there are also users with high values who continue to use the unpriced train, even
though it has a higher price. Accordingly, for two modes the relative efficiency of CW pricing
decreases with the amount of proportional heterogeneity if the degree of substitutability is
small enough.
Conversely, the relative efficiency of private CP road pricing increases with proportional
heterogeneity. The difference between the CW and CP is because, with profit maximisation,
the number of drivers drops substantially and primarily high-values drivers continue to use the
road. Hence, the effect of the imperfect substitutes is less with profit maximisation. Moreover,
more proportional heterogeneity increases the mean values of time and schedule delay on the
private road, making its travel time and schedule delay savings more valuable. Finally, more
heterogeneity lowers the price of train travel, increasing the competition the private road faces,
and thereby lowering the mark-up the firm can ask.
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The relative efficiency of private TP rail-only pricing increases with the spread. This is
predominantly because the FB gain increases, which makes the TP’s welfare loss relatively
smaller. TP’s welfare gain only increases slightly. With a larger spread, the lowest values of
schedule delay are lower. This enables users with low values to use earlier train services. This
easier shift to earlier services limits the market power of the operator, inducing a lower timeinvariant levy. TW second-best rail pricing is hardly affected by proportional heterogeneity.
Table 4.5: Effect proportional heterogeneity on percentage welfare gains
Spread of β
0
3
5
6
7

TW

TP

CW

CP

FB

0.62%
0.50%
0.48%
0.47%
0.45%

-7.41%
-7.41%
-7.40%
-7.39%
-7.39%

11.01%
11.97%
12.85%
13.23%
13.57%

-1.55%
-0.87%
-0.34%
-0.05%
0.25%

11.42%
12.56%
13.38%
13.81%
14.24%

Table 4.6: Effect of proportional heterogeneity on relative efficiencies
Spread of β

TW

TP

CW

CP

0
3
5
6 (Base case)
7

0.054
0.040
0.036
0.034
0.032

-0.649
-0.590
-0.553
-0.532
-0.519

0.966
0.963
0.960
0.958
0.953

−0.136
−0.069
−0.025
−0.003
0.017

4.5.4. Conclusions on proportional heterogeneity
On the road without congestion pricing, users arrive ordered by the common ratio αi/βi, and
hence arrival times are undefined. With tolling, drivers arrive ordered by β, with the highest
values arriving closest to t*. Tolling thus makes the arrival order more efficient, lowering
scheduling costs. In the train, this extra efficiency gain does not occur, since users always
arrive ordered by β. Due to the extra efficiency gain on the road, the welfare gain of first-best
pricing increases with proportional heterogeneity. The relative efficiency of “welfare
maximisation by only pricing the road” decreases with proportional heterogeneity; whereas
with two perfect substitute roads, the relative efficiency increases. Since crowding-congestion
pricing does not alter the arrival order in the train, proportional heterogeneity has little effect
on schemes that only price the train.

4.6. Numerical Pricing Model with Ratio Heterogeneity
Now we look at “ratio heterogeneity”, which involves the ratio of the value of time (α) to the
value of schedule delay (β), with a fixed value of schedule delay: µi≡αi/β. In the NCP case, the
value of time is uniformly distributed between €5.50 and €15.50; the value of schedule delay
is fixed at €5.00. Section 4.2 noted that road externalities decrease with ratio heterogeneity,
which lowers the gain from road tolling. The mean price of rail travel is unaffected by ratio
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heterogeneity as the train-travel time is fixed. The price of train travel for a user is constant
across services; with proportional heterogeneity, the price differs over services owing to the
differences in βi.
4.6.1. Base-case no-congestion-pricing and first-best equilibria with ratio heterogeneity
Figure 4.8(left) gives the NCP prices excluding free-flow travel time and fixed costs, the right
side includes these. The rail price of rail travel increases linearly with the value of time. The
car-travel price increases concavely; it is the highest for drivers with the highest ratio. In this
calibration, prices for train travel are higher than for car travel for all users. Nevertheless,
since the two modes are imperfect substitutes, all values of time are represented in the train.
Figure 4.8: Prices excluding (left) and including (right) monetary costs and free-flow travel time

Table 4.7: Base case effects of the policies with ratio heterogeneity
Time-invariant train levy
Time-invariant road toll
Mean car-travel price (E[PC])
Mean train-travel price (E[Pt])
Total toll revenue
Total crowding levy revenue
Consumer Surplus
Welfare
Number of car driver (Nc)
Number of train users (Nt)
Relative efficiency
Percentage welfare gain
Percentage of NCP users who
would be better off

NCP
€20.43
€23.19
€398,705
€398,705
9000
5000
0
-

TW
−€2.02
€20.47
€24.30
€6,588
€392,906
€399,494
9035.5
4881.6
0.023
0.20%

-

0%

TP
€23.72
€21.16
€46.87
€64,949
€303,318
€368,267
9757.5
2475.9
−0.876
−7.63%

CW
−€0.68
€20.99
€23.19
€37,843
€394,216
€432,059
8887.7
5018.3
0.960
8.37%

CP
€22.17
€39.40
€23.69
€120,877
€265,242
€386,119
4860.4
5677.6
−0.362
−3.16%

FB
€21.64
€26.13
€43,603
€15,717
€374,120
€433,441
8859.2
4726.0
1
8.71%

0%

30.3%

0%

13.8%

Again, road pricing gives a higher welfare gain than rail pricing. As Table 4.7 shows, CW
pricing attains 96% of the FB gain. The TW policy attains only 2%. The train has about 35%
of the users, so this large difference in welfare gain reflects more than just differences in the
percentage of users who face congestion pricing.
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Congestion pricing is less beneficial to the average user with ratio heterogeneity than with
proportional heterogeneity or homogeneity. With proportional heterogeneity, consumer
surplus increases due to TW, CW, and FB policies. With ratio heterogeneity, only “pricing the
road only” CW increases consumer surplus before the distribution of revenues. The percentage
of NCP (No-Congestion-Pricing) users who would face a lower price with pricing is also
lower now. In Table 4.7, no user gains from TW pricing. With proportional heterogeneity in
Table 4.2, all car drivers and 47% of rail users would gain. Now 73% of NCP users would
gain due to CW pricing; with proportional heterogeneity all users gain. Finally, for all
schemes, the welfare gain is lower with ratio heterogeneity than with proportional
heterogeneity.
Figure 4.9: Change in train-travel prices due to the pricing regimes

Figure 4.10: Change in car-travel prices due to the pricing regimes

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 plot the price changes relative to the NCP case for train and car users.
For train travel, the curves are flat lines, because only the cost of the fixed travel time depends
on αi. This contrasts with proportional heterogeneity, where these curves are piecewise linear.
All rail users are affected to the same extent by pricing. Hence, pricing does not have
distributional effects between rail users. Conversely, on the road there are distributional
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effects: the higher the value of time (α) is, the less harmful is road pricing. This is because the
travel time saving from tolling is more valuable with a higher α. Rail-only pricing raises travel
times, and therefore it is more harmful, the higher the value of time.
4.6.2. Sensitivity analysis on the amount of ratio heterogeneity
Table 4.8 analyses how heterogeneity in the ratio of values of time and schedule delay affects
the NCP equilibrium. The base-case spread of uniform distribution of α is 10; the other
spreads are 10.8, 9.2, 6, and 0.27 The mean value of time is always €10.05. Consumer surplus
increases with the spread, just as it did with proportional heterogeneity. But this is due to the
calibration; it is not a meaningful effect of heterogeneity. The average price of car travel
decreases with the spread of α, because the congestion externalities decrease. The mean price
of train travel is unaffected, as the train travel time is fixed.
Table 4.8: Ratio heterogeneity and the no-congestion-pricing (NCP) case
CS

E[PC]

E[Pt]

€418,250
€405,734
€400,052
€398,705
€396,925

€21.75
€20.78
€20.52
€20.43
€20.34

€23.19
€23.19
€23.19
€23.19
€23.19

Spread of the value of time
0
6
9.2
10 (base case)
10.8

Table 4.9 studies the effect of the spread of α on the FB pricing. Different from with
proportional heterogeneity, with ratio heterogeneity FB pricing raises the average price for car
travel. Still, the price increase for rail travel is larger. This is, again, because congestion
pricing is less beneficial with crowding congestion than with bottleneck congestion. FB
welfare decreases with the spread; because, as Section 4.2 argued, road-congestion
externalities and prices decrease, which means that there is less to gain from tolling.
Table 4.9: Ratio heterogeneity and first-best pricing
Spread of the value
of time
6
9.2
10 (base case)
10.8

E[PC]
€21.71
€21.65
€21.64
€21.60

E[Pt]
€26.09
€26.13
€26.13
€26.13

Toll
revenue
€44,461
€43,770
€43,603
€43,448

Fare
revenue
€15,656
€15,706
€15,717
€15,726

CS

Welfare

%∆W

Nc

Nt

€384,481
€376,097
€374,120
€371,768

€444,598
€435,573
€433,441
€430,942

9.6%
8.9%
8.7%
8.6%

8946.0
8876.1
8859.2
8843.4

4712.9
4723.5
4726.0
4727.9

Table 4.10 gives the welfare gains for different spreads of α, and Table 4.11 the relative
efficiencies. The gain from FB pricing decreases with the spread. The relative efficiencies of
“road-only pricing” CW and CP also decrease with this heterogeneity. This corresponds with
chapter, where the relative efficiency of “single-link pricing” lowers with this heterogeneity.
27

For a deterministic bottleneck equilibrium, αi>β must hold for all i. Hence, the maximum spread is 10.99.
However, for a spread above 10.8, the numerical model is unstable. Therefore, 10.8 is the maximum spread.
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The welfare gain of TP rail operator’s profit maximisation is hardly affected by ratio
heterogeneity. Still, its relative efficiency is more negative with ratio heterogeneity, because
the FB gain decreases, and the FB gain is in the denominator of the relative efficiency. The
welfare gain and relative efficiency of TW “welfare maximisation by only pricing the train”
marginally decrease with the spread of α. With a larger spread, road externalities are less, and
thus there is less to gain from attracting car drivers away from the road.
Table 4.10: Effect of ratio heterogeneity on percentage welfare gains
Spread of α
0
6
9.2
10
10.8

TW

TP

CW

CP

FB

0.62%
0.33%
0.23%
0.20%
0.19%

-7.41%
-7.59%
-7.62%
-7.63%
-7.65%

11.01%
9.24%
8.53%
8.37%
8.56%

-1.55%
-2.58%
-3.05%
-3.16%
-3.26%

11.42%
9.58%
8.88%
8.71%
8.57%

Table 4.11: Effect of ratio heterogeneity on relative efficiencies
Spread of α
0
6
9.2
10 (base case)
10.8

TW

TP

CW

CP

0.054
0.034
0.026
0.023
0.022

-0.649
-0.792
-0.859
-0.876
-0.893

0.966
0.965
0.961
0.960
0.958

-0.136
-0.269
-0.343
-0.362
-0.381

4.6.3. Conclusions on ratio heterogeneity
The welfare gains of all pricing schemes decrease with ratio αi/β heterogeneity. Moreover, the
relative efficiency of pricing only the road or train also decreases. With two roads, this
heterogeneity has the same effect. This contrasts with Section 4.4, where the effect of
proportional heterogeneity differs between a two-roads and two-modes network.

4.7. Some Further Sensitivity Analyses
4.7.1 Fixed cost
Tabuchi (1993) analysed road and rail pricing when the rail operator’s costs have a variable
and fixed component; our operator only has variable costs. To test the effects of this
limitation, we redefined our models such that rail only has fixed cost. The fixed costs are such
that the average-operating cost in the NCP equilibrium equals the marginal-operating cost in
the rest of the chapter.
The effects of congestion pricing, and how heterogeneity affects these, are on the whole the
same as with marginal costs. A difference is that with fixed cost and second-best road-pricing
CW, a positive time-invariant toll is added instead of a negative one. The “positive
externality” due to that more train users lowers average operating cost dominates the negative
crowding externality. Accordingly, it is attractive to push users to the train using the positive
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term. This result was also found by Tabuchi (1993). In the previous sections, the opposite
effect (see, e.g., Braid, 1996) held that the priced link has a negative term to account for the
congestion spillovers to the unpriced link
4.7.2 Price elasticities
The effects of changing own-price elasticities are in line with the earlier literature. In
particular, private pricing is increasingly harmful with less elastic demand, because the
company’s market power increases. Changing the cross-elasticity is more interesting. It could
be that the relative efficiency of second-best TW train pricing is low because the crosselasticity is low, which makes it difficult to attract drivers away from the unpriced road.
In the ratio heterogeneity model, the highest cross-elasticity of rail demand w.r.t. the price
of car travel consistent with utility maximisation is 0.379 (see also footnote 27). In the base
case, this elasticity was 0.1. This almost quadrupling raises the TW’s relative efficiency by
314% to 0.095. Still, its relative efficiency remains low, and far below the relative efficiency
of road-only pricing, which also increases. With proportional heterogeneity, the maximum
cross-elasticity is 0.37. Here the relative efficiency for TW increases by 201% to 0.10. Hence,
the limited cross-elasticity is not the most important reason for the low gain from rail pricing.
4.7.3 Crowding costs
Another reason for the low gain of rail pricing could be the relatively low value of crowding.
Although it seems likely that crowded trains are indeed a discomfort, we have little
information on the value of crowding for our model. As a test we double the crowding
coefficient g. This less than doubles crowding costs, as users respond by arriving more spread
out over the day. In the ratio heterogeneity model, the mean NCP price increases by €3.27 to
€26.46. Yet, the relative efficiency of TW pricing only increases by 11% to 0.025. The relative
efficiency of private TP increases from −0.876 to −0.38. With proportional heterogeneity, the
doubling of g raises TW’s relative efficiency by 17% to 0.04.
All this suggest that the value of crowding congestion does have an effect. But the primary
reason for the low gain from rail pricing relative to road pricing seems the difference between
bottleneck and crowding congestion. With bottleneck congestion, pricing removes the pure
waste that is queuing. The train has no purely wasteful congestion.

4.9. Conclusion
This chapter analysed congestion pricing in a road and rail network, where the train and car
are imperfect substitutes. If the two modes are closer substitutes, this generally increases the
gain of second-best pricing of one of the two modes, because it becomes easier to attract users
away from the link where marginal private costs are above social costs. We separately studied
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“ratio heterogeneity” in the ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay and “proportional
heterogeneity” that varies both values in fixed proportions.
With proportional heterogeneity, road pricing makes the arrival order more efficient,
thereby lowering scheduling costs. Accordingly, the welfare gain of road pricing increases
with this type of heterogeneity. The relative efficiency of private road-only pricing rises with
proportional heterogeneity, while for welfare maximisation the relative efficiency decreases.
This contrast with the finding with two roads, where the relative efficiency of “single-link
pricing” was found to increase with proportional heterogeneity, because more heterogeneity
means that the drivers with high values—for whom the pay-lane lowers schedule delays and
travel time—have higher mean values which makes the savings they attain more valuable (see
Chapter 3). The difference lies in that two roads are perfect substitutes, while car and train are
not. With perfect substitutes, users with the highest values of time and schedule flock to the
priced link. With imperfect substitutes, the priced link is used by users with all values, even
though for some the unpriced link has a lower price and tolling substantially raises the price of
car travel. Therefore, the beneficial effect on tolling of proportional heterogeneity does not
occur if the extent of substitutability is large enough.
On the rail link, users always arrive ordered by their value of schedule. Thus, pricing does
not improve the arrival order. The welfare gain of rail-congestion pricing is hardly affected by
proportional heterogeneity. Still, the relative efficiency of private rail-only-pricing slightly
decreases with this type of heterogeneity.
A general conclusion is that the gain of congestion pricing can be lower or higher with
heterogeneity depending on the types and extents of the heterogeneity. Nevertheless, pricing
always leads to a welfare improvement. Perhaps more important for policy are the
distributional effects, which differ strongly between road and rail. In the train, pricing either
has no distributional effects or is more harmful, the higher a user’s values of time and
schedule delay are. On the road, it is generally the case that the higher a user’s value of time or
schedule delay is, the more beneficial is pricing. Only private rail pricing is more damaging
for a road user, the higher her value of time or schedule delay, because private rail pricing
increases congestion on the road, and this is more costly with a higher value.
An interesting extension of our model would be heterogeneity in the value of crowding.
Then, users with high crowding values would arrive early in relatively empty trains, and lowvalue users would arrive close to the preferred arrival time. Hence, crowding externalities will
be lower with heterogeneity, thus lowering the gain of rail pricing. Accordingly, the effect of
value-of-crowding heterogeneity in the rail model might be similar to that of ratio
heterogeneity in the bottleneck model. If we used a crowding multiplication of the value of
time following the empirical literature instead of separate crowding and travel time costs, the
effect of heterogeneity on rail and road pricing might also be similar.
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5.1. Introduction28
Part I of this thesis looked at models of congestion pricing. The next two chapters study the
preferences of rail users. This chapter looks at whether heterogeneity might affect the
Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) estimates (i.e. the ratios of marginal utilities) from Multinomial
Logit (hereafter MNL).
MNL models are often used in empirical discrete choice studies. However, as Bhat (1998a)
notes, if there is heterogeneity in the marginal utilities and/or in the alternative specific
constants, then ignoring this could lead to biased parameter estimates. With MNL, it is only
possible to control for observed heterogeneity: for example, that the marginal utility of a price
attribute depends on income. To control for unobserved heterogeneity, a mixed logit can be
used. Still, ignoring heterogeneity does not necessarily result in biased estimates. Rizzi and
Ortúzar (2006) find that the WTPs for their three surveys are somewhat lower with MNL than
with mixed logit. Still, the average WTPs from their mixed logits are within the 95%
confidence intervals of those from MNL. Train (1998) concludes that there is probably no
general answer to whether or not MNL gives correct estimates when heterogeneity is present.
Hence, it is unclear under what circumstances MNL gives biased WTPs.
Because we create the datasets by means of simulation, we can test the effects of
heterogeneous marginal utilities in a clean laboratory-type setting. Conversely, with real world
empirical datasets, there are a large number of issues at play, making it difficult to analyse
separate issues. On the simulated datasets, we perform MNL estimates. The WTP from a
MNL is given by the coefficient of some attribute divided by the coefficient of price. We then
compare the resulting WTPs with their design values. The design level for a dataset equals the
mean of the simulated marginal utility of an attribute divided by the mean of marginal utility
of price. This is also what Horowitz (1980) compares when studying how well MNL could
approximate a probit with random heterogeneity in the parameters. Given that the true model
has random heterogeneity, the coefficients of the MNL estimation should equal the means of
the random marginal utilities, ignoring the arbitrary scaling. Hence, we first simulate the
choices with random heterogeneity in the marginal utilities. Then, we do MNL estimates on
these simulated datasets. We have not performed mixed logit estimates.
This chapter examines some circumstances under which heterogeneous marginal utilities
might bias WTP estimates from MNL. We analyse three cases of heterogeneity using discrete
choice datasets created by Monte Carlo simulation. The first is symmetric random
heterogeneity in marginal utilities. The second is asymmetric heterogeneity. Lastly, we
consider two heterogeneous marginal utilities that are correlated. We find that uncorrelated
heterogeneity—both symmetric and asymmetric—does not affect the WTP estimates.

28

This chapter is based on the TI discussion paper Van den Berg, Eric Kroes and Verhoef (2010a).
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Correlated heterogeneity does have an effect: the estimated WTP is lower than designed with
negative correlation, and higher with a positive correlation.

5.2. Literature Discussion
Bhat (1998a) finds for his dataset that the WTPs from mixed logit are on average slightly
larger than with MNL. Further, the absolute value of the elasticity of the choice probability to
costs is larger with mixed logit than with MNL. Similarly, Bhat (2000) finds that MNL
underestimates the WTPs for out-of- and in-vehicle travel time. Bhat (1998b) notes that the
WTPs for out-of- and in-vehicle travel time are somewhat smaller with his MNL than with his
mixed logit.
Train (1998) finds that for his data the WTPs are larger with mixed logit than with MNL.
However, the WTPs from his mixed logit with correlated marginal utilities are smaller than
those from MNL or the mixed logit without free correlation. He concludes that there is
probably no general conclusion as to whether MNL gives good estimates in a given dataset:
i.e. the performance of MNL will be different for each dataset.
Algers, Bergstrom, Dahlberg and Dillen (1999) note that for their dataset the mean WTP
for travel time differs significantly between the MNL and mixed logit. Hensher, Rose and
Greene (2008) find that, for their dataset, for some alternatives the mean price elasticities with
nested logit are higher and for others lower than with mixed logit. The next chapter of this
thesis finds for its dataset that MNL underestimates the WTP for travel time compared with
mixed logit, but overestimates the WTPs for the other attributes.
Empirical papers often find that MNL estimations give different estimates of the WTPs
than mixed logits. Still, there is no clear pattern in whether MNL over- or underestimates
WTPs. One study finds an overestimation, a second finds an underestimation, and a third finds
no real difference. However, these empirical results do contradict the results of the theoretical
analysis of Horowitz (1980) using simulated datasets. He analyses the performance of MNL
when there is random heterogeneity in the marginal utilities. For all amounts of heterogeneity
in the marginal utilities, the ratio of the two coefficients (i.e. the WTP) is almost identical to
the design value. He concludes that the ratio of the coefficients is unbiased when one does not
control for heterogeneity in the marginal utilities. Still, he does find that the MNL choice
probabilities are biased by heterogeneity. Borgers and Timmermans (1987) study datasets
simulated using a probit with correlation between the unobserved elements. MNL generally
attains model fit (i.e. loglikelihood) that is close to probit, but the predicted aggregate choice
probabilities differ more from the choice shares in the simulated datasets
This chapter focuses on the effect of heterogeneity on WTPs from MNL. An interesting
question—although beyond the scope of this chapter—is whether a mixed logit will result in
correct WTPs. Hess, Axhausen and Polak (2005) note that the mean WTP for travel time for
their dataset is sensitive to the assumed distribution of the random unobserved components of
the cost and time parameters: the mean WTP differs substantially across the distributions they
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use. Meijer and Rouwendal (2006) show that that the mean WTP is generally very sensitive to
the assumed distributions, but the median is less sensitive. Sillano and Ortúzar (2005) find that
the mean WTP can also depend on the estimation procedure used (i.e. Maximum simulated
likelihood or Bayesian). Daly, Hess and Train (2009) show that, if the price coefficient has a
normally-distributed random element, and the model is estimated in utility space, then the
mean WTP is undefined. The price coefficient has non-zero probability of being zero, and one
cannot divide by zero. This issue arises for any distribution of the price coefficient that has a
non-zero probability of zero.

5.3. Non-Symmetric Marginal Utilities
This section tests whether (non-symmetric) heterogeneity could bias the WTPs from MNL.
The idea is that asymmetry in the heterogeneity might not middle out to the mean of the
distribution: for example, because the logit probability function is non-linear.
5.3.1. Set-Up of the Dataset Simulations
We use several different design forms of the random elements of two marginal utilities.
Hereby, we test whether the difference between the estimated and design WTP increases as
the random elements of the marginal utilities become more skewed. We simulated the datasets
in Gauss 6.0 using the pseudo-random number generator and performed MNL estimates with
the maxlik module. We simulated 2000 datasets per version of the marginal utilities, and then
perform MNL estimates on these simulated datasets. Each dataset in a version has the same
design. The datasets of another version have, for example, a more skewed distribution. Each
simulated dataset has 500 individuals, who face one choice situation.
Figure 5.1: The general triangular distribution

0

a

c
Spread to
the left

b
Spread to the right

Symmetric triangular distributions for random elements were first applied in a discrete
choice study by Train (2001). In a more general form, the triangular distribution can allow for
non-symmetric distributions. Figure 5.1 gives an example of a general triangular. The a is the
minimum of the distribution, b the maximum, and c the mode. With a non-symmetric
distribution, the mode differs from the mean.
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With a symmetric triangular (i.e. with (c−a)=(b−c)), the c−a is called the spread, as it gives
the spread of the distribution. For the general triangular, we define dk=ck−ak (i.e. the (negative)
spread to the left) and ek=bk−ck (i.e. the (positive) spread to the right). For the non-symmetric
version, the marginal utilities (βkq) are given by (5.1). The ck is the mode of kth marginal
utility, Skq is a standard uniform draw for the kth marginal utility of individual q.
 kq  ck  S kq  (ek  d k )  ( d k )  d k

if S kq  d k / (ek  d k )

 kq  ck  ek  (1  S kq )  (ek  d k )  ek

if S kq  d k /(ek  d k )

(5.1)

We now introduce the layout of the simulated datasets. We use general triangular
distributions for the marginal utilities. There are three alternatives. The utility of alternative i
for individual q depends on three explanatory variables (vector Xiq), an unobserved element
εiq, and individual q specific parameter vector (βq). The parameters are the same for all
alternatives. The parameters are also referred to as marginal utilities. The utility functions are:
U1q= β1q · X11q + β2q * X21q + ε1q,
U2q= β1q · X12q + β2q * X22q + β3q · X32q+ ε2q + ASC2 ,
U3q= ε3q + ASC3.

(5.2a)
(5.2b)
(5.2c)

The first number in subscript behind the X variables (k=1,2,3) indicates the variable (e.g.
price or travel time). The second number indicates the alternative (i=1,2,3). Finally, q (q=
1,2,..,500) indicates the individual. For ease of interpretation, we view X1iq as the price. The
εiq’s are randomly generated to be Independently and Identically Distributed, with an Extreme
Type I distribution. A simulated individual chooses the alternative which gives the highest
utility. The utility of the third alternative is not influenced by any attribute. The alternative can
be seen as an “opting out” alternative.
To create the X variables we basically use the same set-up as used for the choice situation
design for the datasets of Chapters 6 and 7. We start with some background Z variables that
describe the current trip. From these we then create attribute X variables for alternatives 1 and
2 that determine the choice of the individual. We create the X11q and X12q (i.e. price) variables
from the variable Z1q; and the X21q and X22q variables from the variable Z2q. The X1iq (i= 1 or
2) variables are created from Z1q by a randomly generated difference variable, which can take
the values of 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%. Hence, Z1q times the difference variable gives the
difference between the two X1iq variables. This difference is allocated to an increase relative to
Z1q for X11q and a decrease for X12q. We determine this allocation by the standard uniform
random variable r1q. For X21q and X22q these variables are difference relative to Z2 (i.e. diff2q)
and r2q. Here diff2q can take four values, namely 0%, −10%, −20%, and −30%. Hence, the
X21q for alternative 1 is always lower or equal to the X22q for alternative 2. Formulas (5.3a-d)
determine these variables. The design levels and forms for Z1q, Z2q and X32q are shown in
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Table 5.1. Note that X32q has a uniform distribution, which starts at (mean–spread/2)= 5 and
ends at (mean+spread/2)= 25. X11q=Z1q + Z1q · diff1q · r1q.
X11q=Z1q + Z1q · diff1q · r1q
X12q=Z1q – Z1q · diff1q · (1– r1q)
X21q=Z2q + Z2q · diff2q · r2q
X22q=Z2 q– Z2q · diff2q · (1 – r2q)

(5.3a)
(5.3b)
(5.3c)
(5.3d)

Table 5.2 determines the marginal utilities and Alternative Specific Constants (ASCs). The
spread to the left follows from the design variable Min_k, the spread to the right follows from
Max_k. The spread to the left is given by Min_k * mode_k, and to the right by Max_k *
mode_k. The mode of a distribution is set so that, given the spread, the mean of the marginal
utility equals the design mean. Thus, the expected value of a marginal utility is the same for
each design version of the dataset, which helps with interpreting the results.
Table 5.1: The design of the variables
Z1q
Z2q
X32q

Mean

Standard Deviation

Spread

Distribution shape

10
70
15

5
40
.

.
.
20

Lognormal
Lognormal
Uniform

Table 5.2: The designs of the marginal utilities and ASCs
β1q
β2q
β3
ASC2
ASC2

Mean

Spread to the left

Spread to the right

Distribution shape

– 0.15
– 0.025
– 0.02
– 0.4
– 4.5

Varies
Varies
0
0
0

Varies
Varies
0
0
0

Triangular
Triangular
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Table 5.3 shows that we use 18 different combinations of the Min_k and Max_k design
variables. We generate 2000 different datasets per version, where each dataset has new values
for the explanatory variables, marginal utilities and unobserved elements. Hence, for Table 5.3
we performed 36000 MNL estimations. Each dataset contains 500 individuals, who face one
choice situation. Each version has a different design. In this section, the difference between
versions is in the skewedness of the heterogeneous marginal utilities. We simulated the
datasets in Gauss 6.0 using the pseudo-random number generator, and performed MNL
estimates with the maxlik module. The starting values for the coefficients and ASCs were, for
each dataset, set randomly within certain bounds. The bounds were different for each
coefficient and ASC.
We calculate for each dataset the WTPs for X2i and X32 (i.e. β2/β1 and β3/β1), and then
calculate the averages per version. These averages are reported in Table 5.3 in the next
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subsection. We also give the average design levels of the WTPs and the average relative sizes
of the two. This last figure equals the mean of the estimated WTP divided by the design WTP.
The design level of a WTP for a dataset equals the dataset mean of βkq divided by the mean
β1q. Given that the true model has heterogeneous marginal utilities, the coefficients of the
MNL estimation should equal the means of the heterogeneous marginal utilities. Hence, a
WTP for an attribute from an MNL should equal the mean of the simulated marginal utility of
that attribute divided by the mean marginal utility of price (i.e. it should equal E[βkq]/E[β1q]).
Accordingly, the WTP from MNL is not necessarily the same as the mean WTP from mixed
logit. The mean WTP of an attribute with mixed logit is given by the average of the division of
its marginal utility by the marginal utility of price (i.e. by E[βkq/β1q]).
5.3.2. Results of the Dataset Simulations with Non-Symmetric Heterogeneity
The first part of Table 5.3 shows that β2q is given a symmetric triangular distribution. The
marginal utility of X1q (i.e. β1q) is given an asymmetric distribution. The spread to the right
equals 0.999*mode—except in the far-left column that has homogeneous marginal utilities.
The spread to the left varies from 0 to 3. In the far-left column, all simulated marginal utilities
are fixed and there is no heterogeneity. In the other columns, if Min_1 is smaller than one, the
distribution of the marginal utility of price is skewed to the left. If Min_1 is larger than one, it
is skewed to the right. If it equals one, the distribution is symmetric. Both marginal utilities
remain negative because the maximum is (1−0.999)*modek, and we use a negative mode. The
second part of the Table 5.3 gives, for each version of heterogeneity, the means of the
estimated WTPs for variable X2q, the design level of this WTP and the relative size of the two.
The third part does the same for the WTP of X3q.
Figure 5.3 compares the relative sizes of the estimated WTPs with their design levels and
the 90% interval of the estimates (i.e. the interval within which 90% of the WTP estimates
lie). This range gives an indication of the accuracy of the simulation and helps in determining
whether a mean estimated WTP really differs from its design value.
How skewed the distributions are seems to have no effect on the mean of the WTPs of the
2000 datasets per version. For relatively strong asymmetry, the estimated WTPs are
approximately equal to the design values, and for small amounts of asymmetry this is also the
case. The mean WTPs vary slightly over the table. However, there is no clear pattern of effect
of (non-symmetric) heterogeneity. Further, heterogeneity in itself also does not seem to bias
the MNL estimates. The heterogeneity does cause the estimates to have larger spreads and
makes the standard errors of the estimates larger.
This exercise suggests that the estimated WTPs of an MNL estimation are not affected by
heterogeneity in a marginal utility, even if this heterogeneity is asymmetric. These results are
consistent with Horowitz (1980).
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Figure 5.2. Relative values estimated WTPs in Table 5.3 to their design values over the values of Min_1

WTP variable X32q (β3/ β1)
Estimated
0.135 0.137 0.142 0.132 0.136 0.134 0.137 0.137 0.140 0.135 0.141 0.142 0.139 0.139 0.134 0.140 0.141 0.141
Design value 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133
Relative value 1.013 1.027 1.065 0.992 1.023 1.008 1.030 1.028 1.047 1.010 1.061 1.064 1.045 1.045 1.006 1.050 1.058 1.060
Note: Min_1 multiplied by the mode gives the spread to the left for β1q. Hence, the minimum is at (1−Min1)*mode1. The spread to the right for the second
random parameter is equal to Max_2 multiplied by the mode of the random parameter.

WTP variable X2iq (β2/ β1)
Estimated
0.170 0.169 0.169 0.170 0.170 0.170 0.170 0.175 0.176 0.172 0.176 0.176 0.178 0.175 0.176 0.175 0.175 0.177
Design value 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167
Relative value 1.018 1.012 1.015 1.017 1.020 1.022 1.023 1.049 1.055 1.032 1.056 1.056 1.067 1.048 1.053 1.050 1.050 1.061

Design variables
Min_1
0
Min_2
0
Max_1
0
Max_2
0

1

Table 5.3: Results of estimations on the datasets with non-symmetric random marginal utilities.

Relative size
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5.4. Correlation Between Two Heterogeneous Marginal Utilities
The previous section showed that heterogeneity in itself should not bias MNL estimates. This
section studies the effect of correlated heterogeneous marginal utilities. For this we perform
MNL estimates on 4000 simulated datasets per version of the strength of the relation between
the two heterogeneous marginal utilities. Thereafter, we compare the means and 90% intervals
of the estimated WTPs to the design levels. We first consider some examples of correlated
marginal utilities. Thereafter, we examine the set-up of the dataset simulations and, lastly, the
results of the simulations.
5.4.1. Examples of Correlated Heterogeneity in Marginal Utilities
Consider the value of statistical life. Suppose that for richer people the marginal utility of
money is lower. Further, suppose that the marginal disutility of the risk of an accident
increases with income, because richer people perceive that they have more to lose. Then, these
two marginal utilities are correlated. Similarly, the marginal utility of travel time could be
correlated with the marginal utility of price.
In a study on the purchase of appliances—see Revelt and Train (1998) on refrigerator
purchase—the marginal utility of the monetary saving due to the efficiency of the appliance
might be correlated with the marginal utility of the efficiency level of the appliance. Train
(2007) studies the choice of electricity supplier and finds significant covariance between the
marginal utility of whether the rates are differentiated over the day and the marginal utilities of
price, whether the electricity supplier is a known company, and if the electricity price differs
over the year. Train (1998) notes that, for his dataset, the WTPs from mixed logit with
correlated marginal utilities (i.e. free-covariance mixed logit) are lower than the WTPs from
regular (no-covariance) mixed logit and MNL. Hence, not controlling for correlation can have
an effect.
5.4.2. Set-up Dataset Simulations with Correlated Heterogeneity
This section analyses the effects on an MNL estimate of correlated unobserved heterogeneity
in the marginal utilities. For this, we use the same basic set-up as in Section 5.3 and the utility
functions (5.3a-c). Table 5.1 again determines the random elements of the parameters. The
means of the marginal utilities are the same as before. However, now we only use symmetric
distributions for the marginal utilities, with design spreads equal to the mean. The difference
with Section 5.3 is that now the heterogeneous marginal utilities of X1iq and X2iq are related. In
particular, they are given by (5.4) and (5.5).
1q  a1  Spread1  T1q


 2 q   a2 

1q  E 1 / 1q 




(5.4)




  1      a 2  Spread 2  T2 q 



(5.5)
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The a2 is the design mean of the marginal utility of X2iq (i.e. β2q); spread2q gives the design
spread, E[1/β1q] is the dataset mean of 1/β1q.The strength of the relationship between β2q and
β1q is given by ρ, it ranges between zero and one. The Tkq is a random variable with a
triangular distribution, with −1≤Tkq≤1 and a zero mean.29 The larger ρ is, the stronger the
negative correlation between the marginal utility of X1iq and X2iq.
5.4.3. A Decreasing Relation Between Simulated Marginal Utilities
To facilitate interpretation, X1iq is again seen as the price. To analyse the effect of the
correlated heterogeneous marginal utilities, we compare the estimated WTPs from MNL with
the design WTPs. The design levels of the WTPs are the simulated dataset’s mean of βiq
divided by the mean β1q. Table 5.4 shows the results of the 4000 datasets per level of ρ. There
are eight different values for ρ. Hence, there are eight versions of the datasets. Accordingly,
we performed 32000 dataset simulations and MNL estimates. Figure 5.3 shows the relative
values of the estimated WTPs for X2iq to the design values of the WTP. The dashed lines in the
figure give the area in which 90% of the estimations lie. Figure 5.4 does this for the WTP of
X32q.
Table 5.4: MNL estimations with negatively-correlated marginal utilities
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0.2

0.333

0.4

0.5

0.666

0.8

1

Design variables
Strength of relation between β1q
and β2q (ρ)
Resulting correlation between
β1q and β2q

−0.00 −0.32

−0.46

−0.51

−0.55

−0.57

−0.57 −0.60

WTP variable (X2iq) (β2/ β1)
Estimated

0.168 0.168

0.164

0.165

0.160

0.155

0.151 0.143

Design value

0.167 0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167 0.167

Relative value

1.007 1.008

0.983

0.991

0.959

0.930

0.903 0.860

WTP variable X32q (β3/ β1)
Estimated

0.152 0.143

0.143

0.142

0.137

0.137

0.139 0.150

Design value

0.133 0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133 0.133

Relative value

1.138 1.070

1.070

1.068

1.029

1.031

1.045 1.126

Table 5.4 also gives the average correlation between β1q and β2q per value of ρ. Even for
ρ=1, the linear correlation coefficient is not −1, as β2q is related to the inverse of β1q. The
29

The Spread2 (i.e. the spread of the random triangular of β2q) is different for each level of ρ. This is to
compensate for the effect of the correlation with β1q on the total spread of β2q, and to keep the total spread the
same in each version.
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strongest correlation we simulate is −0.6. Revelt and Train (1998) find correlations between
marginal utilities as large as +0.59 and −0.68. Train (2007) finds correlations between 0.1 and
0.94, with three correlations above 0.9. This indicates that the strength of the correlation
patterns we simulate can occur in the empirical real world.
The stronger the relationship between the two random marginal utilities, the larger the
difference seems to be between the design values and the MNL estimates of the WTPs of X2iq
and the larger the estimated WTP. Figure 5.3 shows that, if the relationship between the two
heterogeneous marginal utilities is not that strong (say ρ<0.4), then the MNL estimates are not
that strongly affected. Conversely, for larger values of ρ there is a clear underestimation.
However, the relationship between the two marginal utilities has to be rather strong (ρ≥ 0.8)
for the entire 90% interval of relative values of estimated WTPs to be below the
“estimated=design” line (i.e. where the relative value is 1). This indicates that correlated
heterogeneous marginal utilities can bias WTPs estimated with MNL, where the problem is
most likely to occur if the correlation is strong.
Figure 5.3. Relative sizes estimated WTPs for X2iq to their design values with a decreasing relation
between the heterogeneous marginal utilities
WTP X2i
(β2/ β1)

Relative size

1.1
1

90% level of
β2/ β1

0.9

10% level of
β2/ β1

0.8
estimated=
design

0.7
0

0.2

0.333

0.4

0.5

0.666

0.8

1

The negative effect on the accuracy of MNL estimates of the correlated heterogeneous
marginal utilities is not limited to the non-linear (inverse) relation. When we reran the
simulation with a linear decreasing relationship between β1q and β2q, we found that this could
also bias the WTPs.
The estimated WTPs for the third attribute X32q in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.4 seem to be
somewhat above the design levels. Still, for this WTP there is no clear pattern in the effect of
the correlation between marginal utilities. Further, the unity line, at which estimated WTP
divided by the design WTP equals one, is well inside the 90% interval. Hence, we cannot
conclude that this WTP is affected by the correlation between the heterogeneous marginal
utilities. The fixed parameter of X32q is, of course, uncorrelated with the marginal utility of
price.
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Figure 5.4. Relative sizes estimated WTPs for X32q to their design values with a decreasing relation
between the heterogeneous marginal utilities
WTP X32
(β3/ β1)

Relative size

1.4

1

90% level of
β3/ β1

0.6

10% level of
β3/ β1

0.2

estimated=
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0

0.2

0.33

0.4

0.5
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0.8

1

5.4.4 An Increasing Relation Between Simulated Marginal Utilities
Table 5.4 showed that if the marginal utility of X2iq is, following formula (5.4), a decreasing
function of the marginal utility of X1iq; an MNL can result in an underestimation of the WTP
of X2iq (i.e. β2/β1). Conversely, if β2q is an increasing function of β1q, following (5.6), this can
result in an overestimation by an MNL of this WTP.
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Table 5.5: MNL estimations with positively-correlated marginal utilities
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Design variables
Strength of the relationship between
β1q and β2q (ρ)
Resulting correlation between β1q and
β2q

0

0.2

0.333

0.4

0.5

0.666

0.8

1

−0.00

0.32

0.47

0.51

0.54

0.59

0.59

0.60

Estimated

0.169

0.170

0.172

0.172

0.176

0.181

0.186

0.191

Design value

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.166

0.167

Relative value

1.012

1.017

1.033

1.034

1.058

1.089

1.116

1.147

WTP variable X32q (β3/ β1)
Estimated

0.152

0.157

0.158

0.153

0.161

0.156

0.161

0.158

Design value

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

0.133

Relative value

1.139

1.178

1.184

1.148

1.211

1.167

1.208

1.186

WTP variable X2iq (β2/ β1)

The results of this simulation, with 4000 datasets per level of ρ, are shown in Table 5.5 and
Figure 5.5. A stronger (increasing) effect of β1q on β2q raises the estimated WTP of X2iq, even
though the design value of the WTP is always the same. Unlike the previous Subsection 5.4.2,
the 90% interval of the estimated values is now only above the design value line (i.e. one) for
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the strongest relationships between the marginal utilities (ρ=1). Thus, the correlation now has
to be rather strong for the estimated WTP to substantially differ from its design value.
A solution to the problem caused by correlated marginal utilities might be to estimate a
mixed logit that allows the marginal utilities to be correlated (i.e. with free-covariance). For
future research, it would be interesting to study how mixed logit without free covariance
performs when the heterogeneous marginal utilities are correlated.
Figure 5.5. Relative sizes estimated WTPs for X2i to their design values with an increasing relation
between the heterogeneous marginal utilities
WTP X2i
(β2/ β1)

1.3

90% level of
β2/ β1

1.15

10% level of
β2/ β1

1

estimated=
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0
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0.5

0.67

0.8

1
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5.4.5 Conclusions on the Effect of Correlated Marginal Utilities
This section found that, if two heterogeneous marginal utilities are correlated with each other,
this can bias the WTPs from MNL estimations. The absolute value of this bias seems to
increase with the strength of the correlation. If the heterogeneous marginal utility of the
attribute to be valued (e.g. travel time) is an increasing function of the marginal utility of the
monetary variable, this seems to cause a positive bias in the WTP from MNL. Conversely, if
there is a decreasing relationship, this can result in a negative bias in the WTP. This is this
case for both linear and non-linear relationships between the marginal utilities. The strengths
of the correlations between the marginal utilities that we simulated, with maximum correlation
coefficients of ±0.60, have also been found in empirical studies.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter studied three situations in which using MNL models might result in biased
Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) estimates. First, random heterogeneity in the parameters. Second,
non-symmetric heterogeneity. Third, correlation between the heterogeneous marginal utilities.
To study the effect of heterogeneous marginal utilities on the WTP estimates from MNL,
we compare the MNL estimates of the WTPs with the design WTPs of a large number of
simulated datasets. We find that if two heterogeneous marginal utilities are related, this can
result in biased WTP estimates by MNL. In contrast, uncorrelated heterogeneity in the
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marginal utilities seems to have no effect on the WTPs. This is the case for both symmetric
and non-symmetric heterogeneity. The stronger the relationship between two heterogeneous
marginal utilities is, the larger the bias in the WTP from MNL. This is the case for both linear
and non-linear relations between the marginal utilities. If the relationship between the two
marginal utilities is increasing (i.e. if they are positively correlated), the resulting bias is
positive. If the relation is decreasing, the bias is negative.
This could explain the different results reported in the empirical literature as to whether
MNL gives different WTPs than mixed logit. Our results suggest that if the MNL estimates are
biased, the sign and size of this bias could be determined by the correlation pattern of the
heterogeneous marginal utilities in the population. Thus, if the correlation pattern is different,
one will find a different bias. If there is no correlation between the heterogeneous marginal
utilities the MNL estimates of the WTPs might be unbiased. An interesting extension of this
chapter would be to test if using a no-covariance or free-covariance mixed logit would
eliminate the bias caused by correlated marginal utilities.
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6.1. Introduction30
An almost universal problem in the organisation of public transport is that travel demand is
concentrated in the peak. Public transport operators need a very large capacity to fulfil demand
during the peak. During off-peak hours, however, there is an excess capacity. This problem of
peak concentration has long been recognised. For instance, Abkowitz (1981) notes the
problem of peak loading. Spreading the demand more over the day could lower costs because
less capacity would then be needed. One way of demand spreading might be to apply different
fares at different times of the day.
This chapter studies price elasticities, values of travel time, and values of displacing the
travel moment to outside the peak for Dutch single ticket train travellers. We analyse a Stated
Preference (SP) experiment on the choice of train tickets. This experiment was carried out by
Steer Davies Gleave. The experiment was based on the most recent weekday trip of the
respondents. We use multinomial logit (MNL), nested logit, and mixed logit methods.
The experiment has three alternatives, which are: (1) a full-fare unrestricted ticket; (2) a
reduced fare restricted ticket with travel moment restrictions; and (3) neither the first nor the
second alternative. This third opting out alternative we label the no ticket alternative.
Interpreting a choice for this third alternative is rather difficult, as it is unknown what the
respondent would do in this case. They could make the trip by car, by bike, or by another form
of public transport. Yet, they could also not undertake the trip. This uncertainty in what a
choice for the no ticket alternative entails makes it difficult to interpret the estimations.
The attributes are ticket price, travel time, and four displacement times. The displacement
times measure how much a respondent must displace her current travel moments to use the
restricted ticket. These variables cannot be interpreted as a scheduling model, as we do not
calculate them from a difference from a preferred arrival or departure time, which is
information we simply do not have. Our estimations show how much users are willing to pay
for a marginal change in the time restrictions, given their unobserved preferred arrival times.
This is exactly the information that is relevant for the operator who typically determines such
time intervals without knowing the individual travellers’ desired arrival times.
Table 6.1: Who pays the price of the ticket
Frequency

Percentage

Respondent pays for the ticket

310

66%

Someone else pays for the ticket

106

22%

Ticket partly paid for by respondent

19

4%

37

8%

Other

a

a

Note: The other category contains, for instance, respondents whose last trip by train was on a free travel day, or who
obtained the ticket together with the purchase of an amusement park entry ticket.
30
This chapter is based on Van den Berg, Kroes and Verhoef (2010b) in the Dutch journal Tijdschrift
Vervoerswetenschappen and the workingpaper Van den Berg, Kroes and Verhoef (2011).
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The survey used has information on if the respondent was (partly) compensated by a third
party for the price of the ticket. This enables us to control for the effect of cost compensation
on willingness-to-pay estimates (WTPs) and price elasticities. This is an important issue, as a
large proportion of Dutch travellers receive travel-cost compensation (Steer Davies Gleave,
2006b). Empirical studies of the price sensitivities of travellers do not typically control for
compensation. Table 6.1 shows that 22% of our respondents are fully compensated; a further
4% are partly compensated. Compensation distorts the choices individuals make: they will
care less about ticket price and more about non-monetary costs such as travel time.
Bhat (1998a) notes that, if there is heterogeneity in the Alternative Specific Constants
(ASCs) or marginal utilities, then ignoring this could bias parameter estimates and choice
probabilities. With MNL and nested logit it is only possible to control for observed
heterogeneity: for example, by giving different income groups different price parameters.
Thus, it is an important advantage that our survey has data on travel cost compensation, as
compensation probably has a large impact on the marginal utility of price. Bhat (1998a) finds
that the WTPs for out-of and in-vehicle travel time are on average slightly larger with mixed
logit than with MNL for his dataset. He also notes that the “cost” elasticity is substantially
larger (in an absolute sense). Bhat (2000) concludes that MNL underestimates the WTPs for
out-of and in-vehicle travel time. Similarly, Train (1998) finds for his data that the
compensating variations in the attributes are slightly to substantially larger with mixed logit
than with MNL. However, he also states that the compensating variations from his mixed logit
with free correlation between the marginal utilities are smaller than those of MNL and mixed
logit without correlation. He concludes that there probably is no general conclusion as to
whether MNL gives good estimates for the WTPs and that the performance of MNL will be
different for each dataset.
Yet, these empirical results contradict the results of the analysis of Horowitz (1980) using
simulated datasets. He analyses the performance of MNL when there is random heterogeneity.
He finds that the ratio of the two coefficients (i.e. the WTPs) from MNL was for all amounts
of the heterogeneity in the marginal utilities almost identical to the design value.
Consequently, the ratio of the coefficients is unbiased when one does not control for
heterogeneity in the marginal utilities. Nevertheless, the results of the previous Chapter 5
suggest that the results of Horowitz might change if the two heterogeneous marginal utilities
are correlated, and this might partly explain the findings of the empirical literature.
Therefore, an important question in this chapter is whether the elasticities and WTPs from
MNL are also different from those found by mixed logit for our dataset. A second focus is on
the effect of travel-cost compensation on price sensitivities and WTPs. From a practical
perspective, our main research question concerns the valuation of travel time and travel
moment restrictions in public transport.
There is a large literature on the value of travel time and the effects of covariates. The value
of time increases non-linearly with income (see Gunn, 2001; and Wardman, 2001). The
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purpose of the trip also has an effect: commuters have different values of time compared with
leisure or business travellers. Generally, business travellers have higher values than
commuters (Gunn, 2001). Mackie, Jara-Diáz and Fowkes (2001) indicate that the length of the
trip, the time when the trip is made, and the travel mode also influence the value of time.
Wardman (2004) also finds that the value of time in the train is overall lower than in the car.
Finally, the value of waiting, access, and walking time are higher than in-vehicle-travel-time.

6.2. Discussion of the SP Experiment
The ticket choice experiment we use is part of a larger (SP) survey, which also studied the
choice of discount and season tickets. Steer Davies Gleave (2007) performed this survey. They
conducted the survey among members of the Dutch Railways (NS) internet panel. Of the
13,000 invitations sent out in the larger survey, 4571 respondents completed their experiments
and questionnaires. Hence, the response rate was 35%. The main internet survey was carried
out in June and July of 2006 (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006a).
The respondents are Dutch Railways full-fare ticket travellers, discount-card holders, and
(weekend) student-card holders (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b). The discount card had a price
of €55 and gave a 40% discount on fares. But it is only valid after 9:00 on weekdays and
during the weekend. The Dutch government pays the weekend student card, which allows free
public transport during the weekend and holidays. During the week, the card acts as a discount
card. The sample only contains current ticket travellers: it does not include potential future
users. Hence, it is not representative of the population of potential users.
The full experimental design had 64 different choice cards. To limit respondent drop-off
and loss of concentration, each respondent only saw eight cards. The presentation order of the
alternatives was random. The eight choice cards per individual were randomly chosen from
the 64 cards in the design. The experiment used an orthogonal, fractional factorial design
(Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b).
The respondents gave background information on personal aspects such as gender and age.
There were also questions on their most recent trip: for example, the departure time, whether it
was a round trip, the ticket price, the purpose, and length in minutes of the most recent trip,
and who paid for the ticket (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b).
Figure 6.1 gives an example choice card. The questions about the price and journey length
of the last made trip were used to generate the attributes ticket price and in-vehicle travel time.
There were four levels to the design variable difference in price between the restricted and
unrestricted ticket. This price difference was split between an increase, relative to the current
price, of the price of the unrestricted ticket and decrease for the restricted ticket. This split in
the design variable difference in price was randomly generated (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b).
For example, with a 40% price difference and a 1:3 split, the unrestricted ticket is 10% more
expensive than the ticket of the most recent train trip, and the restricted ticket is 30% cheaper.
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The difference in travel time was also randomly split between the two ticket alternatives,
the unrestricted ticket had the shorter travel time. The design variable for the difference in
travel time had four values, namely 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% of the journey length in minutes
of the most recent train trip. The level of 0% means that the travel time for both ticket
alternatives was the same (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b).
Travel on the restricted ticket was not permitted during peak hours. The restricted periods
were defined by four “restriction variables”. These four variables determined the start and end
moments of the AM and PM peak travel restriction periods. During these periods, travel on the
restricted ticket was not allowed. The start and end times of the AM and PM restricted periods
varied independently of each other around the reference times of 8:00 and 17:00. Each travel
moment restriction design variable had four levels, namely, 0, 30, 60, and 90 minutes (Steer
Davies Gleave, 2006b). If the restricted ticket is invalid between 7:30 and 9:00, one is not
allowed to be on the train from 7:30 until 8:59.
Out of all the choices made, 64% were for the unrestricted ticket, whereas the restricted
ticket and no ticket alternatives received 19% and 17% of the choices.
Figure 6.1: Example of a ticket choice SP exercise
If Dutch Railways offered you the following alternatives:
Link A

Link B

Travel time 50 minutes

Travel time 50 minutes

Not valid on weekdays between 7:00 8:00 and 16:00 – 17:00

Valid all day

Price of the ticket €15.10

Price of the ticket €19.30

Which would you choose?
Link A

Neither

Link B

Note: the choice cards were in Dutch, the translation is by the authors. The Figure is based on Steer Davies
Gleave (2006, p. 19, Fig. 5.1)

6.3. Utility Functions for the Choice of Train Trip
The utilities of both ticket alternatives are influenced by ticket price and (in-vehicle) travel
time. We assume that the marginal utilities of price and travel time are the same for the two
alternatives. The utility function of the restricted ticket has additional components: the peaktravel-moment restrictions and their marginal utilities (γn).
Following Steer Davies Gleave (2006b) we redefine the restriction attributes before
estimating. Instead of defining them relative to 8:00 and 17:00, they are rewritten relative to
the moments that the respondents reported starting and finishing their most recent trip. They
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measure in minutes by how much the respondents would have had to displace the travel
moment of their most recent train trip in order to use the restricted ticket. The advantage of
this displacement time specification is that it represents more directly what the actual impact
of the restrictions would have been for each respondent. The respondents were supposed to
assume that the train schedule would remain as it was.
An example should make this displacement time approach clearer. Suppose that the
respondent gets on the train at 8:30 for the outbound trip, returns at 19:00, and the trip takes 30
minutes both ways. Further, the restricted ticket is invalid between 7:00-9:30 and 16:30-18:00.
Then, if the respondent wants to travel with the restricted ticket, she would need to change her
outbound departure time to 120 minutes earlier or 60 minutes later. Accordingly, the
displacement times earlier and later are 120 and 60 minutes. The start of the return trip needs
no alteration, and thus the displacement time for the return trip is zero.
We relate the displacement time late for both the outbound and the return trip to the
respective departure times, because the earliest one can be in a train with a restricted ticket is
when the restriction is lifted. Likewise, we relate the displacement times early (for both the
outbound and return trip) to the arrival time, because the latest one can be in a train is just
before the restricted period begins.
We therefore relate the displacement times to the current trip, not to the most desirable
travel moment. This makes the valuations we obtain not comparable with conventional
schedule delay costs measures, as these are typically based on the most desired arrival time.
Therefore, unfortunately the values of displacement times that we obtain are not directly
applicable to the theoretical model for car and train travel in Chapter 4. But it makes the
estimates more applicable for analysing the collective WTP for changes in the restricted travel
moments for users who currently travel during such an interval. And that is probably more
relevant information for the operator. The displacement times are something that is closely
related to the variables under the control of the operator, and can be more easily used in
updating tariff systems. Thus, the displacement question seems more relevant for the operator.
Furthermore, we estimate individuals’ valuations of the combination of morning and
evening peak restrictions simultaneously, given current trip timing. We do not value evening
peak restrictions, given that morning peak restrictions have already been introduced which
may lead to rescheduling of the evening trip if, for example, the traveller needs to be at work
for a given time.
The utilities of both ticket alternatives include the utility of undertaking the most recent
train trip relative to the utility of not undertaking the trip or undertaking it by a different mode
of transport. Subtracting the utility of undertaking the trip by train from all alternatives results
in the utility functions:

V(1=Unrestricted Ticket)qt = 1q * Price1 qt + 2q * In Vehicle Travel Time1qt

(6.1a)
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V(2=Restricted Ticket)qt

= 1q * Price2 qt +2q * In Vehicle Travel Time2qt
4

   n * Displacement Timen2qt + ASC_2q ,
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(6.1b)

n 1

V(3=No Ticket) qt = - utility of undertaking the trip by train q =ASC_3q .

(6.1c)

Here, q indicates the individual, t the choice situation, and i the alternative .If she would go
to her destination by a different transport mode, the utility of the third alternative would equal
the utility of making the trip by a different mode minus the utility of making the trip. If she
would not travel at all, the utility of the third alternative would equal minus the utility of
undertaking the trip. The utility of making the trip by train should be positive: otherwise, it
would not have been rational to undertake the initial train trip.
The constant of the third alternative (ASC_3) measures the mean preference for
undertaking the trip by train. If background variables are included, the ASC plus the mean of
the background variables times their parameters should measure this mean preference.

6.4. Methodology
This paragraph briefly discusses the methodology (for a more extensive discussion see, e.g.,
Train, 2003). We use random utility maximization models. The individual chooses the
alternative that gives her the highest utility. Utility is the sum of an observed part and an
unobserved part that is unknown to the analyst. The observed utility is the sum of the
independent variables multiplied by their parameters.
With multinomial logit (MNL) and nested logit, it is only possible to estimate one
parameter per variable. Yet, using interactions with background variables can identify
observable differences. An important assumption behind the alternative-choice-probability
formula of MNL is that the unobserved elements are Independently and Identically Distributed
(IID) (Train 2003). Nested logit to some extent relaxes the independently distributed
assumption. It allows for correlation between the unobserved utilities of alternatives in
predefined “nests” (see, e.g., Hensher, Rose and Greene, 2005).
The three alternatives are: (1) the unrestricted ticket; (2) the cheaper restricted ticket; and
(3) the no ticket alternative. The two train alternatives are similar: they both involve
undertaking the train trip. It is possible to estimate the average utility from this trip with MNL.
Still, the deviations from this mean remain unobserved. This causes correlation between the
unobserved elements, violating the IID assumption.
In our nested logit, the ticket alternatives are put in the travel by train nest; the no ticket
alternative is in the do not travel by train nest. We normalise the scale parameters of the
alternative level and do not travel by train nest to 1. Our nested logit needs one more
parameter than MNL. If the nest parameter of the Travel by Train nest is significant, then the
IID assumption of MNL is violated (Train, 2003).
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Nested logit relaxes the IID assumption in a limited manner and the parameters do not vary
over individuals for unobserved reasons. Mixed logit allows for unobserved heterogeneity in
the marginal utilities. Mixed logit can also be used as a stochastic form of nested logit, by
giving ASCs random elements (Train, 2003). ASCs with random elements also measure
heterogeneous preferences for alternatives (Bhat, 1998b).
With mixed logit, one has to predefine the distribution shape of the random parameters. We
use a triangular distribution for the ASC of the third alternative, which controls for the
correlation of the unobserved elements. With a triangular distribution, we estimate the spread
(i.e. maximum–average) of the heterogeneous ASCs. We use negative lognormal distributions
for the marginal utilities of travel time and price. With a lognormal distribution, one estimates
the mean and standard deviation of the underlying normal distribution. We use the panel
version of mixed logit developed by Revelt and Train (1998).
The difference between MNL and nested logit is that nested logit can control for that some
alternatives are more similar to each other than others. The restricted ticket is a close substitute
for the unrestricted ticket: it still entails going to the destination by train on the same day, only
the moment of travel differs. With mixed logit, besides controlling for the nest structure, we
also control for unobserved heterogeneity in marginal utilities.
We used LIMDEP(/NLOGIT) to estimate the models. The calculation of the micro mixedlogit alternative-choice elasticity also requires simulation, as its equation has two parts that are
in open-form integrals (Train, 2003).

6.5. The Fixed Parameter Estimations
The experiment was based on the most recent weekday train trip of the respondents. The
attributes were ticket price, (in-vehicle) travel time and displacement time (peak travel
restrictions). This displacement time specification follows Steer Davies Gleave (2006b). The
displacement times reflect by how much the trip of a respondent would need to be shifted
forward or backward in time to satisfy the restrictions of the restricted ticket alternative. We
refer to these four attributes as displacement time outbound trip earlier, displacement time
outbound trip late, displacement time return trip earlier, and displacement time return trip
later. We base the prices of the tickets on a single one-way journey; for respondents making a
round trip, we halved the price.
6.5.1. Multinomial Logit
Table 6.2 shows the MNL estimation of utility functions (1a-c) with a control for the
background variable journey length: it adds journey length and its quadratic form to the utility
function of the third no-ticket alternative. The background variable Journey length is the
length in minutes of the trip on which the SP experiment is based. Journey length has a
negative effect on the utility of the no ticket alternative; its quadratic form has a significant
positive coefficient. The net effect of journey length remains negative in the sample. In fact,
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the effect of journey length becomes positive only for values above the longest possible direct
train journey in the Netherlands. For 98 percent of the respondents, the function of journey
length is increasingly negative. The longer the trip takes, the higher the utility of undertaking
the train trip relative to not undertaking it.
This captures the effect that the train is more attractive for longer trips. Longer trips have a
higher generalised price. Hence, the utility of the trip on which the SP assignment was based
must be higher for longer trips: otherwise, the trip would not have been undertaken. Further,
for longer trips, it is more difficult to find an alternative transport mode. Thus, the longer the
journey is, the higher the utility of undertaking the trip by train.
The attributes Travel Time and price are correlated with the background variable journey
length. Moreover, the differences in these attributes between the alternatives are also
correlated: for longer trips, the differences are larger. The control journey length measures
differences in preferences for train travel over trip lengths. If the estimation does not control
for journey length, the coefficients of In-Vehicle Travel Time and price are negatively biased:
in fact, then the marginal utility of travel time is positive. With the control, the coefficients for
price and travel time are negative and much larger in absolute sense.
Table 6.2: Multinomial logit estimation
Unrestricted Ticket
Coeff

t-statistic

Attributes
Price
−0.0277*** −4.15
In-Vehicle Travel Time
−0.0006 −0.15
Displacement time outbound trip earlier
Displacement time outbound trip later
Displacement time return trip earlier
Displacement time return trip later
Control variables
Journey length in minutes
(Journey length in minutes)^2
Alternative Specific Constant for
Respondents

472

Choice cards per respondent

Restricted Ticket
Coeff

t-statistic

−0.0277***
−0.0006
−0.0026**
−0.0161***

No ticket
Coeff

t-statistic

−4.15
−0.15
−2.54
−11.52

−0.0021* −1.88
−0.0057*** −4.74

−0.4030***
8

−0.0221***
−4.85
0.679E−05*** 6.16
−3.90 −0.7089***
−7.65
log-likelihood -3285.32

Note: ***, ** and * indicate, respectively, significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.

6.5.2. Nested Logit
It is surprising and worrying that travel time has no significant effect in Table 6.2. Yet, this
problem disappears with nested logit (see Table 6.3). The two ticket alternatives are in the
travel by train nest: they both entail going to the destination on the same day by train. The
nested logit has one extra parameter: the scale parameter of the travel by train nest. The
estimated scale parameter is 0.11, and is significantly lower than 1 and higher than 0. This
shows that the IID assumption of MNL is violated. The respondents seem to view the ticket
alternatives as similar, as they both entail making a train trip to the same destination.
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Nested logit gives the expected result that a longer travel time lowers utility. All attributes,
except displacement time early for the return trip, have significantly negative coefficients.
This could mean that the respondents do not care about the displacement time early for the
return trip, and can leave earlier in the afternoon with relative ease. Conversely, it could also
be impossible to leave earlier. Then, the displacement time earlier for the return trip does not
matter because it is impossible to leave earlier. This could well be so for commuters, since it is
difficult for them to leave work earlier.
The price coefficient of the MNL in Table 6.2 is about a fifth of the coefficient from the
nested logit. The travel time coefficient with nested logit is even 25 times the coefficient found
by MNL. The estimated values of travel time from the two estimates differ by a factor of 5.
The other coefficients and ASCs hardly differ between the estimations. This indicates that the
WTPs of the restrictions are much lower in the nested logit.
Table 6.3: Nested logit estimation of the trip choice with control for journey length
Unrestricted Ticket
Coeff

Attributes
Price
−0.1267***
In-Vehicle Travel Time
−0.0154***
Displacement time outbound trip earlier
Displacement time outbound trip later

Restricted Ticket

t-statistic

−6.60 −0.1267***
−3.34 −0.0154***
−0.0026**
−0.0164***

Displacement time return trip earlier
Displacement time return trip later
Control variables
Journey length in minutes
(Journey length in minutes)^2
Alternative Specific Constant for
Nest level scale parameters
Branch
Travel by train
Do not travel by train
Respondents 472

Coeff

Coeff
0.1111***
1
Choice cards per respondent

−0.0010
−0.0053***

−0.5428***

8

t-statistic

No ticket
Coeff

t-statistic

−6.60
−3.34
−2.47
−11.44
−0.91
−4.38

−4.82

−0.0203*** −6.12
6.3E−05*** 5.76
−0.9301*** −10.05

t-statistic (against H0: scale-parameter=1)
−14.40
Fixed normalized parameter
log-likelihood −3271.14

Note: ***, ** and * indicate, respectively, significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.

6.5.3. Final Nested Logit Estimation
Table 6.4 gives the final nested logit. The travel by train nest scale parameter is, at 0.20,
significantly lower than 1 and higher than 0. Again all coefficients of the restriction attributes,
except of displacement time return trip earlier, are significantly negative.
The estimation controls for cost compensation by adding, besides the price attribute alone,
two price attributes interacted with dummies. The first interacted dummy is respondent pays,
the second is respondent is fully compensated. The first dummy is 1 if the respondent paid for
the entire ticket herself. The second dummy is one if she was fully compensated. The
coefficient of the price attribute alone gives the price sensitivity of the reference group: the
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partly compensated and the ‘other’ payment category (e.g. for people who got the train ticket
with an amusement park entry ticket). The marginal utility of price for the uncompensated is
the sum of the coefficient of “Price*respondent pays dummy” and the coefficient of price
alone. The marginal utility for the fully compensated is the sum of the “Price*fully
compensated dummy” coefficient and the price coefficient. All three price variables have a
significant effect on utility. The coefficient of “Price*respondent pays dummy” is negative.
Hence, respondents who pay for the ticket themselves are more price sensitive. The marginal
utility of price for the fully-compensated respondent is 0.171−0.147 = +0.024, which is
positive, though it does not significantly differ from 0.
Table 6.4: Final nested logit estimation
Unrestricted Ticket
Coeff t-statistic

Restricted Ticket
Coeff
t-statistic

No ticket
Coeff t-statistic

Attributes
−0.1474***

Price
Price* respondent pays dummy
Price* fully compensated dummy

−0.0763

**

***

−4.63 −0.1474***
−2.38 −0.0763

**

***

−2.38

0.1713

4.12

−0.0258***

−5.18 −0.0258***

−5.18

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

−0.0038***

−3.33

Displacement time outbound trip later

−0.0133***

−8.57

Displacement time return trip earlier

−0.0006

−0.47

Displacement time return trip later

−0.0048***

−3.60

In-Vehicle Travel Time

0.1713

−4.63
4.12

Control variables
Journey length in minutes

−0.0196*** -5.88

(Journey length in minutes)^2

4.5E−05*** 3.82

Travel mostly during rush hour dummy

−1.0454***

Purpose of the trip
dummy

Reference Group

Other

−7.58

0.4051***

3.87

Reference Group

Commute

−0.4700

***

−2.68

0.0216

Business trip

−1.1513***

−7.09

-0.8104*** -5.03

Education

0.0807

0.39

***

0.14

-0.1301
***

-0.62

Shopping

0.9074

4.96

-0.5489

Visiting

0.1305

0.76

-0.3958*** -2.08

Event

0.2491

1.27

-0.3808*

−0.1060

−0.67

−1.0886*** -6.75

Alternative Specific Constant for

-2.60
-1.74

Nest level scale parameters
Branch

coeff

t−statistic (against Ho: scale-parameter =1)
***

Travel by train

0.2030

Do not travel by train

1.0000

Respondents

472

Choice cards per respondent

−20.56
Fixed normalized parameter

8

log-likelihood −2988.02

Note: ***, ** and * indicate, respectively, significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
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The constant of the restricted ticket alternative is not different from 0, indicating that the
restricted ticket has no inherent disutility. This is a sensible result. The two ticket alternatives
both allow for a train trip to the same destination and are only different in their attributes. The
constant of the no ticket alternative is significantly negative, indicating a positive utility of
undertaking the train trip. If a respondent travels mostly during the peak, they choose the
restricted ticket less often and the no ticket alternative more often: if one travels more during
the peak, the restricted ticket is less attractive.
Purpose of the trip dummies differentiate the ASCs. The reference group other purpose
includes, for instance, hospital visit, holiday, going to a museum, and a day out. Commuters
are less willing to accept the restricted ticket. They do not receive a significantly different
utility from the no ticket alternative. Business travellers are less willing to deal with the
restrictions or not to travel by train. For respondents who travelled for education there is no
significant difference in alternative specific utility compared with the reference group.
Shoppers are more likely to choose the restricted ticket, probably because they are more
flexible about when to travel. They are less willing not to travel by train. This could be
because city centres are relatively difficult to reach by car; while, in the Netherlands, the
central train station is usually near or in the centre. This could be compounded by the
expensiveness of downtown parking. The respondents who went to visit or travelled to an
event are less willing not to travel by train. The latter two types of respondents showed no
difference with the reference group in the constant of the restricted ticket alternative.
Other control variables had no effect in the nested logit, either directly on alternative
specific utilities or on the marginal utilities of attributes. We expected that the car dummy
might influence the utility of the no ticket alternative, as car ownership changes the ease with
which the respondent can travel by other means. We also thought that the purpose of the trip
might affect the sensitivities to price or travel time. Furthermore, we expected that
respondents who travel during the peak would have different marginal utilities of the
restrictions. Yet, none of these effects were supported by the estimations.
6.5.4. Willingness-To-Pay and Elasticities for the Final Nested Logit
This section studies the WTPs and price elasticities. A WTP of an attribute is the amount of
money a person is willing to spend for a one unit change in that attribute. In the case of travel
time, this measure is also called the value of travel time. The WTP of an attribute equals its
coefficient divided by the marginal utility of price. The resulting numbers were multiplied by
60, to convert them into a per hour form. Table 6.5 gives the WTPs of the final nested logit.
For the fully-compensated respondents, there are no valid WTPs, as their marginal utility of
price is not significantly different from zero. If one calculates the WTPs for this group, one
finds negative WTPs. But as the marginal utility of price is not different from zero, the WTPs
could just as well approach minus or plus infinity.
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The respondents who pay the entire price themselves are willing to pay less for reductions
in travel time and the restrictions. The uncompensated respondents form 66% of the
respondents, the fully compensated 22%, the reference group 12%. The reference group
consists of the partly compensated and the ‘other’ category. The respondents who paid for the
entire ticket themselves value an hour of travel time at €6.92. They value an hour of earlier
displacement for the outbound trip at €1.02. For an hour of later displacement of the outbound
trip this figure is €3.58 and for displacement time return trip later it is €1.30. For the partly
compensated, these figures are larger as they value ticket price less.
Displacement time return trip earlier had no significant effect on utility. Accordingly, the
WTP for this attribute is not different from zero. Being forced to travel later during the
outbound trip (in the morning) appears to be the most troublesome. This is visible in that the
attribute displacement time outbound trip later has the largest WTP of the restrictions. The
displacement time for the return trip later has the second highest valuation, followed by the
displacement time outbound trip earlier.
Table 6.5: Willingness-to-pay per hour for the final nested logit estimation
Variable
In-vehicle travel time per hour
Displacement time outbound trip earlier
Displacement time outbound trip later
Displacement time return trip earlier b
Displacement time return trip later

Fully
Fully paid by
Partly
All except the
compensated a respondent compensated fully compensated
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

€ 6.92
€ 1.02
€ 3.58
€ 0.16 b
€ 1.30

€ 10.50
€ 1.55
€ 5.43
€ 0.25 b
€ 1.97

€ 7.30
€ 1.08
€ 3.77
€ 0.17 b
€ 1.37

Note: a The price parameter for this group is not significantly different from zero. Hence, there are no valid
WTPs. b The WTP for displacement time earlier for the return is not significantly different from zero.

Table 6.6: Differentiated aggregate elasticities for ticket price
Unrestricted ticket Restricted ticket
For all respondents
For those who pay for the ticket themselves
For those who pay nothing themselves a
For those who pay part of the ticket or answered other payment structure

−0.38
−0.60
0.03
−0.31

−0.99
−1.11
0.16
−0.95

Note: a For this group the price elasticities are not significantly different from zero.

Table 6.6 presents the price elasticities. The aggregate elasticity for the unrestricted ticket
is smaller in absolute sense than that for the restricted ticket. The responses for the restricted
ticket were about unit elastic and for the unrestricted ticket rather inelastic. The fullycompensated respondents appear to have a positive elasticity. Yet, their elasticities are not
significantly different from zero. The average price elasticities are −0.38 and −0.95 for the
unrestricted and restricted ticket. The uncompensated users react the strongest to price
changes.
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This section found that MNL underestimated the value of travel time, and that the
assumption of Independent and Identically Distributed unobserved elements is violated.
Travel-cost compensation has a large impact on price sensitivity. The fully-compensated
respondents even seem to be completely price insensitive.

6.6. Mixed Logit
Table 6.7 gives the estimation that uses panel mixed logit and 2000 Halton draws. The
constant of the no ticket alternative has a triangular random element. With this specification,
we control for the unobserved utility that is shared by the ticket alternatives (i.e. the nested
structure of the responses). The fixed part of the ASC of the no ticket alternative is
significantly negative, and the coefficient of the random element is significant and quite large.
Accordingly, the average utility of undertaking the trip by train is positive, and varies
substantially for unobserved reasons.
We use negative lognormal for the unobserved heterogeneity in the marginal utilities of
travel time and price. With a negative lognormal, a positive coefficient for an interaction
variable means that the absolute value of the marginal utility of price increases with this
control variable. The coefficients for the standard deviations of the random element are
significant and quite large relative to the other coefficients. This suggests that a large part of
the heterogeneity in the marginal utility of price remains unobserved, even after controlling for
travel cost compensation, car ownership, gender and purpose of the trip.
We also control for observed heterogeneity in price sensitivity due to cost compensation,
purpose of the trip, car availability, and gender. Other covariates, such as the other purpose
dummies, did not affect the marginal utility of price. We also tried to control for observed
heterogeneity in the marginal utility of travel time. Yet, these covariates either did not have
significant effects or the estimation would not converge.
All four covariates for price have significant effects. Respondents who pay for the entire
ticket themselves are more price sensitive. Men are more price sensitive than women.
Respondents with a car in the household are less price sensitive than those without a car. This
is surprising, as car availability means that the respondent has an extra alternative to the train
and this reasoning means that price sensitivity should increase with this dummy. The result is
probably because the car dummy also measures an effect of income.
Commuters are less price sensitive than users with other purposes. This suggests that
commuters have to undertake the trip and so price has little effect. Conversely, commuters
have a higher utility of not undertaking the train trip, suggesting that the respondents can
choose not to travel by train with relative ease. Presumably, if a commuting respondent did not
undertake the trip by train then she would travel by other means, as they have to go to work.
The most likely alternative is by car. It is important that the commuters are less price sensitive,
and that if they do not travel by train during the peak they mostly travel by other modes. A
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policy designed to smooth out the peak by differentiating the ticket price should hence pay
extra attention to commuters. During the peak a large proportion of travellers are commuters.
If they do not take the train during the rush hour, it is probable that they will mostly travel by
car during the same period, thereby worsening road congestion.
Table 6.7: The mixed logit estimation
Unrestricted Ticket
Coeff
t-statistic

Restricted Ticket
Coeff
t-statistic

No ticket
Coeff t-statistic

Fixed part random parameters
Price
−2.6136a
In-Vehicle Travel Time
(lognormal) −4.5290 a
ASC_3
(triangular)
Standard deviations parameters
Price
In-Vehicle Travel Time
ASC_3

(lognormal)
(lognormal)
(triangular)

1.2752***
0.7490***

−7.38 a
−10.87

8.02
3.50

−2.6136 a
−4.5290 a

1.2752***
0.7490***

−7.38 a
−10.87

−3.2278***

-8.11

5.0986***

12.42

8.02
3.50

Observed heterogeneity in the price sensitivity
Price* respondent pays dummy
Price*commuting trip dummy
Price* car in household dummy
Price* gender dummy (male=1)

1.0741***
−1.6848***
−2.0989***
1.3558***

4.89
−4.39
−10.38
−8.03

1.0741***
−1.6848***
−2.0989***
1.3558***

4.89
−4.39
−10.38
−8.03

−0.0040***
−0.0135***
−0.0013
−0.005***

−4.30
−12.38
−1.35
−4.81

Attributes
Displacement time outbound trip earlier
Displacement time outbound trip later
Displacement time return trip earlier
Displacement time return trip later
Control variables
Journey length in minutes
(Journey length in minutes)^2
Travel mostly during rush hour dummy
Car in household dummy
Gender dummy (male=1)
Purpose of the trip dummy Commute
Business trip
Education
Shopping
Visiting
Event
Other
Alternative Specific Constant
Respondents 472

Choice cards per respondent 8

−1.0522*** −9.71
0.2100
1.58
0.3304***
4.11
−0.4129*** −3.23
−1.2387*** −10.84
0.0351
0.24
1.0189***
7.78
0.0921
0.75
0.2748*
1.81
Reference group
0.0180
0.10
Number of Halton draws 2000

−0.0534*** -8.18
0.0001***
4.74
0.1728
0.99
2.6807***
8.26
1.4891***
8.86
1.0981***
3.92
−1.5828*** -5.76
−0.5198* -1.72
−0.6968** -2.23
−0.7738** -2.24
−1.3356*** -3.00
Reference group

log-likelihood −2755.3

Note: ***, ** and * indicate, respectively, significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
a
As the H0 of a zero fixed part of this marginal utility means that this coefficient is −∞ ( Exp(−∞)=0), there is no
(valid) t-statistic (Bhat 1998a). The reported statistic is against zero and only shows that the standard error is
smaller than the coefficient.
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A likelihood ratio test rejects the nested logit model in favour of the mixed logit at the 1%
level. The control variables have significant effects in the mixed logit more often than in the
nested logit, suggesting that the mixed logit gives a sharper image of the preferences. The
constant of the restricted ticket is again insignificant. Journey length has a significant
quadratic effect; its net effect remains negative in the sample.
Unlike in the previous estimation, car ownership and gender now have significant effects
on alternative specific utility. Men are more likely to choose the restricted ticket or no ticket
alternatives. Presumably, for the types of travellers in the sample, men have more flexibility
regarding when and whether to travel. This could be because women, in the Netherlands, are
more constrained by the requirements of home life. Car ownership has a significant positive
effect on the utility of the no ticket alternative, probably because a car in the household gives
an alternative to train travel. The car dummy has no effect on the utility of the restricted ticket.
The effects of the purposes of the trip and the peak travel dummies with the mixed logit are
broadly similar to those found by nested logit. The most important differences are that now
commuters are significantly more willing to choose the no ticket alternative and that the
education dummy now has no effect.
Again, the four travel moment restrictions all have a significant negative effect, except for
the displacement earlier for the return trip. Their coefficients from the mixed logit are roughly
the same as those found earlier and have the same relative sizes.
Table 6.8: Aggregate price elasticities for the unrestricted ticket
all
All respondents
Partly or fully compensated
Uncompensated
Car in the household
No car in the household

A car in the household
No car in the household
Both genders men women Both genders men women

−0.206 −0.187
−0.119 −0.107
−0.269 −0.250
−0.056 −0.034
−0.256 −0.227

−0.326
−0.197
−0.444
−0.077
−0.378

−0.102
−0.043
−0.143
−0.014
−0.127

−0.335
−0.234
−0.379
−0.110
−0.638

−0.604
−0.473
−0.708
−0.260
−0.933

−0.254
−0.110
−0.304
−0.073
−0.524

Table 6.9: Aggregate price elasticities for the restricted ticket
all

A car in the household
Both genders men

No car in the household
women Both genders men

women

All respondents
Partly or fully compensated
Uncompensated

−0.397 −0.354
−0.282 −0.259
−0.437 −0.385

−0.531 −0.209 −0.728
−0.374 −0.137 −0.411
−0.591 −0.374 −0.885

−1.017 −0.615
−0.657 −0.241
−1.351 −0.755

Car in the household

−0.119 −0.068

−0.123 −0.028 −0.265

−0.462 −0.205

No car in the household

−0.397 −0.354

−0.531 −0.209 −0.728

−1.017 −0.615

6.7. Willingness-To-Pay and Elasticities for the Mixed Logit
Interpreting a mixed logit—especially with lognormal random parameters with interaction
terms—is difficult. The results are best interpreted by calculating elasticities and WTPs. We
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simulate the micro elasticities using 250 Halton draws, and aggregate them by calculating the
choice probability weighted average.31 Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the aggregate price elasticities
for the unrestricted and restricted ticket alternatives.
The elasticities for the restricted ticket are larger in absolute sense than those of the
unrestricted ticket. The restricted ticket is a lower quality substitute for the unrestricted ticket,
and thus has an higher (in absolute sense) price elasticity. If the household of the respondent
owns a car, the respondent has a much smaller (absolute) elasticity. This is presumably
because the car dummy also measures the effect of income. The (partly) compensated react
rather inelastically to price changes. Conversely, respondents who pay the entire price
themselves react more to price changes. Men are more price sensitive than women.
Table 6.10 shows the WTPs, which we simulate using the same draws as for the elasticities.
The column on the far right contains the fully and partly compensated and the ‘other’ group.
The ‘other’ group includes, for instance, those who travelled on a free travel day.
There is same pattern as before in the relative sizes of the WTPs of the restrictions. The
WTP of displacement time return trip earlier is zero, as its coefficient is insignificant. Having
to travel later for the morning (outbound) trip is valued the highest. The respondents are on
average willing to spend €6.17 per hour of reduction in displacement time outbound trip later.
Table 6.10: Willingness-to-pay per hour of travel time and travel moment restrictions
Variable

Average
Both genders men women Uncompensated

Partly or fully
Compensated

€ 6.54

€ 4.04 € 13.58 € 5.12

€ 13.97

Displacement time outbound trip earlier € 1.83

€ 1.13 € 3.80 € 1.43

€ 3.91

Displacement time outbound trip later € 6.17

€ 3.82 € 12.82 € 4.83

€ 13.19

Displacement time return trip later

€ 1.56 € 5.22 € 1.97

€ 5.37

In-Vehicle Travel Time

€ 2.52

That women have a higher value of time and lower price elasticity is a surprising result
(although Lam and Small (2001) find the comparable results of women having higher values
of reliability and schedule delay). Usually, the result is that they are more price sensitive and
have lower values of time, reliability and schedule delay, because on average women have a
lower income. We explain this result in the following manner. A large share of the female
single-ticket travellers are part-time workers. If one would commute 4 or 5 days a week by
train, it would be cheaper to travel by season ticket and not buy single tickets. In the
Netherlands, it is common for women who are married with children to work part-time.
Besides working, these women usually do the brunt of the housework and childcare. Thus, the
demand on their time is high and their schedules strict, implying that they value their time
highly and care less about ticket price.

31

The second simulation was performed in Gauss 6.0. The Halton draws were based on primes 2, 3 and 5.
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6.8. Comparison of the Estimations
This section compares the price elasticities and WTPs for the MNL of Table 6.3, the nested
logits of Tables 6.4 and 6.5, and the mixed logit of Table 6.7. Table 6.11 gives the aggregate
elasticities for the estimations. Table 6.12 tabulates the average WTPs. The aggregate price
elasticity is the lowest for MNL and highest for the final nested logit. The aggregate elasticity
is lower with mixed logit than with nested logit, although it is much larger than with MNL.
The elasticities in Table 6.11 can be seen as surprisingly low, as passenger volume or
kilometre elasticities to ticket price are usually higher. However, our elasticities are alternative
choice elasticities, and thus are not directly comparable with the usual total demand
elasticities. Because there are two ticket alternatives and not one.
Bhat (1998a) finds that the price elasticity is larger with mixed logit than with his MNL.
Bhat (1998b) also finds that the elasticities were lower with his MNL. These results are thus
similar to ours, in that the elasticities with MNL are lower than those with mixed logit. We do
find, however, that with the nested logit the price elasticities are higher than with mixed logit.
Bhat (1998a) notes that the WTPs with MNL are somewhat larger than with mixed logit.
Bhat (2000) concludes that the values of in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle travel time are
substantially larger with mixed logit than with MNL.
There are two distinct patterns in Table 6.12. The value of travel time increases as one
moves from the MNL to the final nested logit. The column on the far left is the most simple,
and the more to the right a column is, the more complex and better fitting the estimation is.
There is a decrease in the WTP of travel time from the nested logit to the mixed logit.
Table 6.11: Comparison of the price elasticities for the unrestricted ticket
Estimation type

Aggregate price elasticities for the unrestricted ticket

MNL (Table 6.2)
Simple nested logit (Table 6.3)
Final nested logit (Table 6.3)
Mixed logit (Table 6.7)

−0.103
−0.320
−0.380
−0.206

Table 6.12: Comparison of the WTPs of all the models
Average WTPs per hour

MNL

Simple
Final nested
nested logit
logit b

In-Vehicle Travel Time

€ 1.30a

€ 7.29

€ 7.30

€ 6.54

Displacement time outbound trip earlier € 5.63

€ 1.23

€ 1.08

€ 1.83

Displacement time outbound trip later € 34.87

€ 7.77

Displacement time return trip earlier

€ 4.55

€ 0.47

Displacement time return trip later

€ 12.35

€ 2.51

a

€ 3.77
a

b

€ 0.17
€ 1.37

Averages from
mixed logit

€ 6.17
a

€ 0.61a
€ 2.52

Note: These WTPs are not significantly different from zero. The figures for the final nested logit are the
averages ignoring the fully compensated, as these respondents do not have valid WTPs in this estimation. Hence,
the figures in this column are not directly comparable with the figures in the other columns.
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The WTPs for the restrictions are the highest for the MNL and the lowest for the final
nested logit. The WTPs for the restrictions are larger with mixed logit than with nested logit.
Thus, not controlling for the unobserved heterogeneity in the marginal utilities lowers the
WTPs for the restrictions. Conversely, not controlling for the correlated unobserved elements
and observed heterogeneity increases the WTPs for the restrictions. The WTP for travel time
increases as one moves from the MNL to the nested logit. Not controlling for observed
heterogeneity in the marginal utilities and non-IID unobserved elements caused an
underestimation of the value of travel time.
Our results on the effect on the WTPs of ignoring heterogeneity comparable to those of
earlier studies. Nevertheless, there is no pattern in which estimation has the highest WTP: for
some WTPs the mixed logit has the highest value, for some others not. Still, not controlling
for observed heterogeneity and the correlation of the unobserved elements (i.e. the nested
structure) has more of an effect on the WTPs and elasticities.
As discussed, it is an interesting question what the cause is of the differences between the
results of the empirical literature and the results of Horowitz (1980). In this regard, the effect
of not including journey length is interesting. Not including journey length causes an
underestimation of the relative sizes of the coefficients of price and travel time because of a
missing variable bias. Thus, the difference in results due to a correlation between the
unobserved elements with some of the levels of the attributes. It is worth noting that including
the purpose of the last-made trip dummies and controlling for travel-cost compensation also
has a substantial effect on the estimated WTPs. This makes it even more important to control
for compensation. It is not only a source of heterogeneity in the price sensitivities, but not
controlling for it can also cause an underestimation of the average price sensitivity.
The different (average) WTPs and price elasticities from the MNL compared with the
mixed logit could have large implications for proposed policies based on the results. If the
MNL estimation of Table 6.2 were to be followed instead of the mixed logit, then policies
might invest too little in travel time savings, as in-vehicle travel time has a marginal utility of
zero in Table 6.2. A restricted ticket designed following this MNL might offer too much in the
way of monetary savings. The MNL also overestimates the WTPs for the restrictions. Hence, a
restricted ticket designed in accordance with the MNL results might perhaps have restricted
periods that are too narrow. A policy to increase train travel by lowering the price might lower
the price of the ticket by a too large an amount.

6.9. Travel-cost compensation and the Value of Time
Cost compensation has, as one would expect, a large effect on price sensitivities, and thereby
on the values of time. Compensated users have far higher values of time. In the nested logit
estimation, they do not even have a valid value of time, as their marginal utility of price does
not significantly differ from zero, and one cannot divide by zero. This highlights a second
effect of compensation: it makes it difficult or impossible to calculate values of time.
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In our calculations, we used the marginal utilities of price of the compensated users to
calculate their values of time. This might be unsatisfactory, as their employers and the
government (by the favourable tax treatment of compensation) also pay for the trip. Thus, their
marginal valuations of money should also be included in the calculation. An alternative might
be to use the marginal utilities of the uncompensated users to calculate the compensated
users’s value of time.
Travel-cost compensation has an influence on how pricing affects behaviour and welfare. If
the train fare is raised, the fully-compensated users are not that affected. The uncompensated
are more affected and will probably change their behaviour. A policy of tariff differentiation
to spread the demand more over time is less effective with compensation, as the large group of
compensated users will probably not change their travel moments. Our dataset only has
current train travellers. It is not representative for other modes. Still, compensation probably
has comparable effects in these cases.

6.10. Conclusion
This chapter studied an SP experiment on the choice of train ticket, conducted among 472
single ticket travellers in the Netherlands. We used multinomial logit (MNL), nested logit, and
mixed logit estimations. The experiment has three alternatives: (1) a full fare ticket without
restrictions (the unrestricted ticket); (2) a reduced fare ticket with restrictions on travel during
peak hours (the restricted ticket); and (3) neither the first nor the second alternative.
Both ticket alternatives concern a train trip to the same destination, and both produce the
utility of undertaking the train trip. The choices among the three alternatives appear to have a
strong nested structure: the unobserved characteristics of the two ticket alternatives are
correlated. This violates the assumption of MNL that the unobserved elements are
Independently Distributed. The marginal utilities of travel time and price differ over the
respondents for unobserved reasons. As a consequence of all this, the panel mixed logit
method seems most appropriate for this dataset.
Travel-cost compensation has, understandably, a large influence on price sensitivity.
Uncompensated respondents appear to be much more price sensitive than compensated
respondents. This is important, as a large proportion of Dutch travellers are compensated for
their travel costs. The compensated accept a higher price increase for travel time decreases and
for relaxing restrictions on the timing of travel. This has consequences for the welfare effects
and predicted behaviour changes due to price changes, train schedule alterations, and rail
network improvements.
Not controlling for the unobserved heterogeneous marginal utilities seems to result in
higher price sensitivities. Not controlling for observed heterogeneity and non-IID unobserved
elements seems to result in lower sensitivities. The WTPs for the travel moment restrictions
are lower with mixed logit than with nested logit, whereas the value of travel time is higher
with mixed logit. The value of time from MNL is not significantly different from zero,
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whereas with mixed logit it is. Policies based on the MNL model specification might be very
different from those based on the mixed logit. For instance, such a policy might under-invest
in travel time savings, as travel time has a marginal utility of zero in the MNL.
It is a common finding in the literature that estimations that control for unobserved
heterogeneity find different WTPs than estimations that do not. However, this is not the case
for all studies. Furthermore, of the studies that do find differences between the WTPs from
MNL and mixed logit, some find an overestimation by MNL and some find an
underestimation. It is an interesting question for further research to see under which
circumstances the empirical reality is different from the theoretical predictions. These results
might be explained by Chapter 5, which found that the WTP of an attribute from MNL can be
positively biased if there is positive correlation between the marginal utilities of price and the
attribute, and negatively biased with negative correlation.

Chapter 7:

Choice of season cards
in public transport
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7.1. Introduction32
The previous chapter looked at single-ticket train travellers. This chapter analyses the
preferences of Dutch Railways season-ticket holders. With a season ticket one travels free of
extra charge by public transport. Season tickets are often used in public transport systems as
one of the ticket types. In the Netherlands, season-ticket holders account for a large share of
the travel kilometres. Furthermore, season-ticket holders are likely to be frequent train users,
as this group predominantly consists of regular commuters (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006a).
Hence, this group of users is important in public transport and the analysis of public transport.
Yet, the empirical study of the preferences of season-ticket holders has been limited.
This chapter studies a Stated Preference (SP) experiment performed on current Dutch
Railways season-ticket holders. Steer Davies Gleave (2007) designed and carried out the
experiment. The respondents chose between three alternatives: (1) an unrestricted season
ticket, which is the same as their current one but more expensive; (2) a (hypothetical) ticket
which is cheaper than their current ticket with restrictions on allowed travel frequency and
travel during the rush hour; and (3) no ticket (i.e. not owning a season ticket anymore).
An interesting aspect of the survey is that it has information on the proportion of the
ticket’s price that is paid by the respondent. This makes it possible to control for travel-cost
compensation by third parties. This is important, as a large share of Dutch commuters and
business travellers get their travel costs (partly) compensated by their employer (Steer Davies
Gleave, 2006b). It is even more important for the season-ticket holders of this chapter than for
the single ticket travellers of the previous chapter; since compensation is more common
among the more regular train travellers. Table 7.1 shows that 58% of the respondents are fully
compensated, 9% get nothing compensated, and the remainder is partly compensated. In the
previous chapter, 22% of the respondents was fully compensated and 12% partly. It is unlikely
that a fully compensated respondent is just as price sensitive as a comparable uncompensated
respondent.
Table 7.1: Proportion of the price of the season ticket paid by the respondents
Proportion of the price paid by the respondent
0%
1%-25%
26%-50%
51%-75%
75%-99%
100%

Number of respondents

Percentage of the respondents

328
76
56
35
21
52

57.7%
13.4%
9.9%
6.2%
3.7%
9.2%

The two ticket alternatives both entail owning a season ticket; hence, both produce the
utility of owning a season ticket. This means that the unobserved utilities of the two
32

This is chapter is based on Van den Berg, Kroes and Verhoef (2009), published in European Transport (journal
website www.istiee.org/te).
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alternatives are correlated, violating the assumption behind MNL that all unobserved utilities
are uncorrelated. Nested logit and mixed logit can control for this. We calculate elasticities to
price changes and WTPs for changes in the ticket’s restrictions. We find large and interesting
differences between the elasticities and WTPs from the estimations.
As the previous chapter discussed, it is common to find in the empirical literature that MNL
gives incorrect estimates when unobserved heterogeneity is present. For instance, Bhat (2000)
finds that MNL underestimates the WTPs for out-of- and in-vehicle travel time and
overestimates the “cost” elasticities, compared with his mixed logit. Train (1998) states for his
data that the WTPs are larger with mixed logit than with MNL. Yet, the WTPs from his mixed
logit with correlated parameters are smaller than those from MNL and mixed logit. The
theoretical study of Horowitz (1980) finds that ignoring heterogeneous marginal utilities
causes no bias in ratio of coefficients (i.e. WTPs) from MNL. Chapter 5 extended the work of
Horowitz by including correlated marginal utilities, and found that MNL then can give
different WTP estimates than their design values.
MNL and nested logit can only control for observed heterogeneity. In this respect, it is
important that our survey has data on compensation, which we find indeed has large effects on
price sensitivities and WTPs. This chapter studies whether the WTPs and elasticities from
MNL, nested logit, and mixed logit differ, as was found in other empirical studies and the
previous chapter. It also studies what the effect is of travel cost compensation.

7.2. Discussion of the Season ticket SP Experiment
This chapter uses the dataset from an SP experiment, in which 626 current Dutch Railways
(NS) season-ticket holders participated. The experiment is part of a larger survey: the NS tariff
structure review stated preference survey. The ticket choice experiment of the previous
chapter is also part of this survey. Chapter 6 gave further details of this survey, so in this
chapter we will be concise. The experiment does not cover people who might become ticket
holders in the future. Hence, the results here are not representative for the population of
potential ticket holders.
The experiment was based on an orthogonal, fractional factorial design and there was no
correlation between any of the design variables. The experiment had 32 different choice cards.
A respondent was shown eight randomly-selected cards (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b). The
price of the current season ticket was used as a benchmark in the creation of the choice cards.
Table 7.2 gives a description of the SP experiment. Figure 7.1 gives an example choice card.
The presentation order of the alternatives was random for each card.
There are four levels for the price difference design variable: 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of
the current price. The price difference was divided over an increase for the unrestricted ticket
and a lowering for the restricted ticket (Steer Davies Gleave, 2006b).
The restricted season ticket was invalid during the peak. A holder of this ticket has to travel
outside the restricted periods, buy a single train ticket to travel in the restricted period, or
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travel by a different mode. The start and end points of the AM and PM restricted periods
varied independently around the reference times of 8:00 and 17:00. Each of the four travel
moment restriction variables has four levels, 0, 30, 60, and 90 minutes. In half of the choice
cards, the restricted ticket allowed for a maximum of 5 days of travelling per week. We
divided the prices of the yearly season tickets by 12, to obtain monthly prices. The average
monthly price of a current season ticket was €170.
Table 7.2: Description of the season-ticket-choice experiment
Design variables

Levels of the design variables

Price difference between the
two types of season tickets
Travel moment restrictions
Maximum 5 days of travel per week

10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of the current price
0 min, 30 min, 60 min and 90 min from 8:00 or 17:00
Yes a maximum or no maximum

Note: source Steer Davies Gleave (2006b)

Figure 7.1: Example season-ticket choice card

Season ticket A

Season ticket B

On weekdays invalid between
7:30-9:00 and 16:30-17:00

Valid all day

Card can be used at maximum 5
days a week
Ticket price is €188

Season ticket A

Ticket price is €230

Season ticket

Note: Choice cards were in Dutch. The figure is based on Steer Davies Gleave (2006b, p. 7, Fig. 3.1), translation
is by the authors.

7.3. Methodology
This section describes the empirical methodology, Earlier, Chapter 6 went into more detail,
but as the datasets are comparable, we will keep it short. The utility function for alternative i
of respondent q in choice situation t has two parts: a deterministic part and an additive random
part that is unknown to the observer.
To interpret the estimations, we calculate alternative choice probability price elasticities,
which are the elasticities of the probability that individual q, in choice situation t, chooses
alternative i, with respect to a change in price. We aggregate the micro elasticities by taking
the choice probability weighted average.
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Nested logit is a popular alternative for MNL. It relaxes to some extent the assumption of
independently distributed unobserved elements, by allowing for correlation between the
utilities of alternatives in predefined “nests”. In our study, the unrestricted ticket and cheaper
ticket with restrictions are probably close substitutes.
Mixed logit allows for unobserved heterogeneity in marginal utilities, by adding random
terms to the marginal utilities. It is also possible to control for observed differences in the
marginal utilities, by including covariates. Mixed logit can also be used as a stochastic form of
nested logit, by giving ASCs random elements (Train, 2003); this specification also measures
heterogeneous preferences for alternatives (Bhat, 1998b). We use the panel version of mixed
logit, as developed by Revelt and Train (1998).
The distribution form of the random part has to be predefined. We use two types of
distribution: the first is the triangular distribution, the second the lognormal. Lognormals have
the useful property that marginal utilities are constrained to have the same sign for all users.
This is useful for variables for which it is implausible to have positive effects on utility. We
use simulated maximum likelihood using LIMDEP. The micro price elasticities and WTPs are
simulated using 100 Halton draws in Gauss 6.0.

7.4. Utility Functions for Season-ticket holders
This section describes the deterministic utility function. In the first two alternatives, the
respondent owns a season ticket. Accordingly, the utilities of these two contain the benefit of
owning a season ticket. The price parameter is the same for both alternatives. To control for
compensation, the price variable is interacted with the proportion paid by the respondent and
proportion paid by others variables. The coefficient for “price paid by a third party” is zero if
the respondent does not care about the money spent by the third party. Still, if, for instance, an
employee fears that a price increase induces the employer to make the compensation policy
less generous, then the coefficient will be negative.
In (7.1a-c), the βp2q is the coefficient of “price*proportion paid” (representing “own”
expenses) and βp3q is the coefficient of the other interacted price variable (representing the
amount spent by the third party). If the utility of individual q of owning a season ticket is
subtracted from each alternative, this results in the utility functions of (7.1).
The constant of the no ticket alternative (ASC_3q) equals minus the utility of owning a ticket.
The five “restriction variables” are added to the restricted ticket’s utility function. The first is a
dummy for whether the restricted ticket can be used for a maximum of five days per week.
There are two variables measuring the beginning and end of the restrictions in the morning,
and two that do the same for the afternoon. These four variables are measured in minutes from
some reference point. The reference points can be measured in two ways. In the first, the
reference points are 8:00 and 17:00; this is the same as in the choice cards shown to the
respondents. The second type follows Steer Davies Gleave (2006b), and is centred on the
times the respondent reported to start and finish her round trip. Suppose that the respondent
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gets on the train at 8:00 AM for the outbound journey, at 18:30 for the return journey, and her
trip takes 30 minutes. Further, suppose that the restricted ticket is invalid between 7:00-8:30
and 16:00-18:00. Then, if she wants to travel with the restricted ticket, she should displace her
outbound travel moment to 60 minutes earlier or to 30 minutes later. The start of the return
journey needs no alteration, and therefore the values for displacement times for the return trip
are zero. The displacement times earlier for the outbound and return trip are centred on the
current arrival times; the displacement times later are centred on the current departure times.
As the restrictions limit travel flexibility, we expect that their parameters are negative. This
set-up of the utility functions is very similar to the one in the previous chapter.
V  unrestricted ticket qt   p 2 q * price1qt * proportion paid q   p 3q * price1qt 1  proportion paid q  ,

V restricted ticket qt   p2q *price2qt *proportion paidq   p3q *price2qt 1 proportion paidq 
,
5





n

* restrictionnqt + ASC_2q

(7.1a)
(7.1b)

1

V  n o tic k e t  q t

   1 q * o w n in g a c a r d q  A S C _ 3 q .

(7.1c)

7.5. MNL Estimations
Of the 626 respondents who completed the experiment, 568 respondents are used. The other
respondent were filtered out because they reported that their most frequent trip was for other
purposes than commuting, travelling for their education, or a business trip. The focus in this
study is on these groups of “scheduled” travellers. The four travel-moment restriction
variables are formulated in the “displacement time” format.33 Just as in Chapter 6, the
displacement time variables cannot be directly used to measure schedule delay valuation: even
with the restricted ticket, respondents can travel in the restricted period with single tickets or
by car.
Table 7.3 gives the final MNL estimation. It controls for the effect of gender and travel-cost
compensation on price sensitivities, and differentiates the ASCs over gender, travel moment
flexibility, car ownership, age, and trip frequency. Most important is that the estimation
controls cost compensation. Respondents react significantly stronger to prices if they pay a
higher proportion themselves. Nevertheless, even respondents who currently are fully
compensated are not completely price insensitive.

33

In an estimation not shown here, the MNL was re-estimated using the absolute travel moment restrictions. This
had little effect on the coefficients of the other attributes. The only substantial effect was on the ASC of the
restricted ticket.
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Table 7.3: The final MNL model
unrestricted ticket (1)
Coeff
t-statistic

restricted ticket (2)
Coeff
t-statistic

no ticket (3)
Coeff
t-statistic

Attributes

-8.44

-0.0064***

-8.44

-4.85

***

-4.85

***

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

0.0043
-0.0085***

4.01
-3.72

Displacement time outbound trip later

-0.0187***

-9.29

***

-6.33

***

-4.63

***

-0.2578

-2.75

-0.1342***

-3.99

price*proportion paid (generic)
price*proportion paid by others (generic)
price*proportion paid*gender (generic)

-0.0064***
-0.0023

***

0.0043

Displacement time return trip earlier
Displacement time return trip later
Max 5 days travel

***

4.01

-0.0023

-0.0118
-0.0098

Control variables
Inflexible travel moment
Journey time in
minutes dummies:

15 min or less

Reference Group

16 to 30 min

0.1166

Reference Group

0.78

-0.7542***

-4.65

***

-4.49

31 to 45 min

-0.1603

-0.97

-0.8073

46 to 90 min

-0.3540**

-2.02

-0.7452***

-4.02

-0.1733

-1.04

***

-5.10

Car in household

0.1916

*

1.82

0.0473

0.41

Frequency trip

0.0273

0.33

-0.0736

-0.77

-0.0658

-0.67

-0.0918

-0.71

More than 90

Gender dummy (1=women)
Age dummies

18 or less

0.8275

1.21

19 to 29

1.1382*

1.87

30 to 39

**

1.99

1.2101

40 to 49

0.8267

1.36

50 to 59

*

1.92

1.1639

60 and older

-0.7514***

ASC
Respondents 568

-0.9741

Choice cards per respondent 8

log-likelihood -2815.6

-3.59

Reference Group
-3.0454*** -4.79
Adjusted Rho2

0.5700

Note: ***, ** and *, respectively indicate significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.

All six coefficients of the attributes are of the expected negative sign, and significant at the
1% level. Among the displacement time attributes, the later restriction of the outbound trip
moment gives more disutility than the displacement time earlier of the outbound trip. In
contrast, for the return trip the displacement time earlier gives more disutility than later. This
probably reflects that the scheduling constraints at the destination (e.g. work) are tighter than
at the origin (e.g. at home).
Both ASCs are significantly negative. Control variables make the ASCs group specific and
hence control for heterogeneous preferences. The inflexible travel moment variable is a count
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variable for how often out of four questions the respondent answered that she could not
change her travel moments of the most frequent trip. The higher the value of this variable, the
more inflexible she is, and the less attractive the restricted ticket.
Dummies reflecting the journey length (in-vehicle travel time of the most frequent trip) are
added. Note that these are not attributes, but background variables. An advantage of using
dummies is that it enables the study of non-linear effects. Respondents with journeys shorter
than 16 minutes are more likely to choose the no ticket alternative. Presumably, with shorter
trips there is more competition from alternative modes of transport. The effect on the
restricted ticket alternative is more unclear. Only the 46 to 90 minutes dummy has a
significant effect. This suggests that this group has more difficulty coping with restrictions.
The car dummy is 1 if the household owns one or more cars. It has a slightly significant
effect in the restricted ticket’s utility function; it does not affect the constant of the third no
ticket alternative; indicating that car availability does not alter the utility of owning a season
ticket. Finally, a categorical variable for the weekly frequency of the most often made trip is
added. This variable controls for that persons who travel more might receive different utilities
from the alternatives. Surprisingly, this variable has no effect with MNL.
The estimation tests whether there is a different valuation of the season ticket over the age
groups. The 30 to 39 and 50 to 59 year olds value a season ticket less than the 60 and older
group. For the 18 and younger, 19 to 29, and 40 to 49 no effect is found.
The effects of the price and travel restrictions might differ with gender. The estimation of
Table 7.3 interacts price with gender and adds gender dummies to the utility functions. The
price*(proportion paid)*gender interaction has a significant positive effect on utility,
indicating that women are less price sensitive than men. Conversely, the gender dummies
alone have no direct effect. This predicts that there is no difference in the valuation of the
alternatives over gender. The total marginal utility of price is given by:
 total

q

 (  p 2 +  g *genderq ) proportion paid q +  p 3 (1-proportion paid q )

.

(7.2)

Occupation and purpose of the most frequent trip have no significant effects with MNL on
alternative specific utility or marginal utilities. We expected that, with access to an easily
available alternative mode, the respondent would be more price sensitive. Interacting the
restriction attributes with background variables did not lead to improvements. We expected
that respondents with more restricted travel moments value travel moment restrictions more.
Yet, this was not significantly so. Similarly, car ownership, age, purpose of the trip, and
occupation do not differentiate the marginal utilities. Interacting the gender dummy with the
other attributes also does not improve matters.
Table 7.4 shows the average WTPs for the restrictions. A WTP is the coefficient of an
attribute divided by the marginal utility of the price; it measures what price increase gives the
same utility as a one unit decrease in the attribute. The fully-compensated respondents are
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willing to spend much more for reductions in the restrictions than the not fully compensated.
Women are willing to spend more than men. On average, men will on average accept a €2.92
per month price increase, and women €8.19, for a one minute decrease in the displacement
time later for the outbound trip. A one-minute decrease in the displacement time earlier for the
return trip gives men on average the same utility as a price increase of €1.85. This value is
€5.20 for women.
The price elasticities of the unrestricted and restricted ticket are differentiated in Table 7.5
by the proportion paid and by gender. The elasticities are rather low (in absolute sense).
Especially, the price elasticities for the unrestricted ticket are very small. The elasticities are in
fact so low that it is suspicious. Women react more inelastically to price changes than men. It
is surprising that fully-compensated women have a larger elasticity (in absolute sense) than
women who pay the entire price themselves. This is a perplexing result, as one would expect
that the larger share a person has to pay, the more price-sensitive she is. The elasticities for the
restricted ticket are larger in absolute sense than for the unrestricted ticket. The responses of
the respondent seem very price inelastic. The MNL estimation shows that compensation has
indeed a large effect on the price sensitivity.
Table 7.4: WTP for reductions in the restrictions for the final MNL model
Variable

Coef / average total combined
marginal utility of price
Both genders men

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

€ 1.85

€ 3.70

€ 1.68

€ 8.19

€ 8.13

€ 3.70

€ 1.85

€ 5.20

€ 5.13

€ 2.34

€ 2.12

€ 1.53

€ 4.28

€ 4.26

€ 1.94

€ 56.06

€ 40.34

€ 113.03

€ 112.09

€ 74.26

€ 4.06

Displacement time return trip earlier

€ 2.58

Displacement time return trip later
Max 5 days travel

women

For those who
receive no cost
compensation

€ 3.73

Displacement time outbound trip later

€ 1.33

For the fully
compensated

€ 2.92

Table 7.5: Aggregate price elasticities for the MNL model
Unrestricted season ticket
Restricted season ticket
combined men women combined men women
For the whole group
For the fully compensated
For those who receive no travel cost
compensation

−0.132
−0.091

−0.164
−0.098

−0.088
−0.082

−0.369
−0.292

−0.427 −0.279
−0.304 −0.275

−0.216

−0.296

−0.058

−0.492

−0.613 −0.210

7.6. The Nested Logit Estimation
The nested logit estimation of Table 7.6 controls for the correlated unobserved utilities of the
two season ticket alternatives. The two season ticket alternatives are in the “buy a season
ticket” nest and the no ticket alternative is in the “do not buy a ticket” nest. Adding control
variables in estimation proved more difficult with nested logit than with MNL. When we add
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the inflexible travel moment variable or journey length dummies, the estimation does not
converge. Hence, we add journey length in minutes and its squared form to the estimation,
allowing at least some control for non-linear effects.
Table 7.7 tabulates the WTPs, Table 7.8 the elasticities. With nested logit the elasticities
are considerably higher than with MNL. Women show elastic responses to price changes in
the restricted ticket. Reassuring is that we no longer see the strange result that women who are
fully compensated are more sensitive to price changes than women that receive no
compensation, as was found in the MNL estimation. The result is now that the larger the share
a woman pays of the price, the more price sensitive she is.
The responses to price changes of the unrestricted ticket are again more inelastic than for
the restricted ticket. The price elasticities with our nested logit are larger than with MNL,
because the price coefficient is bigger. Again, the fully-compensated respondents are less price
sensitive than the uncompensated. This suggests that in forecasting it is important to control
for compensation, as otherwise the predicted changes can be incorrect.
Table 7.6: The nested logit model
unrestricted ticket (1) restricted ticket (2)
Coeff
t-statistic
Coeff
t-statistic

no ticket (3)
Coeff t-statistic

Attributes
Price * proportion paid (generic)
Price * proportion paid by others (generic)
Price * proportion paid*gender dummy
(generic)

−0.0273***
−0.0089

***

−9.73

−0.0273***

−9.73

−6.59

***

−6.59

0.0137***

3.78

−0.0089

0.0137***

3.78

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

−0.0089

***

−3.82

Displacement time outbound trip later

−0.0183***

−9.01

−0.0112

***

−5.84

Displacement time return trip later

−0.0092

***

−4.31

Max 5 days travel

−0.2840***

−2.94

−0.0306***

−5.27

Displacement time return trip earlier

Control variables
Journey time in minutes
(Journey time in minutes)^2

0.0002

***
***

4.82

−0.0236*** −3.84
0.0002***

3.45

Car in household

0.3086

2.84

0.0066

0.06

Frequency trip

−0.1114

−1.29

−0.0856

−0.92

−0.1180

−1.02

Gender dummy (1=women)
ASC

0.0741

0.68

−0.6697***

−2.94

−1.9280*** −8.97

Nest level scale parameters
Nest
Buy a season ticket
Do not buy a season ticket
Respondents 568
Rho2 0.5649

Coeff
0.1710***
1.0000
Choice cards per respondent

8

t-statistic (against H0: scale parameter =1)
29.06
Fixed normalised parameter
log-likelihood −2799.2

Adjusted

Note: ***, **, and * respectively indicate significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level
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Table 7.7: WTPs for the nested logit model
Variable

Coef / average total combined
marginal utility of price
Both genders men

For the fully
compensated

For those who
receive no cost
compensation

women

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

€ 0.76

€ 0.68

€ 0.92

€ 1.01

€ 0.39

Displacement time outbound trip later

€ 1.56

€ 1.39

€ 1.90

€ 2.08

€ 0.80

Displacement time return trip earlier

€ 0.94

€ 0.84

€ 1.15

€ 1.28

€ 0.49

Displacement time return trip later

€ 0.79

€ 0.70

€ 0.95

€ 1.05

€ 0.40

Max 5 days travel

€ 24.22

€ 21.56

€ 29.38

€ 32.36

€ 12.37

Table 7.8: Aggregate price elasticities for the nested logit estimation
Group
For the whole group
For the fully compensated
For those who receive no travel cost
compensation

Unrestricted season ticket
combined
men
women

Restricted season ticket
combined
men
women

−0.355
−0.215

−0.428
−0.230

−0.254
−0.196

−1.525
−1.118

−1.724
−1.182

−1.206
−1.036

−0.686

−0.853

−0.352

−2.154

−2.439

−1.384

7.7. Mixed Logit Estimation
The mixed logit of Table 7.9 also controls for observed heterogeneity in the marginal utility of
price due to cost compensation, car ownership, and gender; and differentiates the ASCs over
observed characteristics. A likelihood ratio test reject the nested logit in favour of the mixed
logit at the 1% level. The marginal utility of price has a negative lognormal distribution. The
random element of ASC_3 has a triangular distribution.
The coefficients of the interactions of gender, costs compensation, and car ownership are
significant. That the coefficient of price interacted with proportion paid is positive makes
clear that the larger the proportion of the price a respondent currently pays, the more price
sensitive she is. Women are again less price sensitive, as for women the marginal utility is
multiplied by exp(−0.45). Now, car ownership of the respondent’s household does have a
significant effect on the marginal utility of price. Other control variables had no effect.
The coefficients of the restrictions are negative and highly significant. The coefficients of
the restrictions are roughly the same as in MNL and nested logit. A noticeable difference is
that the ordering of relative sizes is slightly different. Now, the coefficient for Displacement
time return trip later is slightly larger than the one of Displacement time return trip earlier,
whereas before it was the other way around. None of the restriction attributes have significant
random components.
The journey length variable and its squared form have significant effects on the utilities of
the restricted ticket and no ticket alternatives. The longer the journey length is, the lower the
utilities of the second and third alternatives. These utilities decrease with the car dummy.
Different from the previous estimations, now the frequency of rail travel and gender variables
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have significant effects on the utility of the no ticket alternative. The more often a user travels
by rail, the less likely she is to stop owning a ticket.
Table 7.9: Mixed logit
unrestricted ticket (1)
Coeff
t-statistic

restricted ticket (2)
Coeff
t-statistic

no ticket (3)
Coeff
t-statistic

Fixed parts of the random parameters
−6.1077#

Price

−38.7

−6.1077#

−38.7

ASC_3

−3.3168***

−6.25

9.1772***

12.2

Parameters of the random elements
Price

(lognormal)

ASC_3

(triangular)

1.1681***

12.8

1.1681***

12.8

Observed heterogeneity in marginal utility of price
0.9648***
−0.4455***

9.95
0.9648***
−4.00 −0.4455***

9.95
−4.00

1.4802***

16.69

Displacement time outbound trip earlier

−0.0087***

4.12

Displacement time outbound trip later

−0.0194***

9.24

Displacement time return trip earlier

−0.0107

***

5.67

Displacement time return trip later

−0.0113***

5.60

***

3.36

−0.0297***

−6.66

−0.1127***

−10.1

***

6.26

0.0008***

8.60

−1.83

***

−9.88

1.10

−0.5923***

−3.97

−1.59
−1.90

***

Proportion paid*price
Gender (female=1) *Price

1.4802***

Car dummy*Price

16.69

Attributes

Max 5 days travel

−0.2950

Control variables
Journey length in minutes
(Journey length in minutes)^2

0.0002

Car in household

−0.1727

Frequency trip

0.1042

Gender dummy (female=1)
ASC
Respondents 568

*

−0.1267
−0.3410*
Choice cards per respondent 8
0.5132

log-likelihood −2536.1

−2.9765
1.2903

4.33

Adjusted Rho2

Note: ***, ** and * indicate significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level. # As the H0 of a zero fixed part of
this marginal utility means that this coefficient should be −∞ (as Exp(−∞)=0), there is no valid t-statistic (Bhat, 1998). The
reported statistic is against zero and only shows that the standard error is well below the coefficient.

Tables 7.10 and 7.11 depict the aggregate elasticities for the unrestricted and restricted
ticket. We differentiate the elasticities by proportion paid, car ownership, and gender. We
simulate them using 100 Halton draws.
For the restricted ticket alternative, the responses are highly price elastic. Conversely, the
demand for the unrestricted ticket is on the whole inelastic. The restricted ticket must offer a
large price saving for it to be competitive. Respondents with a car in the household react
elastically to price changes, whereas respondents without a car react inelastically. This is
logical, as in the Netherlands for inter-city transport the car is the main alternative to the train.
The compensated users are again less price sensitive than the uncompensated.
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The elasticities are somewhat larger than those of the nested logit model and much larger
than those of the MNL, suggesting that ignoring the heterogeneity in the price sensitivity and
the correlation between the unobserved elements causes an underestimation of the average
price sensitivity. This is a comparable result to the findings of Bhat (1998a), who found for his
data that the elasticities with mixed logit are higher than those with MNL.
Table 7.10: Aggregate price elasticities for the unrestricted season ticket
Group

Average A car in the household
Both genders men
women

No car in the household
Both genders men
women

All respondents
For the fully compensated
For those who receive no travel
cost compensation

−0.431
−0.173

−0.544
−0.437

−0.668
−0.546

−0.377
−0.299

−0.173
−0.113

−0.223
−0.152

−0.108
−0.069

−0.544

−0.713

−0.796

−0.550

−0.335

−0.359

−0.271

Table 7.11: Aggregate price elasticities for the restricted season ticket
Group

Average

A car in the household
Both genders men
women

No car in the household
Both genders men
women

All respondents
For the fully compensated
For those who receive no travel
cost compensation

−1.624
−1.476

−1.941
−1.775

−2.086
−1.921

−1.651
−1.496

−0.725
−0.529

−0.826
−0.647

−0.541
−0.358

−1.861

−2.187

−2.282

−1.949

−1.033

−1.053

−0.965

Table 7.12: Elasticities for the unrestricted ticket with the restricted ticket deleted
All respondents
For the fully compensated
For those who receive no travel cost compensation

MNL

Nested Logit

Mixed logit

−0.0723
−0.0652
−0.1124

−0.0517
−0.0473
−0.0620

−0.0585
−0.0475
−0.0817

The elasticities found here are not comparable to those found in other situations, as in
reality the restricted season ticket does not exist. For comparison, we deleted the second
restricted ticket alternative in a second calculation of the elasticities. The responses in the SP
study had a strong nested structure, because the restricted ticket is similar in terms of
unobserved characteristics to the unrestricted ticket. Hence, the probability from the deleted
alternative is not shared proportionally over the two remaining alternatives (which MNL
assumes), but predominantly goes to the first season ticket alternative. Hence, as is also visible
in Table 7.12, the (absolute) price elasticities are now, after the deletion, much smaller.
Demand is even almost perfectly inelastic. This result might seem surprising. Still, the
result is more plausible if it is observed that the owners of the season ticket are predominantly
commuters and business travellers. Further, a large share of the respondents is fully
compensated, and, of course, compensation lowers the price sensitivity. The table, hence,
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shows that demand is very inelastic, even though the alternative choice probability elasticities
are rather large. Still, the elasticities are only representative for current ticket holders and not
for the population of potential ticket holders.
Table 7.13 depicts the average WTPs. We simulated the WTP using the same draws as the
elasticities. The WTPs for the restrictions have the same pattern of relative sizes as before,
except that now the mean WTP for the Displacement time return trip earlier is slightly smaller
than of the Displacement time return trip earlier. The WTPs from this mixed logit are smaller
than those from MNL. Yet, they are larger than with the nested logit, even though the average
marginal utility of price is higher with mixed logit.
Table 7.13: WTPs for the travel restrictions for the mixed logit estimation
Variable

Average
Both genders men

Displacement time outbound trip earlier
Displacement time outbound trip later
Displacement time return trip earlier
Displacement time return trip later
Max 5 days travel

€ 0.95
€ 2.13

€ 0.74
€ 1.65

For the fully For those who receive
women compensated no compensation
€ 1.25

€ 0.40

€ 1.09

€ 2.80

€ 0.90

€ 2.44

€ 1.17

€ 0.91

€ 1.54

€ 0.49

€ 1.34

€ 1.24

€ 0.96

€ 1.63

€ 0.52

€ 1.42

€ 32.31 € 25.16 € 42.53 € 13.63

€ 37.03

7.8. Conclusion
This chapter studied a Stated Preference experiment conducted among current Dutch railways
season-ticket holders. The respondents chose between (1) an unrestricted season ticket, (2) a
cheaper season ticket with peak travel and travel frequency restrictions, and (3) the no ticket
alternative.
The analysis showed that the assumptions behind MNL are violated by the structure of the
experiment. The two ticket alternatives are seen as very similar by the respondents and their
unobserved utilities are highly correlated. The mixed logit appears to be most satisfactory, as it
controls for unobserved heterogeneity, the repeated choices, and the correlation between
unobserved elements of the two season ticket alternatives.
There are large differences between the price elasticities of the restricted and unrestricted
ticket. The demand for the restricted season ticket is very price elastic, while the (absolute)
price elasticity for the unrestricted ticket is low. The elasticities for price obtained with MNL
and nested logit are smaller in absolute sense than those with mixed logit. The WTPs for the
reductions in the restrictions are much lower with MNL than with mixed logit. The price
elasticities for unrestricted ticket, when we recalculated them after deleting the restricted
ticket alternative, are close to zero; this suggests that the demand for season tickets (in the
current situation with only one type of ticket) is rather price insensitive.
Our findings on the effect of unobserved heterogeneity on the performance of MNL are
comparable to those of Bhat (1998a; 2000) and in contradiction to the theoretical paper of
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Horowitz (1980). An interesting question for further research is under what circumstances the
heterogeneity leads to biased estimates of MNL. Chapter 5 studied this question and found
that heterogeneity in itself does not seem to affect the WTPs, although, if the heterogeneity is
correlated, they can be biased.
The proportion of the price that respondents pay has, as expected, a large influence on their
price sensitivities. Respondents who pay nothing or a small amount have much lower absolute
price elasticities. This is an obvious, but important, result, as a very large share of (Dutch)
travellers are entirely or partly compensated for their travel costs. It is important to control for
this when doing forecasting or calculating elasticities. Without this control the choice
probabilities elasticities might be incorrect. The best control seems to be interacting
percentage cost compensation with the price. But, if there is no data on cost compensation, it
should also be possible to include this heterogeneity in the unobserved heterogeneity in the
marginal utility in a mixed logit.
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8.1. Summary
As, for example, Vickrey (1973), Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1988; 1994), Hoogendoorn
and Bovy (1998), and Small, Winston and Yan (2005) showed, it is important to take
heterogeneity in preferences into account in empirical and theoretical transport research.
Different types of users interacting can have a different aggregate result than homogeneous
users interacting. Heterogeneity can therefore affect how pricing changes the travel conditions.
Furthermore, with heterogeneity, congestion pricing has distributional effects. In empirical
research, heterogeneity can affect the estimated model coefficients. And, as people do differ in
reality, controlling for this should improve the estimation.
Below, we restate the research question raised in Chapter 1.
How important is heterogeneity in empirical research of travellers’ preferences, and
what effects does it have in dynamic congestion models for the aggregate and
distributional effects of first-best and second-best congestion pricing on the road or in
the train?
Part I of the thesis looked at congestion pricing in dynamic models under preference
heterogeneity. Chapter 2 studied tolling on a single road with a bottleneck under “ratio
heterogeneity”, meaning heterogeneity in the ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay.
Ratio heterogeneity gives differences in the relative importance of travel time and schedule
delay. Ratio heterogeneity could, for example, be due to the distinction between blue- and
white-collar workers. More ratio heterogeneity lowers congestion externalities; and thus there
is less to gain from tolling. This result is best explained by comparing the case of
homogeneous users with two groups of users. With homogeneity, the generalised price is
independent of the value of time. If the value of time increases, this makes a given travel delay
more costly, but this is exactly offset by users building up the queue more slowly. With two
groups, the group with the higher ratio builds up the queue more slowly. This does not help
this High-ratio group, but does benefit the Low-ratio group. This lowers the externalities
caused by the group with a high ratio, and thus the average externality.
A pay-lane only tolls a part of the road. The relative efficiency of a pay-lane decreases with
the amount of ratio heterogeneity. In contrast, with static-flow congestion the relative
efficiency increases with the heterogeneity in the value of time. Therefore, the type of
congestion also affects how heterogeneity influences the aggregate results of pricing.
If there is only ratio heterogeneity, first-best (FB) tolling raises the generalised price
substantially for users with low values of time. Hence, they demand less travel. This in turn
makes FB tolling beneficial for drivers with high values of time.
A private pay-lane raises the price for all users. Because the pay-lane lowers travel times
for its users, its users lose less, the higher their value of time is. On the free-lane, the
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distributional effects are non-monotonic: intermediate free-lane users lose most, users with
lower or higher values lose less. Conversely, with flow congestion, users who are indifferent
between the pay-lane and free-lane lose most.
Our public pay-lane lowers the price for most users; only those with the lowest values of
time lose. The distributional effects are now closer to monotonic. For almost all types, the
higher the value of time is, the more beneficial the pay-lane scheme. Only for the very lowest
values do we find that the lower the value of time is, the lower the loss from the pay-lane
scheme. To conclude, in Chapter 2 the distributional effects of FB pricing are monotonic in
the value of time; with a pay-lane they are non-monotonic.
Chapter 3 added “proportional heterogeneity” to the “ratio heterogeneity” of Chapter 2.
Proportional heterogeneity scales the values of time and schedule delay proportionally: i.e.
they follow the heterogeneous scalar ki following αi=a·ki, βi=b·ki and γi=g·ki. This
heterogeneity could result from variation in the marginal utilities of income caused by income
differences. Proportional heterogeneity does not affect the no-toll equilibrium of the
bottleneck model, as drivers then arrive ordered on the ratio of values of time and schedule
delay. Time-variant tolling removes all travel delays. Now, drivers arrive ordered on the value
of schedule delay alone: the higher a driver’s value of schedule delay is, the closer she arrives
to her preferred arrival time. Thus, with proportional heterogeneity, tolling makes the arrival
order more efficient, raising the welfare gain of FB or pay-lane tolling. A further consequence
of this efficiency gain is that tolling can directly lower the price for most users if the amount
of heterogeneity in the value of time is sufficiently limited compared with the heterogeneity in
the value of schedule delay. The share of users who gains from FB pricing increases with the
amount of proportional heterogeneity; it decreases with the amount of ratio heterogeneity.
In our model, the private pay-lane is only used by drivers with the highest values of time
and schedule delay. Surprisingly, the public pay-lane is not only used by the users with the
highest values, but also by those with the low values of time and schedule delay. Indeed, in the
numerical base case, all lowest values of schedule delay use the pay-lane. These users arrive in
the shoulders of the peak, when the second-best toll turns out to be negative. This negative toll
more than compensates the large schedule delays at these arrival times. The relative efficiency
of a pay-lane increases with proportional heterogeneity, and decreases with ratio
heterogeneity.
The distributional impacts in Chapter 3 are surprising: even for first-best pricing, the
impacts are non-monotonic in the value of time, since the value of schedule delay also
determines these effects. With FB pricing, it is not the users with the lowest value of time who
lose most, but users of an intermediate type with an average value of schedule delay and the
lowest value of time consistent with this value of schedule delay. With a public pay-lane, the
lowest values of schedule delay are actually among those who gain most. Still, the highestvalues drivers still gain most, which is as one would expect. With our public pay-lane, it is not
drivers who are indifferent between pay-lane and free-lane that lose most, but again the
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intermediate type who also lost most with FB pricing. This is different from under static-flow
congestion, where the indifferent users lose most. On a private pay-lane in our model, it is true
that indifferent users lose most. Private pay-lane drivers with high values of time and schedule
delay actually gain; free-lane drivers with low values lose relatively little. All this suggests
that bottleneck congestion pricing need not be most harmful for drivers with the lowest values
of time.
Chapter 4 added the imperfect substitute of a rail link to the model of Chapter 3. In the train
there is dynamic crowding congestion. The welfare gains of “first-best pricing on road and
rail” and “pricing the road only” increase with proportional heterogeneity. The relative
efficiency of “public pricing of the road only” decreases with proportional heterogeneity. This
differs from a pay-lane in Chapter 3, where the relative efficiency increased with proportional
heterogeneity. The explanation for this difference lies in that the rail and road are imperfect
substitutes. Some users with high values continue to use the train, even though the road has a
far lower price, whereas with two roads all these users use the priced road. Moreover, there are
also many drivers who continue to use the road, even though tolling substantially raises their
car-travel price, and the train has a far lower price. On the other hand, the relative efficiency of
“private pricing of the road only” increases with proportional heterogeneity, which is in line
with the private pay-lane case. Ratio heterogeneity has the same effects on road pricing as in
Chapters 2 and 3. Heterogeneity has less of an effect on rail pricing. Still, ratio heterogeneity
slightly decreases the relative efficiency of public or private rail-only pricing; proportional
heterogeneity slightly increases this relative efficiency.
Rail congestion pricing has a far lower welfare gain than road pricing, even though both
employ dynamic pricing. This is partly because the train has fewer users. But mostly it is due
to the difference between bottleneck and crowding congestion. Bottleneck congestion entails
queuing, and tolling removes this pure waste. Crowding congestion has no such pure waste.
This is also the reason why congestion pricing has a larger gain with bottleneck congestion
than with static or dynamic-flow congestion.
Part II turned to the empirical study of the preferences of travellers. Empirical information
is needed for the calibration of models and for the mapping of model results to the real world.
We focused on the preferences of rail users, as these have been less extensively researched
than those of car drivers.
Chapter 5 used datasets created by Monte Carlo simulation to test what effects
heterogeneity may have on Willingness-To-Pay estimates (WTPs) from multinomial logit
(MNL). We study three cases: symmetric heterogeneity in the marginal utilities; asymmetric
heterogeneity; and correlated heterogeneity. Symmetric heterogeneity did not bias the MNL
estimates. Similarly, asymmetric heterogeneity also did not cause a bias. Conversely,
correlated heterogeneity did have an effect. With positively correlated marginal utilities, the
estimated WTP is above its design value. With negative correlation, the estimate is below the
design value. The stronger the correlation is, the larger the difference between the estimated
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and the design value. These results could explain the findings in the literature, where MNL
sometimes gives lower WTPs than mixed logit, sometimes higher WTPs, and sometimes the
same WTPs. This also emphasises the importance of allowing for heterogeneity in empirical
studies.
Chapter 6 examined a Stated Preference (SP) experiment on the choice of train ticket
conducted among current Dutch Railways single-ticket travellers. We used MNL, nested logit,
and mixed logit estimations. The experiment had a strong nested structure, for which the
nested and mixed logit controlled. The mixed logit also controlled for unobserved
heterogeneity in the marginal utilities of price and travel time; and for observed differences in
price sensitivities due to car ownership, gender, trip purpose, and travel cost compensation.
The mixed logit estimation seemed the most suited estimation for this dataset. The price
sensitivities are somewhat lower with mixed logit than with nested logit, but they are much
smaller with MNL. The value of time is not significantly different from zero with MNL,
whereas with nested and mixed logit it is significantly positive. Policies based on the MNL
and mixed logit might consequently be very different. A profit maximiser following the MNL
would set a higher fare, owing to the lower price sensitivity; and invest less in travel-time
savings, owing to the lower value of time. A welfare maximiser would also invest less.
Chapter 7 investigated an SP experiment on the choice of season ticket using the same
survey used in Chapter 6. Again, the alternatives had a strong nested structure. The mixed
logit controlled for unobserved heterogeneity in the marginal utility of price and in the
preference for owning a season ticket; and for observed differences from gender, car
ownership, and cost compensation. There were large differences in the WTPs from MNL and
mixed logit. This might be due to the effect of correlation between the marginal utility of price
and the marginal utilities of the travel moment restrictions—as Chapter 5 suggested.
In both Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, travel cost compensations had large effects: compensated
respondents have a higher value of time because they are less price sensitive. Indeed, in the
nested logit of Chapter 6, the marginal utility of price of fully-compensated users does not
significantly differ from zero, and therefore they do not have a valid finite value of time. This
is an important result, as compensation of travel costs is very common in the Netherlands. Of
the respondents with a season ticket, 58% was fully compensated and 33% partly. Among the
less regular train travellers in the ticket experiment, 22% was fully compensated and 12%
partly. Tariff differentiation will probably have little effect on compensated users, thereby
reducing the welfare gain from differentiation. Moreover, compensation seemingly raises the
WTPs for travel moment restrictions, making the displacements of travel moments to outside
the peak due to tariff differentiation more costly. Finally, compensation also increases the
value of time, seemingly making investments that reduce travel and waiting times more
valuable.
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8.2. Concluding
Heterogeneity in the preferences of users affects both the aggregate efficiency effects and the
distributional effects of congestion pricing in the bottleneck model of congestion. This thesis
considered two dimensions of heterogeneity. More proportional heterogeneity raises the
welfare gain of road pricing, because the efficiency gain from the reordering of the arrival
times increases. More heterogeneity in the ratio of value of time to value of schedule delay
lowers the gain from tolling, because congestion externalities decrease.
In the bottleneck model, the distributional effects of congestion pricing are non-monotonic
in the values of time schedule delay. It is not users with the lowest values who lose most from
tolling, but an intermediate type of user. This differs from the traditional view—that is based
on the static-flow model of congestion—and states that the higher the value of time is, the less
harmful tolling is. Hence, heterogeneity can have surprising results on the aggregate and
distributional impacts of congestion pricing, even before we control for such things as those
individuals with higher incomes driving more, and in more congested areas.
Heterogeneity also affects empirical estimates. If two heterogeneous marginal utilities are
correlated, it can bias the WTPs obtained from a logit estimation. The empirical chapters find
that travel-cost compensation lowers price elasticities and increases the value of time and the
values of restricting the timings of the travel moments. All this reinforces the need for
controlling for observed and unobserved heterogeneity in empirical studies.
On the policy side, it is important that travel-cost compensation can make congestion
pricing less effective, as it makes the compensated users less price sensitive. This might also
mean that congestion charges have to be higher, thus making congestion pricing more harmful
for uncompensated users. If, in reality, congestion is largely in the form of queuing behind
bottlenecks, then the gain from tolling is higher, and there is less need for compensation as
many users gain even before toll revenue is used. However, compensating losers is more
difficult under heterogeneity, especially since the surprising distributional effects we find
make it difficult to identify the losers. This becomes even more difficult if people also differ in
such things as preferred arrival time, trip purpose, and the ratio of values of schedule delay
early and late. Therefore, strict Pareto efficiency of tolling seems a very elusive goal.

8.3. Some Suggestions for Further Research
This thesis focused on fully time-variant congestion charges; in practice tolls and fares are
uniform over the day or have one or, at maximum, a few steps. The distributional effect of
such schemes is an interesting topic for future research. In this light Xiao, Qian and Zhang
(2010) is interesting, as they study a single-step toll under Vickrey’s (1973) proportional
heterogeneity and fixed demand. However, even under homogeneity step tolls can be difficult
to analyse. Moreover, there are currently three distinct step-toll models for the bottleneck
model alone (Lindsey, Van den Berg and Verhoef, 2010). In the single-step-toll model of
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Arnott, de Palma and Lindsey (1990, 1993), there is a mass departure of drivers after the toll is
lifted. Conversely, in Laih (1994, 2004), there are separate queues for toll payers and latearriving no-toll payers, where the latter users start queuing at the tolling point during the tolled
period. Lindsey et al. (2010) derive a third model in which drivers can brake and wait before
the tolling point to avoid paying the toll, and this braking lowers the gain from step tolling.
They also discuss that the other two models only describe equilibrium behaviour if the
government can prevent braking.
This thesis ignored heterogeneity between the value of schedule early and late (β/γ),
limiting the dimensions of heterogeneity to—a still challenging—two dimensions. This
seemed justified as Arnott et al. (1988; 1994) find that β/γ heterogeneity does not lead to
distributional effects and nor does it affect the percentage welfare gain of tolling, although it
does lower total costs. Yet, with step tolling, this heterogeneity probably has more of an effect.
Certainly, in the Arnott et al. (1990) model, the ratio of values of schedule delay early and late
influences the number of users in the mass departure, when the peak starts, and the welfare
gain of the scheme. Hence, heterogeneity in this ratio would also have an effect, as it
influences the ratio of the user who is indifferent between being in the mass or not.
We also ignored heterogeneity in the preferred arrival time (t*), yet, in practice, people
certainly differ in when they want to arrive. Arnott et al. (1988; 1994) found that schedule
delay costs are lower with heterogeneity in t*. The total welfare gain of tolling is unaffected,
but, since costs are lower in the no-toll equilibrium, the percentage gain is lower. Still, this
heterogeneity does not lead to distributional effect of tolling.
We focused on which values of time and schedule delay gain or lose from tolling. Yet, the
question how real world socio-economic groups are affected remains unanswered, since we do
not establish a formal link between socio-economic characteristics and the values of time and
schedule delay. Our results suggest that the distributional impacts depend not only on income,
but also on, for instance, the type of (un)employment, family structure, and trip purpose.
Consider two drivers with the same income, but one is an assembly-line worker and the
second is unemployed person or an office worker. Then, the commuting assembly-line worker
probably has higher values of schedule delay, as her job has strict starting hours. Clearly,
pricing then has different effects on the two. Yet, if the assembly-line worker travels to visit
friends and the unemployed person to visit a doctor, then the unemployed person may have
higher values of time and schedule delay. Even if two drivers are observably the same, they
might still have very different preferences. For example, consider two commuting office
workers who work at the same firm and have the same income. One worker might have a
stricter boss or more scheduling constraints imposed by the home life (e.g. small children),
implying higher values of schedule delay. On the other hand, the second might have a better
car audio system, making driving more pleasant and thus travel time less costly. To map our
results on a real-world population, one needs information on differences between groups of
drivers and unobserved heterogeneity inside those groups.
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An interesting twist here is that a deterministic equilibrium in the bottleneck model requires
that the value of time is larger than the value of schedule delay. This requirement is consistent
with the plausible assumption that, when arriving early, a user prefers getting out of the car
over extending the trip by making a detour.34 It would be interesting to see what effects this
constraint has on, for example, the loglikelihood of an estimation and the mean values of time
and schedule delay. Ideally, the sample of respondents would contain both current road and
public transport users, and the choice set would include car and public transport options,
thereby also allowing for the estimation of cross-price-elasticities.
Chapter 5 concluded that correlated heterogeneous marginal utilities may bias the WTPs
from MNL. An interesting question is whether mixed logit without correlation between
marginal utilities can solve this, or if an estimation with free correlation is necessary. It is
important to note here that the design WTP would not be the same for mixed logit and MNL.
For MNL, the design WTP is the expected value of the marginal utility of an attribute divided
by the expected value of the marginal utility of price. For mixed logit, the design value is the
expected ratio of the two marginal utilities.
Chapters 6 and 7 noted difficulties in calculating WTPs for fully compensated respondents.
First, those who are fully compensated can have a zero marginal utility of price. Since one
cannot divide by zero, this means that they then do not have valid WTPs. Second, in
calculating the WTP, one would ideally also include the marginal value of money spent by the
compensating employer and the government. The latter is because the compensation of publictransport costs is tax exempt in the Netherlands. It would be interesting to attempt such a full
calculation, and see how much the full-compensated user’s WTP (including the other marginal
values of money) differs from that of the uncompensated user.
Concluding, it would be interesting and challenging to test the welfare and distributional
effects of step tolling under preference heterogeneity. In addition, calibrating the models from
real-world preferences would create more insight into the distributional effects of tolling.

34

This constraint is partially relaxed if there is also heterogeneity in t* (see, e.g., Newell, 1987; Lindsey, 2004a,
p. 299).
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Al in de jaren twintig van de 20e eeuw beschreven economen zoals Pigou (1920) en Knight
(1924) dat congestie externe kosten veroorzaakt: gebruikers houden er geen rekening mee dat
zij de reistijden verlengen van de andere reizigers. Deze externaliteit is een marktfalen, dat
leidt tot een suboptimaal werkende economie. Congestiebeprijzing kan dit probleem oplossen:
door een tol op te leggen die gelijk is aan de marginale externe kosten, houden gebruikers wel
rekening met de kosten die zij bij anderen veroorzaken.
Twintig jaar geleden was het technisch niet goed mogelijk om congestiebeprijzen op grote
schaal toe te passen. Men moest er op vertrouwen dat gebruikers handmatig de tol zouden
betalen. De komst van moderne informatie technologieën zoals transponders in autos en GPS
systemen maakt congestiebeprijzen op grote schaal mogelijk. Deze technologieën laten ook
toe om de heffingen naar locatie en tijd te differentiëren, zodat deze de daadwerkelijke externe
kosten dicht benaderen.
In het openbaar vervoer maakt de komst van de OV-chipkaart het mogelijk om de prijs te
differentiëren naar tijd en locatie, dit om congestie in het openbaar vervoer en verschillen in
marginale kosten van het openbaar vervoersbedrijf te beprijzen. In de spits is er veel capaciteit
nodig, terwijl buiten de spits er overcapaciteit is. Door met tarief differentiatie de vraag meer
te spreiden, zou er minder spits capaciteit nodig zijn.
Dit proefschrift kijkt naar de effecten van heterogeniteit in empirisch onderzoek naar de
voorkeuren van gebruikers, en in dynamische congestie modellen op de geaggregeerde en
verdelingseffecten van congestie beprijzing op de weg en in de trein. Deel 1 van dit
proefschrift behandelt congestiebeprijzing in dynamische congestie modellen voor auto en
trein. Deel 2 doet empirisch onderzoek naar de voorkeuren van treinreizigers.
De traditionele kijk op de verdelingseffecten van beprijzen volgt het stroommodel van
congestie dat de snelheid op de weg bepaalt volgens dezelfde formules die men zou gebruiken
om de stroomsnelheid van water door een pijpleiding te berekenen. In dit model leidt
beprijzen tot kortere reistijden en hogere monetaire kosten. Als de waarde van tijd positief
afhangt van inkomen, betekent dit dat beprijzen minder nadelig is bij een hoger inkomen.
Maar zo eenvoudig als het op het eerste gezicht lijkt, is het niet. Mensen met hogere inkomens
rijden meer en ook over langere afstanden. Tevens werken zij vaak in gebieden met hoge
congestie: zoals in de Zuid-As in Amsterdam of in Den Haag. Dus reizigers met hogere
inkomens zullen over langere afstanden reizen en vaker worden beprijsd. Dit maakt dat
verdelingseffecten niet van tevoren zeker zijn.
Schedule delay kosten worden veroorzaakt door een aankomst op de bestemming op een
een ander tijdstip dan het meest gewenste moment. Dus bijvoorbeeld dat een werknemer om 6
uur begint in plaats van de meest gewenste begintijd van 9 uur, om zodoende minder in de file
te staan. Vickrey (1969) ontwikkelde het bottleneck model van congestie, waar in congestie de
vorm heeft van in een rij staan voor een bottleneck zoals een brug of tunnel. In dit model heeft
optimaal congestiebeprijzing geen effect op de gegeneraliseerde prijs: de prijs inclusief reistijd
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en schedule delay kosten. Dus onder bottleneck congestie is beprijzing beter voor de
consument dan onder stroomcongestie, waar beprijzen de prijs verhoogt.
Vickrey (1973) introduceerde “proportionele heterogeniteit” in het bottleneck model.
Proportionele heterogeniteit schaalt de waardes van tijd (α) en schedule delay (β)
proportioneel volgens αi≡a·ki en β≡b·ki. Deze heterogeniteit kan worden gezien als een effect
van inkomen. Onder een constante vraag, vond Vickrey (1973) dat alle gebruikers er op voor
uit gaan door beprijzing, behalve de gebruikers met de allerlaagste waardes, voor wie de prijs
hetzelfde blijft. De Palma en Lindsey (2002a) keken naar wat wij “ratio heterogeniteit”
noemen, dat is heterogeniteit in de ratio van waardes van tijd en schedule delay. De ratio van
een persoon geeft aan hoe zeer zij bereid is een langere reistijd te accepteren om zodoende
haar schedule delay te verminderen. Ratio heterogeniteit zou bijvoorbeeld kunnen ontstaan
door verschillen in mogelijkheden op de reistijd productief te gebruiken of door verschillen in
de waarde van het dagschema aan te passen (bijvoorbeeld in een fabriek of kantoor werken en
kleine kinderen hebben of niet) Onder deze heterogeniteit is heffen minder voordelig voor de
consument en samenleving dan onder homogeniteit. Als het aantal reizigers constant is, gaan
alle gebruikers er op achteruit door optimale beprijzing, behalve de hoogste waarde van tijd,
voor wie de prijs constant blijft.
Verhoef en Small (2004) onderzoeken beprijzen met heterogene waardes van tijd in een
statische stroommodel van congestie. De verdelingseffecten zijn zoals je zou verwachten: hoe
hoger de waarde van tijd is, hoe lager het verlies door congestiebeprijzen. Een pay-lane
beprijst een deel van de weg wel, terwijl de rest van de capaciteit (de free-lane) onbeprijsd
blijft. De free-lane wordt gebruikt door de gebruikers met de lagere waardes van tijd, de paylane door de hogere waardes. Voor pay-lane gebruikers is de tijdsbesparing van de pay-lane
gunstiger als de waarde van tijd hoger is. De extra reistijd op de free-lane is minder kostbaar
met een lagere waarde van tijd. De verdelingseffecten zijn dus niet monotoon in de waarde
van tijd. Met meer heterogeniteit is de welvaartswinst van een pay-lane hoger, omdat de
gemiddelde waarde van tijd op de pay-lane hoger is, en lager op de free-lane.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschouwde ratio heterogeniteit in het bottleneck model onder een
prijsgevoelige vraag. Congestie externaliteiten (of te wel externe congestielasten) zijn lager
met meer ratio heterogeniteit; en hierdoor is welvaartswinst van beprijzen ook lager. De
welvaartswinst van een welvaarts- of winstmaximaliserende pay-lane is lager met meer ratio
heterogeniteit, omdat de congestie externaliteiten lager zijn. Dit is het omgekeerde resultaat als
met statische stroom congestie, waar de welvaartswinst van een pay-lane hoger is met meer
heterogeniteit in de waarde van tijd.
De verdelingseffecten van optimaal beprijzen zijn zoals verwacht: hoe hoger de waarde van
tijd, hoe gunstiger beprijzen is voor de reiziger. De publieke pay-lane verlaagt de reisprijs voor
de meeste gebruikers, alleen de laagste waardes van tijd gaan er op achteruit. De private paylane verhoogt de prijs substantieel voor alle gebruikers, maar het minst voor de hoogste
waardes van tijd.
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Hoofdstuk 3 voegt proportionele heterogeniteit toe aan de ratio heterogeniteit van het
tweede hoofdstuk. Meer proportionele heterogeniteit verhoogt de winst van beprijzen. Zonder
beprijzen, reizen mensen met de hoogste ratio van waarde van tijd tot waarde van schedule
delay het verst van de centrale piek, omdat zij relatief het meest hinder ondervinden van extra
reistijd. Dus er zijn vele reizigers met hoge waardes van schedule delay, die toch ver van de
geprefereerde aankomsttijd arriveren. Met beprijzen arriveert een persoon dichter bij de
geprefereerde aankomsttijd, als haar waarde van schedule delay hoger is. Dus beprijzen maakt
de aankomstordening efficiënter, en daardoor neemt de welvaartswinst van beprijzen toe met
de hoeveelheid proportionele heterogeniteit.
De verdelingseffecten van optimaal beprijzen zijn verrassend. De effecten zijn niet
monotoon in de waarde van tijd, omdat ze ook afhangen van de waarde van schedule delay.
Het komt voor dat een gebruiker met een lagere waarde van tijd beter af is dan een gebruiker
met een hogere waarde, omdat de eerste gebruiker een hogere waarde van schedule delay
heeft. Verder zijn het niet de gebruikers met de laagste waardes van tijd en schedule delay die
er het meeste op achteruit gaan, maar intermediaire gebruikers. Deze intermediaire gebruikers
hebben een gemiddelde waarde van schedule delay en de laagste waarde van tijd consistent
met deze waarde van schedule delay. Optimaal beprijzen kan zelfs de gegeneraliseerde prijs
verlagen voor de mediane gebruiker als er niet te veel meer heterogeniteit is in de waarde van
tijd dan in de waarde van schedule delay.
Ook verrassend is dat de publieke pay-lane niet alleen wordt gebruikt door de hoogste
waardes van tijd en schedule delay, maar ook door de laagste waardes. Je zou denken dat
alleen de hoogste waardes bereid zouden zijn de tol te betalen. Echter de laagste waardes
reizen tijdens de rand van de piek, wanneer de optimale tol negatief blijkt te zijn. Zoals Braid
(1996) ook al liet zien, het is optimaal om aan de rand van de piek een subsidie te geven, om
zodoende mensen weg te trekken van de free-lane waar de congestie niet beprijsd is. De
gebruikers met lage waardes op de free-lane gaan er substantieel op vooruit, meer dan de freelane gebruikers die intermediaire waardes hebben. Maar de gebruikers met de hoogste waardes
gaan er nog steeds het meest op vooruit. De private pay-lane wordt alleen gebruikt door de
hoogste waardes. Gebruikers die indifferent zijn tussen de private pay-lane en free-lane gaan
er het meeste op achteruit. Voor free-lane gebruikers met lagere waardes zijn de extra reistijd
en schedule delays minder nadelig. De pay-lane is beter de hoger de waardes van tijd en
schedule delay zijn. Voor gebruikers met zeer hoge waardes verlaagt de private pay-lane zelfs
de gegeneraliseerde prijs.
Hoofdstuk 4 keek naar een weg en spoor netwerk. Op de weg is er bottleneck congestie. In
de trein is er dynamische crowding congestie. Crowding kosten ontstaan door het ongemak
van het zich bevinden in een drukke trein. De vraag is prijsgevoelig en de auto en trein zijn
imperfecte substituten. Dus, als de prijs voor auto reizen omhoog gaat, komen er minder auto
gebruikers en meer trein gebruikers, maar het totale aantal reizigers gaat ook omlaag. De
welvaartswinsten van “optimaal beprijzen op weg en spoor” en “alleen de weg beprijzen“
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gaan omhoog met de hoeveelheid proportionele heterogeniteit en omlaag met ratio
heterogeniteit. Echter, nu gaat de relatieve efficiency van alleen de weg beprijzen omlaag met
proportionele heterogeniteit. Relatieve efficiency is de welvaartswinst van een beleid relatief
tot de first-best optimale optie die de hoogst mogelijke welvaartswinst geeft. Dit verschilt met
de situatie met een pay-lane waar de relatieve efficiency omhoog gaat met de hoeveelheid
proportionele heterogeniteit. Op beleidsopties die alleen de trein beprijzen hebben
proportionele of ratio heterogeniteit weinig effect.
Deel 2 van het proefschrift ging daarna verder met empirisch onderzoek. Hoofdstuk 5 deed
onderzoek naar het effect van heterogeniteit op logit schattingen van de Willingness-To-Pay
(WTP) van respondenten. Een WTP meet hoeveel mensen bereid zijn te betalen voor een
eenheid reductie van een attribuut, bijvoorbeeld 1 uur minder reistijd. Heterogeniteit in de
marginale nutten heeft geen direct effect op de zuiverheid van de schattingen. Echter, als het
heterogene marginale nut van een attribuut is gecorreleerd met het marginale nut van prijs dan
kan dit de WTP schatting wel onzuiver maken. Met positieve correlatie zal de geschatte WTP
boven de echte waarde liggen, met negatieve correlatie er onder. Hoe sterker de correlatie is,
hoe groter het verschil tussen de echte en geschatte waarde.
Hoofdstukken 6 en 7 onderzochten Stated Preference (SP) experimenten naar de
voorkeuren van treinreizigers die respectievelijk met afzonderlijke kaartjes en abonnement
reizen. De experimenten werden gehouden onder huidige NS reizigers. In de SP experimenten
kiezen mensen uit drie hypothetische alternatieven. Het eerste is vergelijkbaar met hun huidige
keuze, maar duurder. Het tweede alternatief is goedkoper maar heeft meer reismoment
beperkingen en, in Hoofdstuk 6 ook, een langere reistijd. Het derde alternatief is niet meer met
de NS reizen.
We gebruikten logit, nested logit, en mixed logit om de voorkeuren van de respondenten te
onderzoeken. Aan de hand van deze schattingen berekenden wij prijselasticiteiten en WTPs
voor reistijd en voor beperkingen van het toegestane reismoment. De nested en mixed logit
controleerden er voor dat de twee treinalternatieven vergelijkbare goederen zijn, terwijl het
derde alternatief betekent dat men niet meer reist of gebruik maakt van een ander
vervoermiddel. Een logit schatting neemt aan dat er geen vergelijkbare goederen zijn. De
mixed logit schattingen controleerden ook voor niet waargenomen heterogeniteit in de
voorkeuren voor reizen met de NS en in de marginale nutten van reistijd en prijs. Al de
schattingen controleerden voor waarneembare heterogeniteit door factoren als geslacht,
autobezit, reisdoel en reiskostencompensatie.
Vooral de controle voor reiskostencompensatie is belangrijk. Als mensen de volledige
monetaire reiskosten vergoed krijgen zullen zij amper of helemaal niet reageren op
prijsveranderingen en tariefdifferentiatie. Dit maakt tariefdifferentiatie tussen de spits en nietspits minder effectief in het spreiden van de reisvraag. In de spits hebben OV bedrijven een
zeer grote capaciteit nodig om aan de vraag te voldoen, en buiten de spits is er overcapaciteit.
Het spreiden van de vraag zou betekenen dat er minder (en kleinere) treinen nodig zijn in de
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spits. Daarbij is er dan ook minder noodzaak om de spoorcapaciteit uit te breiden. Tevens leidt
compensatie tot hogere WTPs voor beperkingen van reismoment, wat het spreiden van de
vraag nog minder aantrekkelijk maakt. Als laatste leidt compensatie tot hogere waardes van
tijd, wat er toe zou kunnen leiden dat OV bedrijven meer besteden aan investeringen die
reistijden verlagen dan wanneer er geen compensatie zou zijn.
Heterogeniteit kan verrassende effecten hebben op de totale- en verdelingseffecten van
congestiebeprijzen, zelfs voordat we ervoor controleren dat mensen met hogere inkomens
meer reizen (en vaak in gebieden met meer congestie). Vooral opvallend is dat wij vinden dat
in een dynamisch model het niet zo is dat congestie beprijzen het meest nadelig is voor de
laagste waardes van tijd. Ook is het belangrijk dat congestie veel beter is voor de samenleving
en de consument als de congestie in de vorm is van in de rij staan voor een bottleneck (zoals
een brug, tunnel of op- en afrit van een snelweg) in plaats van in de vorm van
stroomcongestie. Hierbij is het opvallend dat het dagelijkse filebericht bijna alleen de
gebruikelijke bottlenecks bevat plus de files door ongelukken. Ook in empirische studies heeft
heterogeniteit effect op de prijsgevoeligheden en WTP schattingen. Dit benadrukt het belang
van het expliciet meenemen van waarneembare en niet-waarneembare heterogeniteit.
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Heterogeneity in preferences of users affects both the aggregate efficiency
effects as the distributional effects of congestion pricing. This thesis considers two
dimensions of heterogeneity. Proportional heterogeneity scales the values of time
and schedule delay proportionally. More proportional heterogeneity raises the
welfare gain of road pricing, because the efficiency gain from the reordering of the
arrival times increases. More heterogeneity in the ratio between the value of time
and value of schedule delay lowers the gain from tolling, because congestion
externalities decrease.
This thesis finds that, in the bottleneck model of congestion, the distributional
effects of congestion pricing are non-monotonic in the value of time and value of
schedule delay. It is not users with the lowest values who lose most—or gain the
least—from tolling, but an intermediate type of user. This differs from the
traditional view that is based on the static flow model of congestion, and states that
the higher the value of time is, the less harmful tolling is.
Preference heterogeneity also affects empirical estimates. If two heterogeneous
marginal utilities are correlated, it can even bias the willingness-to-pay estimates
obtained by logit estimation. The empirical chapters find that travel-cost
compensation lowers price elasticities and increases the value of time and the
values of restricting the timings of the travel moments.
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